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“I don’t like sand. It’s coarse and rough and irritating and it gets everywhere.”

- Anakin Skywalker
Abstract

Space exploration missions often use drills or penetrators to access the subsurface of planetary bodies. Protected by the conditions experienced at the surface, these regions have potentially been untouched for millennia. As such, the subsurface is a very attractive option for scientific goals, be it the search for extra-terrestrial life, to examine the history of the planet, or to utilise underground resources. However, many issues arise in such a task. Every other rocky body in our solar system possesses a surface gravity lower than our own, resulting in a lower available weight for a spacecraft to ‘push’ on a penetrating device. Add to this the low power availability and complications regarding remote operation, and this becomes a very difficult process to achieve. Mole devices which burrow through the ground whilst tethered to a surface-station to provide power and data have shown great promise in this regard. Using an internal mass to ‘hammer’ themselves into the ground, special care is required to ensure internal components are not damaged, and that they can arrive at their target depth in a reasonable period of time. There is continuous development in these types of drilling and penetrating technologies and anything that can penetrate with a lower weight-on-bit (WOB), and consume less power, could potentially be extremely useful for these situations.

High powered ultrasonic vibrations have been shown to reduce operational space and forces required in cutting bones for surgery. Additionally, they have been successful in reducing WOB requirements for drilling devices through rocky substrates. To maximise penetration depth, it is often favourable to progress though granular material rather than solid rock, however this also provides its own set of problems. This work looks at applying ultrasonic vibration to penetrating probes for use in granular material, with the aim of utilising it in low gravity or low mass scenarios.

Before this can be done however, the regolith used for testing must be fully characterised and consistent preparation methods established, ensuring that all other effects are accounted for. An ultrasonically tuned penetrator was designed and manufactured, and the effects it had on the surface of sand were investigated using a high-speed camera and
optical microscope. It was found that regions of sand immediately surrounding the penetrator were highly fluidised, localising any deformations to a small radial distance. Penetration tests were then conducted that showed ultrasonic vibration significantly reduces the penetration forces and therefore the overhead weight required, in some cases by over an order of magnitude. A similar effect was seen in power consumption, with some instances displaying a lowered total power draw of the whole system.

Experiments were then conducted in a large centrifuge to examine the trends with respect to gravity. Gravitational levels up to 10 g were tested, and the general trend showed that ultrasonic penetration efficiency indeed increased at lower gravities, suggesting that the force reduction properties would be enhanced at lower levels of g. Finally, the first steps to applying this technique as a fully-fledged penetration device were conducted. These tests oversaw combining ultrasonic vibration with the established hammering mechanism used by mole devices. Comparing this against a purely hammering penetration, it was found that the addition of ultrasonic improved performance significantly, greatly reducing the number of strikes required to reach the same penetration depth.

To conclude, the work presented in this thesis shows the potential that ultrasonic vibration can have with advancing low gravity/low mass penetrating devices. Reducing both the weight and power requirements can be a huge boon to small spacecraft, and the potential use as subsurface access or anchoring devices makes it an attractive avenue for future research and development.
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<td>Cc</td>
<td>Coefficient of curvature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIMRA</td>
<td>Collection and Handling for Interior Martian Rock Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNSA</td>
<td>China National Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT</td>
<td>Cone Penetration Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>Coefficient of uniformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{10}$</td>
<td>Diameter of grain at 10% passing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{30}$</td>
<td>Diameter of grain at 30% passing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{60}$</td>
<td>Diameter of grain at 60% passing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAQ</td>
<td>Data Acquisition Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRD</td>
<td>Dual Reciprocating Drill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DST</td>
<td>Direct Shear Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMA</td>
<td>Experimental Modal Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-3</td>
<td>Engineering Soil simulant 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>European Space Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESTEC</td>
<td>European Space research and TEcchnology Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEA</td>
<td>Finite Element Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRF</td>
<td>Frequency Response Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMI</td>
<td>Hydrargyrum Medium-arc Iodide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP³</td>
<td>Heat Flow and Physical Properties Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDDS</td>
<td>Inchworm Deep Drilling System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InSight</td>
<td>INterior exploration using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAD</td>
<td>Icy Soil Acquisition Device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISRU</td>
<td>In-Situ Resource Utilisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISS</td>
<td>International Space Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAXA</td>
<td>Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPL</td>
<td>Jet Propulsion Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSC Mars-1</td>
<td>Johnson Space Center Martian simulant 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSC</td>
<td>Kennedy Space Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDC</td>
<td>Large Diameter Centrifuge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDV</td>
<td>Laser Doppler Vibrometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MER</td>
<td>Mars Exploration Rovers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMS</td>
<td>Mojave Mars Simulant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUPUS</td>
<td>MUlti PUrpose Sensors for surface and subsurface science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>National Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAS</td>
<td>Polish Academy of Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLUTO</td>
<td>PLanetary Underground TOol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZT</td>
<td>Lead Zirconate Titanate (Acronym of chemical formula Pb[Zr$<em>x$Ti$</em>{1-x}$]O$_3$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTG</td>
<td>Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD2</td>
<td>Sample Drill and Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEIS</td>
<td>Seismic Experiment for Interior Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMAA</td>
<td>Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSAA</td>
<td>Surface Sampler Acquisition Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC</td>
<td>Surrey Space Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-1</td>
<td>Surry Space Centre Marian simulant 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-2</td>
<td>Surry Space Centre Marian simulant 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-3</td>
<td>Surry Space Centre Marian simulant 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPCD</td>
<td>Ultrasonic Planetary Core Drill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDC</td>
<td>Ultrasonic/Sonic Driller/Corer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOB</td>
<td>Weight On Bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

Throughout history, the great expanse of space has proved to be a long-held source of wonder and fascination for humanity. As naturally inquisitive beings, it is little wonder that we sought to find out more about what lies beyond our planet. At first it was simply by eye, but as technology progressed people had new ways to investigate the stars, with the invention of the telescope truly opening up the field of Astronomy. However, only relatively recently have we had the technology to physically travel to extra-terrestrial bodies.

The space race between the US and USSR was a period of unimaginable development in space exploration, from the first satellite Sputnik 1, to the first foot upon an extra-terrestrial surface in the Apollo 11 mission. Further developments allowed robotic landers that could even survive the harsh, acidic environment of Venus with the Venera missions, giving us our first glimpse at a planet other than our own. With the fall of the Soviet Union, more collaboration could occur between the two space powers at the time, USA and Russia, eventually seeing the construction of the largest ever artificial body in orbit around the Earth: The International Space Station (ISS). Scientific advancements have steadily progressed, with more and more countries joining the space faring community, such as Europe through ESA, Japan through JAXA, and China with CNSA.

Currently, one of the largest areas of research is the exploration of Mars. It is thought that Mars once had a very different climate, with flowing rivers and significant atmosphere and magnetic field. The view we have of the planet today is rather bleak, with a cold, dry, desolate surface. The reasons for this drastic change are still not fully understood, and a large number of missions have been launched to try and answer this question. Many past and current missions, such as the Mars Exploration Rovers (MER) and Curiosity, as well
as future missions, such as ExoMars and Mars 2020, aim to investigate the surface in an ever increasing amount of detail.

Exploration below the surface of extra-terrestrial bodies not only offers an exciting opportunity to better understand the geological history of the planetary body, but also extends the potential for scientific discovery. Shielded from the harsh realities of space, the sub-surface is a likely place in which to find material that has been left undisturbed since the creation of our solar-system, or the location of organic signatures or even life-forms that have stowed away aboard a rocky vessel for millennia. Accessing these depths in the far reaches of the solar system is a tricky endeavour in these harsh environments, and the constraints involved in these missions continually drive the development of new technology.

1.1 Aims and objectives

It is suspected that ultrasonic vibration will reduce the required overhead weight required for penetration, due to the use of ultrasonics in other force-reducing devices such as medical scalpels and ultrasonic machining. This work will set out to determine whether this force-reducing effect is present in the penetration of granular material, as well as any additional effects that might occur. As such, the aims can be summarised as:

1. Investigating the phenomena associated with ultrasonic vibration and the penetration of granular material.
2. Establishing the limits of this effect with respect to a variety of variables.
3. Provide operational information based on empirical results.
4. Develop systems that can utilise and exploit any benefits of ultrasonic vibration that are discovered.

To the best of the author’s knowledge this is the first investigation into this phenomenon and, as it could be beneficial to low-mass/low-gravity planetary exploration scenarios, a key objective will be to acquire this knowledge in the context of extra-terrestrial sub-surface burrowing. Providing useful design assistance to these burrowing devices is the ultimate impact sought from this research.
1.2 Structure of thesis

Chapter 2

The current state of extra-terrestrial sub-surface access, as well as an overview of the physics involved in granular material is presented. Additionally, the production and versatility of ultrasonic vibration is covered, describing the considerations that are needed when designing an ultrasonic device.

Chapter 3

When testing a penetrating device, the substrate used must be clearly and adequately defined. Here, descriptions of the defining characteristics of the different granular materials used in this work are given, as well as an in-depth look at the experimental techniques required to do so.

Chapter 4

The design of the ultrasonic probe is detailed here, including the experiments conducted in order to validate the performance of the probe.

Chapter 5

Using the newly manufactured probe, a microscopic look at the interactions of ultrasonic vibration and granular material are examined. This is a very qualitative chapter, however it is invaluable information with which to assay the results from future experiments.

Chapter 6

Here the first penetration experiment through granular material using an ultrasonically assisted penetrator is conducted. Using a continuous penetration rate, it examines the effect that ultrasonic vibration has on the penetration forces.

Chapter 7

Encouraged by the effects seen in the force experiments, these tests set out to expand it and examine the effects that ultrasonically assisted penetration has on the total power consumption of the system.
Chapter 8

As this work is motivated by space applications, it is scientifically prudent to conduct experiments at other levels of gravity. This chapter covers the redesign of the experiment and methodology so that tests can be conducted in various high gravity levels, through the use of a Large Diameter Centrifuge (LDC).

Chapter 9

All previous tests have been conducted with the aim of understanding the properties of ultrasonic vibration and penetration, investigating the underlying science and phenomena. This chapter lays out the first steps taken to apply this knowledge into an actual device to be used for sub-surface access. Working on similar principles to existing penetrating moles, ultrasonic vibration is combined with a hammer-action, and the improvements and limitations examined.

Chapter 10

To conclude, a summary of the main conclusions are provided, emphasising the main accomplishments and achievements of this work. A list of the publications resulting from this thesis is also provided.

Chapter 11

With the information gained from this research and looking ahead, some possible applications of ultrasonic vibration and penetration are discussed, as well as some potential avenues for future research.

COMMENTS ON TERMINOLOGY

NOTE: Whilst the term ‘soil’ might have a certain connotation on Earth (i.e., containing organic compounds, or to refer to the aptly named substrate ‘earth’), throughout this report it can used interchangeably with ‘regolith’, and ‘granular material’ as a description for any loose, heterogeneous unconsolidated rock-based media. There has been some attempt to make a distinction, by using ‘regolith’ to describe larger particles, however as of yet there has been no formal consensus on the matter, so for ease of reading this text will make no distinction. There is however a formal definition for the term ‘dust’, which refers to very fine particles smaller than 30 µm.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

This section will provide the necessary background information needed to investigate ultrasonic penetration through granular material. Firstly, an explanation is given as to why it is important to access the subsurface, and a summary of some of the methods conducted to do so. Space missions that have utilised the different methods of subsurface access will be covered, as well as some of the concepts in development now for future missions. An account of the mechanics involved in ultrasonic vibration will be given, as well as some of the experimental processes used in characterisation. Finally, a description of some of the physics involved in soil and sand will be covered, involving the various methodologies and associated phenomena.

2.1 Subsurface exploration

2.1.1 Motivation for subsurface

Broadly speaking, the exploration of a planetary body can be split roughly into five stages: Long distance (via telescopes), orbital (via satellite imaging), atmospheric (via entry vehicles), surface (via landers and rovers), and subsurface (via drills and penetrating probes). Each one affords a progressively closer examination of the planetary surface.

Accessing the subsurface allows examination at a micro-scale, and is perhaps the only solid evidence to indicate life on other planets. In fact, the reasons to access the subsurface are three-fold: geological, astrobiological, and for In Situ Resource Utilisation (ISRU).

Oceans and rivers on Earth are the cause of much of the erosion on the surface, but due to the absence of liquid water on Mars, the erosion rate is very low [1]. For this reason, even at relatively shallow depths, the geology of the terrain will be extremely old, allowing
us glimpses into the history of the planet. Accessing these depths is therefore a key component in establishing the history of Mars.

As for astrobiological incentives, the subsurface offers a region that is somewhat protected from the harsh UV and cosmic radiation that bombards the surface of Mars. Due to the lack of an appreciable atmosphere and magnetic field, the surface is left vulnerable to these forms of radiation, with a surface radiation level 100 times greater than on the surface of Earth, or the equivalent of a mammogram of radiation per day [2]. This radiation is blocked by the ground, reducing in intensity at depth, and it has been estimated that at 3 m depth the levels drop to equal the surface radiation levels of Earth [2].

A promising area of biology for organisms that can survive these sort of intense environments is the study of ‘extremophiles’ [3], such as Tardigrades [4] or the micro-organism Deinococcus Radiodurans [5]. D. Radiodurans especially are known to be able to withstand enormous doses of radiation, 3,000-6,000 times the lethal dose for humans [5]. Whilst they possess the ability to survive high acute doses, it is theorised that even these radio-resistant organisms would be completely eradicated from the surface of Mars over a time scale of a few million years. However, the radiation reduces to survivable levels at 1 m depth [2]. Accessing these depths therefore could prove crucial for the discovery of extra-terrestrial life.

Finally, it is generally agreed upon that the technicalities of bringing enough fuel for a return flight would make human exploration of Mars extremely difficult. Instead, significant research has been done to establish whether it would be possible to re-fuel at the surface of Mars. By harvesting the solid ice-water that is known to exist at the Martian poles, it could be possible to produce via electrolysis two of the main components of rocket fuel; Hydrogen and Oxygen [6]. This also extends to using available resources for other requirements such as power and habitat shielding [7], and can also be considered for other planetary bodies such as the Moon [8] or the mining of asteroids [9].
2.1.2 Terrestrial heritage

2.1.2.1 Classic Drilling

Classical drilling relies on two separate processes. Firstly, the substrate must be broken in some manner, and secondly, the resultant cuttings must be removed. Without both processes working in tandem, drilling progress will come to a halt. There are a variety of ways in which these steps can be achieved. For substrate breaking, the most common method is by mechanical action, physically taking the rock past its shear, tensile, or compressive strength and thus inducing a failure in the material. There are also drills that use heat, lasers, or chemicals to achieve this material failure, however these can contaminate or modify the sample beyond the point of scientific value.

Mechanical action can be split further into ‘percussive’ and ‘rotary’, and to a lesser extent ‘rotary percussive’. Rotary drilling is the form that most of us are accustomed to, as it is used in most common electric drills. It breaks the material by shear failure at the bit-substrate interface. A particular advantage that rotary drilling has is that the rotational motion can also support augering to enable removal of the resulting cuttings, with cuttings removal often taking place simultaneously using a spiral flute to bring them to the surface.

Percussive drilling works by hammering the substrate and causing fractures and cracks to form within the material (often propagating far past the point of impact). This ultimately causes fragmentation, breaking off into small pieces which can then be evacuated. The most basic way to achieve this is to physically remove the drill and evacuate the cuttings manually. This is extremely time consuming, but it is also cheap and is thus often used in areas of low technology. The hammering mechanism can also be accompanied by rotational action, known as the rotary/percussive drilling mechanism. This enables augering for chipping evacuation, and also allows the possibility of any of the three material failure mechanisms discussed, sometimes simultaneously. This combined action often significantly increases the efficiency of drilling over solely rotational or percussive.

In large-scale drilling, such as industrial drilling through rock for oil, liquids are often pumped into the area being drilling to bring the cuttings to the surface. This also has the
advantage that it will cool the drill bit, as heat generation tends to be more of an issue with larger rigs. Using liquids is not acceptable for space applications, due to both contamination issues, as well as needing to supply liquid which will increase the weight of a drill. This issue with weight is not an arbitrary one when it comes to space missions, as the cost of launching a vehicle into space is largely determined by the weight of the payload. A promising direction of design for subsurface exploration probes are small, lightweight penetrators and drills, however care is needed in the design to ensure a sufficient weight-on-bit (WOB), and this will be discussed further in the literature review.

2.1.2.2 Pile driving

A common terrestrial use of probe insertion is in construction engineering, using piles to provide foundations for buildings in otherwise unstable areas. These piles are long support structures made from metal, wood, or concrete, and transmit overhead structural forces underground to levels that are capable of supporting the loads. These piles are driven through the ground by a variety of means, and are subject to very complicated civil engineering mathematics. A full discussion of pile engineering is outwith the scope of this thesis, and as such it will only touch on the immediately applicable information; the reader can be directed to Bement, R.A.P. [11] if they wish to learn more on this topic.

Piles can be installed in the ground by two main methods: Impact hammers, and vibratory hammers. Impact hammers, as the name suggest, rely on an impulse delivered by a hammer to drive the pile through the ground. Vibratory hammers on the other hand use an eccentric rotating mass to supply a continuous sinusoidal signal to the pile and, by extension, into the surrounding soil. Vibrodrivers can further be classified into sub-sonic (6 – 50 Hz), and sonic (140 – 150 Hz) [11], each one tailored to the substrate in question. Vibrodrivers have been shown to display large benefits over the traditional hammering technique; it has been reported that during field trials, a steam-driven hammer drove a pile 20 m in 90 minutes, whereas a vibrodriver operating nearby managed 21 m in 42 seconds [11].

Performance is highly dependent on the properties of the soil, with one study showing that through a soil at a medium-dense (65% relative density), energy consumption was lower for vibrodriving than for impact driving, however at 90% relative density the opposite was true [12]. In these particular tests, using a frequency range of 5 – 60 Hz, the
optimum frequency of vibration that yielded the greatest rate of penetration was determined to be 20 Hz.

2.1.3 Extra-terrestrial applications

Most missions to the surface of an extra-terrestrial body incorporate some sort of sub-surface access device. In these extreme environments, sub-surface access proves to be a difficult endeavour. The low gravity on all other rocky bodies in our solar system results in a lower WOB available, reducing the efficiency of drilling. Additionally, the vast distances create a delay in any operating signal, resulting on the reliance on a high-degree of autonomy.

Methodologies of accessing the subsurface can loosely be divided into four distinct categories: Drilling, penetration, excavation, and impaction [13]. Drilling specifically involves the breakage of substrate and subsequent removal from the hole, whereas penetration refers to softer material such as sand or soil, displacing the material to the front and side to allow progression. Whilst this process is not necessarily as complex as drilling, it also comes with its own set of problems that can be exacerbated in low gravity environments. Excavation is accomplished by scoops and shovels and limited to the near-surface, and hypervelocity impactors strike the surface at high velocities, destroying the device in the process.

2.1.3.1 Drills

Drilling on the surface of other planetary bodies has a long heritage, and has been the most common method out of the four subsurface access categories described above. Constraints due to the realities of space result in slightly different approaches to drilling than from a terrestrial stand-point. For example, whilst the use of cutting fluid is nearly ubiquitous for tough materials or large-scale operations on Earth, the low temperatures and pressure of space means that any fluid would either freeze or instantly evaporate. In addition, not only is it extra weight to carry where mass budget is tightly constrained, but fluids are also liable to contaminate any samples acquired, reducing the scientific validity of any results.
Due to the substantial history of space drilling operations, only a few of the most important systems will be covered here. To learn more, please refer to [10].

Drilling on the surface on another planetary body began in 1970 with the Soviet Luna 16 lander, shown in Figure 2.1(a), which was the first autonomous mission to successfully return a drilled sample of the lunar regolith back to Earth [14] (note that the first actual sample return was with the Apollo 11, which used scoops and hammered-tubes to sample the terrain by hand [15]). This drill, a rotary/percussive corer, penetrated to a depth of 35 cm in 7 minutes, before encountering an obstacle and required a halt to drilling [14]. In total, 101 g of lunar regolith was collected.

This was quickly followed by the USA the following year with the Apollo 15 mission; the fourth human landing on the surface of the Moon. The astronauts David Scott and James Irwin used the Apollo Lunar Surface Drill (ASLD), a 500 W rotary/percussive drill and shown in Figure 2.1(b), to core to a depth of 2 m beneath the lunar surface. This was a meter short of the target depth. The drill subsequently became stuck and required “the two of us, working at the limit of our combined strength” in order to release it [16], during which Scott sprained his shoulder under the strain [17].

The first instances of drilling on another planet were the Soviet Venera 13 and 14 landers in 1982, shown in Figure 2.2(a) [14] (Note that the previous missions, Venera 11 and 12, were both successful in landing and had drilling devices in the scientific payload, however neither of these were successful in obtaining a sample). The drill sampler, shown

Figure 2.1: First instances of extra-terrestrial drilling with (a) the Luna 16 lander [14], and (b) the Lunar Surface Drill as used by the Apollo 15 astronauts, shown here during testing at the Kennedy Space Center (NASA photo S70-29673).
in Figure 2.2(b) was successful on both landers in drilling to the target depth of 3 cm, acquiring core samples of 3 cc in total. Penetrometers were also present on both landers; however for Venera 14 in an extraordinary stroke of bad luck, the probe was deployed in the exact location that a recently-ejected lens cap had landed, rendering any data useless.

Drilling research and design has continued since these early days of space exploration, and has featured on many missions during that time. They are often limited to the very near surface, such as with the sampling drill on-board the Curiosity rover as part of the Mars Science Laboratory mission, with a drill depth of 5 cm [18], [19]. This rotary/percussive drill allows the rover to collect the resulting cuttings and process them in the Collection and Handling for Interior Martian Rock Analysis (CHIMRA) unit. With a hammering frequency of 1,800 blows per minute, the drill is able to impart impact energies between 0.05 and 0.8 Joules [20]. Another drill, the Sample Drill and Distribution (SD2) device was flown on-board Philae as part of the Rosetta mission to land on and sample a comet [21]. Designed to drill to a depth of 23 cm with a sample size of 0.2 cc the drill was ultimately unable to sample the comet due to complications in landing.

Looking further ahead, some of the most exciting Mars exploration missions are the proposed Icebreaker mission by NASA, and the ExoMars programme by ESA/Roscosmos. Whilst it does not yet have an assigned mission date, the Discovery-class Icebreaker concept has gone through heavy development, proposing to drill 1 m through the icy surface of the Martian poles on board a lander based on the Phoenix chassis [22]. Using a
rotary/percussive mechanism, it claims to be able to drill to a 1 m depth in 1 hour, using a 100 N weight-on-bit and 100 W of power [22]. The drill, shown in Figure 2.3(a) is able to deliver a large impact energy of up to 2.5 J per blow, taking samples in 10 cm sections before brushing the resulting cuttings for subsequent analysis [23].

The ExoMars rover, shown in Figure 2.3(b) and planned for a launch date in 2020, is the second half of the two-part Martian exploration mission ‘Exobiology on Mars’ (ExoMars). At the time of writing and to the best of the author’s ability, not much specific information regarding the drill could be found, however it is stated that it will drill to depths of up to 2 m below the surface, with the drill-stem split into 4 sections that will be assembled in situ [24], [25].

![Figure 2.3: Proposed Martian drills showing (a) Icebreaker [23], and (b) ExoMars [24].](image)

Due to the level of flexibility that it affords, most of the drills described operate using the rotary/percussive drilling method, using cams to deliver the hammering blow. However, novel ways in which to deliver this percussive action using high-power ultrasonic vibration are in development, such as the Ultrasonic/Sonic Driller/Corer (USDC) [26] and Auto-Gopher [27] devices by JPL or the Ultrasonic Planetary Core Drill (UPCD) by the University of Glasgow [28], [29]. These drills work on a similar principle to each other, whereby a free-mass (similar to a ball-bearing) is allowed to come into
contact with the tip of an ultrasonically vibrating horn. Due to the rapid vibration of the horn, the free-mass will then rebound at high velocity, subsequently impacting a drill-bit and thus transferring momentum onto the drilling substrate. This process repeats itself thousands of times a second, and is able to deliver high impact forces for a low weight-on-bit and power consumption.

2.1.3.2 Penetrators and penetrometry

The terms ‘penetrator’ and ‘penetrometer’ are often used interchangeably in the literature, however they do possess specific differences in their definition [13]. Penetrometry is the field of measuring properties of a material using a penetrating probe. These properties are often mechanical in nature, such as measurements of force, penetration rate etc, but can also incorporate other physical properties. As such, a ‘penetrometer’ is a device that is used for penetrometry, and is outfitted with sensors in order to carry out those measurements (the CPT test described later is an example of this). ‘Penetrators’ on the other hand are purely delivery vehicles of a payload to the sub-surface. A penetrator can also be a penetrometer if outfitted with sensing devices, which is the most usual route in the scientific community. Common penetrators are needles for injecting medicine, or some methods for planting seeds in soil. Most of the devices described in this work are used for scientific measurements and are thus penetrometers, however many could also be considered penetrators.

Penetrometers can be split into two groups according to their relative velocity; fast or slow. Fast penetrometers, also known as “kinetic” penetrometers, are released above the surface and utilise the gravitational potential to gain momentum and impact the surface, gaining access to the sub-surface and coming to a standstill in a short duration of time [13]. In contrast, low speed penetrometers start from a stationary point on the surface from a lander or rover, and use an axial force to progress into the subsurface. This axial force can take the form of a steady penetration force (known as “static” or “quasi-static” penetration), or from internal hammering (known as “dynamic” penetrometers) [13]. This work will mainly be focussed on low-velocity penetrators.

Static penetration is rarely used to access any significant depths, as the penetration depth will ultimately be limited by the weight of the spacecraft. It is most commonly used
in civil engineering as a method of determined properties of the soil, as part of the ‘cone penetration test’, or CPT [30], [31]. By relating the penetration force to the depth of insertion with a calibrated penetrometer, certain inferences can be made about the strength and structure of the soil. Dynamic penetrometers, such as those utilising a hammer action, have the advantage that they provide their own penetration force, and is more unrestricted in its ability to overcome obstacles in its path. Several missions have thus used this technique to gain access to the sub-surface.

Although it was never successfully tested in situ, the PLUTO (PLanetary Underground TOol) probe was such a device, used on the Beagle 2 lander for an ESA mission to search for organic material on Mars [32], [33]. The PLUTO probe was able to travel unhindered except for a connecting tether to the main lander, giving rise to the terminology ‘mole’. This tether acted as both a power supply and a method of data transmission. It could also be used to winch the probe back to the lander for storage and translation to a different area of interest. The probe utilised a linear percussive technique (no rotary or cutting action), having an internal mass to drive a metal spike into the ground as shown in Figure 2.4. It does this by repeatedly raising the mass with a DC motor and striking the inside of the casing, displacing and compressing the medium ahead of it to advance [33].

![Figure 2.4: The PLUTO probe and hammering mechanism [35].](image)

A significant complication with this method is that the motion of releasing the mass will act to pull the mole out of the soil, cancelling out any progress made. This is solved by including a ‘suppressor’ in the system. The hammering mass is sprung against this
suppressing mass, and at the moment of release the suppressor mass is moved backwards. A weaker back-spring then slowly decelerates the suppressor, eventually causing it to start moving forward and cause a smaller secondary strike. The break-spring behind the suppressor must be finely tuned to ensure that the force of decelerating of the suppressor mass is kept below the skin friction of the penetrator, otherwise the probe will move back up out of the hole [34].

An advantage of this mole, shown in Figure 2.5, is that it allows the probe to travel along the surface of the ground, giving it a higher degree of manoeuvrability and enabling it to re-locate to an area of easier penetration or higher scientific vale without moving the main lander or rover. Also, by striking the top of the housing instead of the bottom, this effectively reverses the direction of penetration, and studies have shown a ten-fold reduction in the retrieval force required [35]. It is important to note that this method can result in very high impact forces within the probe, with accelerations as high at 8,000 m/s² noted [34]. Whilst not directly mentioned within the literature, personal communications with some of the scientists involved revealed that these impact forces were cause for concern, potentially damaging internal components.

A similar design of mole, HP³, is being used as part of the InSight mission and is heavily based on the PLUTO design. The spacecraft, using the Phoenix Mars chassis, was due to launch in November 2016, but due to technical issues with the SEIS seismometer during testing, the launch was delayed until May 2018. The aim of this mission is to investigate the interior and origin of Mars, including the composition, size, and state of the

Figure 2.5: Example of the flexibility of the PLUTO probe’s deployment [41]
core, the crust thickness, and thermal gradients within the crust [36]. To achieve these goals, InSight will use the Heat Flow and Physical Package (HP³); a mole and tether probe system, shown in Figure 2.6, illustrating the cylindrical cam that compresses the force springs, as well as the suppressing mass and brake spring.

Other important devices to mention in the field of moles and penetrometers are the KRET mole [37], the MUPUS probe on the Rosetta mission [38], and the CHOMIK device developed for the Phobos Grunt mission [39], [40]. KRET is a tethered mole that has been in development at the Polish Academy of Science (PAS) in Poland, functioning in a similar way to HP³, whereas MUPUS and CHOMIK utilise a solenoid-driven hammer and are limited in depth to the left of the penetrating shaft. Due to complications in the Philae landing on the Rosetta mission, the MUPUS probe was not positioned ideally and was not able to reach its anticipated depth. The CHOMIK device possessed a higher energy-per-stroke that the MUPUS probe, and was included on the Phobos-Grunt mission to return regolith sample from the surface one of the Martian moons, Phobos. Unfortunately the mission was ultimately not able to leave Earth orbit, and the device was never tested in situ. A summary of some of these penetrating devices are given in Table 2.1.

![Figure 2.6: Cut-away of the HP³ mole system](image-url)
Table 2.1: Specification of the flown probes and moles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PLUTO mole [41], [33]</th>
<th>MUPUS probe [38]</th>
<th>HP^2 mole [36], [42]–[44]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>0.9 kg</td>
<td>2.35 kg</td>
<td>&lt; 2 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>280 mm</td>
<td>360 mm</td>
<td>350 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
<td>26.4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drilling depth</td>
<td>1.5 m</td>
<td>320 mm</td>
<td>3 – 5 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>3 W</td>
<td>2.2 W</td>
<td>&lt; 5 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.3.3 Excavator

Perhaps the easiest method of acquiring samples is through the use of scoops. Generally these are limited to a few centimetres depth and provide a simplistic and robust method of sub-surface access. They do have some drawbacks, such as struggling in frozen or highly compacted regolith, however they have successfully been used on several missions, such as the Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler (SMSS) on the Surveyor 3 and 7 Lunar landers [45], [46], the Surface Sampler Acquisition Assembly (SSAA) on the Viking 1 and 2 Martian landers [47] (the first mission to sample the Martian surface), and the Icy Soil Acquisition Device (ISAD) on the Phoenix lander [48]–[50], also on the Martian surface, and shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: The Phoenix lander showing (a) the ISAD after scooping, and (b) example of the trenches left after scooping. (credit NASA/JPL)
2.1.3.4 Hypervelocity

Hypervelocity impactors access the sub-surface by striking the group at an extremely high speed. The technique differs from fast-velocity penetrators in that the probe is destroyed in the process and a crater formed. The NASA Deep Impact mission investigated the comet Tempel 1 by releasing an impactor that collided with the surface, forming a crater 150 m in diameter and sending up a plume of ejecta that the parent spacecraft could analyse [51].

2.1.4 Bio-mimetic Drills

Nature has provided inspiration for countless inventions and mechanisms for hundreds, if not thousands of years. Through natural selection and a significant time-period, nature has often solved many common problems faced by engineers, and through reverse-engineering these solutions it can be possible to apply this knowledge to very novel applications [52]. It is not always the perfect solution however, as specific scenarios might call for very different approaches, but in the field of low-gravity/low-mass drilling there are a few examples that have shown great promise.

2.1.4.1 Wood-wasp

As stated earlier, penetration and drilling under low-loads is a difficult process to undertake. However, there are many insects that are able to drill or burrow through a variety of substances extremely effectively for their small size. Two of the most promising candidates for space applications are the locust and the wood wasp, which both burrow to lay their eggs. Currently this research is concerned mainly with the wood-wasp method, but for more information on both please refer to [53].

“Wood wasp” is the generic name given to a variety of different families of insect that use an ovipositor to bore into wood and lay their eggs (‘wasp’ in this regard is a misnomer, as many of these families would not be classed as true wasps). There are many different kinds of ovipositor, be it long and flexible or short and rigid, however they all use a reciprocating motion for drilling. A typical ovipositor is shown Figure 2.8.
The single upper valve is connected by a groove-like joint (the olistheter) to the two lower valves, enabling the lower valves to slide back and forth independently. They also form a tube along which eggs or venom can pass, and are covered in backwards facing teeth [54]. Here the reciprocal motion is key, as the backwards teeth on the retracting valve engage with the substrate, providing a reactive force which pushes the other valve further into the material. This is repeated until the required depth is achieved. The advantage of this method is that the force needed for penetration comes from the reactive force and not any overhead mass, meaning a smaller overall device is sufficient [55]. A simplified schematic of this process can be seen in Figure 2.9.
Drills based on this design have shown some success at reducing the overhead mass required for penetration into sand [53], [56]–[61], however the biggest issue that arises is the fact that sand is not as rigid as wood. Sand, being a loose material, will not engage with the backwards teeth as well as the cellular walls of wood and significant slippage is observed at depths on the order of 15 cm [56]. This novel design is a relatively recent field of research, and is still in heavy development [62].

2.1.4.2 Razor clam

Research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) has looked at the burrowing methods of the razor clam (Atlantic jackknife clam, *Ensis directus*), for the design of the RoboClam robot [63]–[65]. Based purely on the pulling strength of the razor clam’s ‘foot’, about 10 N, the mollusc should only be capable of burying itself a few centimetres into the sea bed, however it is able to reach depths up to 70 cm [66]. The reason for this is that it takes advantage of the non-Newtonian nature of saturated sand, quickly contracting its valves and causing the surrounding media to liquefy. The region of liquefied sand extends 1 – 5 body radii out from the bivalve, and allow it to travel to depths with significantly less drag. A comparison of the RoboClam with the animal it took its inspiration from, and the locomotion mechanisms are given in Figure 2.10.

![Figure 2.10: The RoboClam, showing (a) comparison with the razor clam [123], and (b) illustration of the liquefication mechanism and progression [64].](image_url)

Travelling through liquefied sand rather than static-sand results in a reported order of magnitude decrease in the energy required to reach the 70 cm depth [65]. Using a genetic algorithm several different evolutions of the RoboClam design were simulated to find the optimum solution, and a final device has been manufactured that displays burrowing
performance on a par with the razor clam through its natural mudflat habitat [65]. Due to this burrowing performance, the RoboClam is being marketed as a “smart” anchor that is able to set and un-set itself, making a firm anchoring point whilst also being able to make retrieval easier when required. Whilst this is a terrestrial application, due to its relation to the field of low-mass penetrometry it could be an attractive option for space environments, and the concept of liquefying the surrounding media is an interesting one.

2.1.4.3 Inchworm

An untethered mole, the Inchworm Deep Drilling System (IDDS), was based on the movement of a worm, and was designed to progressively penetrate its way through high-strength, rocky material to depths greater than 100 m [10]. This self-contained device was split into two segments, with ‘shoes’ on the fore and aft sections able to grip against the inside of the bore hole to increase friction. With the aft-shoes engaged, a rotary drill bit at the front of the device could operate, reacting the torque against the bore-hole wall via the contact of the shoes. The forward section could then progress via a linear actuator, engage the fore-shoes, and then retract the aft section forward. In this way, the IDDS is able to drill in a piece-wise fashion [67]. An overview of this mechanism is shown in Figure 2.11.

![Figure 2.11: Drilling and “inch-worm” mechanism of the IDDS [10].](image)
The IDDS is designed with low power in mind, such that it is able to be powered by a Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (RTG), and not require an umbilical cable for power supply. Whilst the IDDS is no longer presently in development, similar concepts are currently being studied and improved upon [68]–[70].

### 2.2 High-powered ultrasonics

Ultrasound is defined as any frequency of sound that lies beyond the upper threshold of human hearing of roughly 20 kHz (as opposed to infrasound, which lies below the lower threshold at 20 Hz). The concept of ultrasound dates back to Pythagoras and Aristotle, but it was not until the 19th century that the foundations were laid, with the most significant developments in the 20th century [71], [72].

It is also important to make the distinction between low and high powered ultrasonics. Low powered ultrasonics, as the name suggests, involves processes using ultrasonics at a low enough power to avoid significantly disrupting the surrounding environment. These processes use ultrasound and ‘echolocation’ for sensing purposes, where it is difficult or impossible to examine things optically, such as prenatal scans. High powered ultrasound on the other hand uses sufficient power to disrupt the surrounding environment significantly, albeit very locally. Obviously for cutting and drilling purposes this is intentional, and this is exactly what this research will focus on.

#### 2.2.1 Ultrasonic production

For audible frequencies, the most common method of producing sound electronically is with the loudspeaker. Many different designs of loudspeaker exist, however the basic principle involves applying an alternating electrical current to a coil of wire that is located within a permanent magnetic field. The alternating current induces within the coil a varying opposing magnetic field, thus causing the coil to rapidly oscillate. Attaching a membrane or cone to the coil allows the production of pressure waves within the surrounding media, which is normally air for common sound production. The frequency afforded by this method ranges from tens of hertz to several thousand hertz, but it is difficult to sustain very high frequencies with this method.

Ultrasonic vibration is created by exploiting the phenomenon of certain materials that, when stressed, generate an electric charge. The inverse of this is also true, where the
piezoelectric material will undergo a deformation when applied with an electric field [73], which can create a vibration if an alternating voltage is used.

Originally, quartz was the material of choice for the production of ultrasound, however great developments have been made in materials that display a higher efficacy to this effect since then, with complex ceramics such as Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) becoming a current popular choice. The first direct application of ultrasonics was developed shortly after the Titanic disaster in order to detect obstacles at sea, which later evolved into submarine detection during World War I [74]. Paul Langevin pioneered the effective use of ultrasonics by sandwiching the quartz crystals between two steel plates, reducing the resonant frequency to a manageable 50 kHz, shown in Figure 2.12.

![Figure 2.12: Langevin’s device for underwater depth sounding [74].](image)

This design later became known as the Langevin transducer, as is one of the most common types used today. At its most basic form it is composed of four different parts: a front mass, a back mass, piezo-ceramics placed between them, and a connecting bolt that compresses the whole stack together under load. Of course, in reality there are often additional components such as glues and electrodes to power the piezo-ceramics. This construction, like all objects in nature, has specific frequencies at which it resonates, known as the ‘natural’ or ‘resonant’ frequencies. The Langevin transducer is often excited with an alternating electric signal that matches one of these resonant frequencies, thus giving a maximum amplitude for the input signal.
2.2.2 Acoustic horns

These ultrasonic transducers (Langevin or otherwise) typically have very small tip amplitude of vibration on the order of 1-10 µm, however these are usually too low to be of practical use. To increase these amplitudes, acoustic horns (also referred to as ultrasonic horns, acoustic amplifiers, or mechanical transformers) are used to amplify the vibration. The ‘gain’ of the system is the ratio of final amplitude over initial amplitude, e.g. a system with a gain of 10 and an excitation amplitude of 5 µm will have a tip displacement of 50 µm. There are many different designs of horn, each suited to specific tasks. However, the basic principle remains the same: for a metal rod resonating at ultrasonic frequencies, the amplitude of the tip of the rod will increase with decreasing cross-sectional area.

The rate at which this gain increases depends on the specific shape and profile of the horn, such as those shown in Figure 2.13. Also shown are the gain of each design with respect to the diameter of the horn at the origin, $D_0$, and the final diameter, $D_f$. The stepped horn provides the greatest gain, followed by the exponential horn and the conical horn [75]. The gain of a cylindrical horn is simply unity, or 1, as it has no change in cross-sectional area or diameter, therefore retaining the original vibrational amplitude.

![Figure 2.13: Common shapes for ultrasonic horns.](image)
Whilst the stepped horn provides the greatest gain, it also causes the greatest fatigue of the metal since stress tends to concentrate at sharp angles. This stress can be reduced by filleting the sharp angles, but this then reduces the gain. A large part of the design of a horn is the compromise of increasing the gain as much as possible whilst still staying within the material's fatigue limit. For this reason hard metals such as steel and titanium are used as they normally have very high stress thresholds. Titanium additionally expresses a particularly low acoustical loss (known as having a high quality, or ‘Q factor’) and is usually the material of choice for many applications.

Increasingly novel designs have been designed to try to optimise and maximise this response, and this is a continuing area of research [76]–[79]. These horns are often manufactured separately from the transducer and designed to resonate at the operational frequency of the transducer, with a grub screw used to connect the two. Note that the specific definition of a ‘transducer’ is a device that transforms one form of energy into another; in this case electrical energy to mechanical energy. Whilst the transducer and horn are often referred to separately, once they are connected together the entire device is technically a transducer, with the piezo-ceramic transforming electrical energy into mechanical motion at the tip of the horn.

High-powered ultrasonics is a significant area of research, and has been used in a wide variety of fields. As discussed earlier, it has been used in the depth-sounding of submarines during World War I. More recently, it has shown promise as methods of bone-cutting for surgical requirements, reducing the amount of operating space needed [80]. In these bone-cutting devices, the ultrasonic vibration is utilised in direct contact with the material to be cut, as opposed to the USDC and UPCD drilling devices detailed in section 2.1.3.1 which use the ultrasonic vibration to react a sonic percussion onto the substrate.

2.2.3 Validation of ultrasonic vibration

Once a transducer has been designed and manufactured, it should be measured and calibrated to ensure the location of its natural frequencies are in the anticipated locations. Several variables can affect these natural frequencies, and so accurate measurements are essential for the design of any horn that is to be used with the transducer. This subsection
will include a short discussion about two of the more important experimental methods: The impedance sweep, and the Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA)

### 2.2.3.1 Impedance response

When an object is in resonance, the amount of force required to drive that object is at a minimum. An analogy of this is pushing someone on a swing; if the driving force (the pusher) matches the resonant frequency of the system (the swing), then this will result in the greatest amplitude of swing. This concept illustrates the *mechanical impedance* of a system, which for our purposes dictates the amplitude of vibration at the horn tip at resonance.

The concept of mechanical impedance is often represented by an analogous electrical system, as electrical systems are highly characterised and possess a wealth of research and information. Measurements of the acoustical impedance of a transducer are done by sweeping a constant voltage across a range of frequencies. The resultant current draw, and thus impedance (resistance), will accordingly be lower at frequencies of resonance, and higher at frequencies of anti-resonance. This is a quick method of determining the locations of resonance in the frequency domain, but it does not convey the mode of vibration, which requires Experimental Modal Analysis.

### 2.2.3.2 Experimental modal analysis

The modes of vibration define the specific manner in which an object vibrates. Taking an example of a simple cylinder, it is possible to describe the three main modes of vibration. The bending mode occurs when the cylinder vibrates in a bending fashion, similar to vibrating a ruler off the end of a desk. The longitudinal mode is a compressional “in-and-out” vibration along the axial direction, similar to how sound waves travel through a medium. Finally, there is the torsional mode, where the cylinder vibrates in a twisting fashion. All three modes, as well as the second bending mode are shown in Figure 2.14.
Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) is the process in which these vibrational modes can be experimentally determined. Several methods exist, such as accelerometers attached to specific parts of an object, however the method most applicable to this research is through the use of Laser Doppler Vibrometers (LDVs), as this is able to measure very small displacements, and does not impinge the vibrational motion as other physical methods do, especially with the small vibrations used with ultrasonics.

LDVs work by focusing a laser onto a specific point on a vibrating surface, and measuring the reflected light. The velocity of that point relative to the laser beam will cause the reflected frequency of light to be either red-shifted or blue-shifted due to the Doppler Effect, depending on the direction of velocity. This change in frequency can be measured by an internal interferometer, and thus the velocity measured. Integrating this velocity can then provide information about the displacement of the point on the surface of the object, and subsequently the frequency and motion.

Figure 2.14: Example of some vibrational modes of a cylinder showing (a) the 1\textsuperscript{st} bending mode, (b) the 2\textsuperscript{nd} bending mode, (c) the 1\textsuperscript{st} torsional mode, and (d) the 1\textsuperscript{st} longitudinal mode. The undeformed cylinder is shown in black outline, whilst the deformed shapes are shown in light-grey outline.
Comparing the magnitude of the displacement at specific frequencies to the input frequency will yield the Frequency Response Function (FRF), which is the measurement of the relative magnitude of vibration in the frequency domain of the point measured. Using a one-dimensional LDV uses a single laser beam to measure the velocity of a point in one direction. There are also three-dimensional LDVs which measure the velocity in all three directions, allowing a full understanding of the vibrational movement of specific points on an object's surface [81].

2.3 Soil mechanics

In the design for penetration experiments, it is very easy to become too focussed on just the drill itself. However, the drilling medium itself can be thought of as half of the whole system, and this section will set forth some of the most important concepts in this area.

Testing in a variety of mediums will also ensure the most adaptability in a drilling device, and clear characterisation of substrates is essential for this. This is especially true for space applications, as it would not be feasible to carry a very large range of interchangeable bits suited for specific circumstances, due to weight restrictions and the complexity involved with autonomous bit changing.

2.3.1 Vibrated soil and compaction

Sand mechanics, or psammomechanics, is an extremely complex area of research, with granular media being neither strictly a solid nor strictly a liquid, and can exhibit properties of both under different circumstances (for example, convective behaviour [82]). The main areas of interest for this research are densification and fluidisation. These are two phenomena commonly attributed to cyclic loading of granular media.

Densification is the process in which vibration of the media leads to a higher compaction, and therefore a higher density, whereas fluidisation is when a granular media behaves like a fluid. Vibrating a container of sand gives the particles motion, and in doing so allows them to re-organise themselves into a better packing structure, following an inverse logarithmic trend in density [83]. Raihane et al [84], [85] undertook some experiments to investigate how a box of sand reacts to a horizontal sinusoidal motion of the form:
\[ x(t) = A \sin(\omega t) \quad (2.1) \]

where \( A \) and \( \omega \) are the amplitude and angular frequency of vibration respectively. Using the acceleration of this sinusoidal motion, we can find a force due to this acceleration, \( F_a \), acting on the sand particles in the shaken box to give:

\[ F_a = m \omega^2 A \sin(\omega t) \quad (2.2) \]

The ratio of the maximum of this force to the weight of the contained sand (\( F = mg \)) is proportional to the ratio of the shear stress to the normal stress [86]. This governs whether the particles can overcome the static friction and mobilise, thereby becoming more fluid-like. The result is a relative non-dimensional acceleration, \( \Gamma \), which is a control parameter generally accepted within the literature [85].

\[ \Gamma = \frac{\omega^2 A}{g} = \frac{(2\pi f)^2 A}{g} \quad (2.3) \]

where \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration. It is very important to note at this point that ‘\( g \)’ is not just an arbitrary constant chosen for the sake of creating a non-dimensional entity, but actually comes out of the method of derivation. This means that the relative acceleration in equation (2.3) is dependent on what the value of gravity is on the particular astronomical body it is on. However, it also means that any drilling testing done on earth will not be truly representative to the same process on Mars. Regardless of any measures taken to simulate a low-gravity drill (e.g. by lowering the weight through the use of counterbalances), it would not be possible to precisely simulate a low-gravity sand sample without the use of drop-towers, parabolic flights, ISS experiments etc.

Research by Raihane et al. [85] showed that horizontal vibration (50 Hz) of a box of sand leads to three different states or regions, shown in Figure 2.15. Raihane identified two critical accelerations, \( \Gamma_0 \) and \( \Gamma_1 \), above which the sand exhibits “glassy” and “fluidized” characteristics respectively (here the glassy region is an intermediate state that is neither fully solid nor fluid like). The dynamic density (the density during vibration) increases in both the solid and glassy regions, but decreases in the fluidized region. This shows that both densification and fluidisation can occur simultaneously in the same system, making it difficult to discuss the concepts as singular, independent phenomena. The graph also shows
that for higher relative accelerations, the height of the sand actually increases, giving a larger total volume for the same mass, and therefore a decrease in the total bulk density decreases.

![Graph showing regions of sand behavior under vibration](image)

*Figure 2.15: Representation of the regions present within a container of sand under vibration, as a function of the relative acceleration \( \Gamma \)[85].*

It is important to distinguish between the dynamic density and the relaxed density, which is the density of the rested sand after vibration. As shown in Figure 2.16, after the vibration has stopped, the sand settles into a final state giving an overall increase in the density. Glassy and fluid characteristics only exist whilst the soil is being actively vibrated, and will return to a typical solid-state when stationary.

![Graph comparing dynamic and relaxed densities](image)

*Figure 2.16: Comparisons of the dynamic density and the resultant density after vibration, as a function of the relative acceleration \( \Gamma \)[85].*
Notes on Soil Mechanics Literature

 Whilst reviewing the literature, it became apparent that there is some ambiguity over the terms 'fluidization' and 'liquefaction'. Liquefaction has been defined as “the nullity of the inter-granular stress between grains for some particular loading paths” [87], in essence, to show fluid-like behaviour. The most common area of research to find the term liquefaction is in relation to earthquakes. In these papers it was common to read about saturated soils, with earthquakes or vibrations causing the liquid within the soil to exhibit its properties to a greater extent; i.e., it is not about turning the sand into a fluid, but about the existing fluid taking on a larger role. Perhaps to add confusion, the additional term ‘liquefy’ or ‘liquidation’ appear to occasionally be used to describe both the fluidization of dry sand, as well as the liquefaction of saturated soils. As this work is for environments that are unlikely to have liquid water present, we will use the term ‘fluidisation’ strictly to describe the fluid-like behaviour of dry sand in motion.

 There is very little research to be found in relation to ultrasonic vibration and sand, with all of the work described above dealing with frequencies on the order of 50 Hz. This low-frequency vibration will be important in terms of sand preparation (to achieve different densities for testing), however it does not enlighten us at all about how sand reacts to high-powered ultrasound. Taking equation (2.3) and using typical values for an ultrasonic horn (f = 20 kHz, A=5 µm), a relative acceleration on the order of \( \Gamma = 8,000 \) is realised. This is far above the values used in the literature discussed, and it would not be good scientific practice to extrapolate results this far from the experimental data. Whilst the trend showed that increasing \( \Gamma \) produced a higher exhibition of fluidisation, it might be that equation (2.3) does not hold true for very high frequencies. The proposed research will investigate this to fill in some of these gaps in literature, hopefully providing some useful and original work.

2.3.2 Soil preparation

 To examine the operational performances of devices intended for use on an extra-terrestrial body, materials that simulate the substrates on that body are used in testing. These are known as ‘regolith simulants’ and will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. It is crucial for testing that these substances are prepared in a controlled and repeatable manner.
It has been shown that pouring simulant into bucket from above 50 cm results in a homogeneous distribution of sand [88], [89], which is beneficial as differing layers of sand during penetration are hard to predict and account for. The density can then be varied by vibrating the container. Even a relatively small change in density (a +16% change) has been shown to cause a force increase of 1430% for a static penetration of 15 cm into JSC Mar-1 simulant [90].

Rain

The rain method consists of filling a hopper with the sand, and opening a slit in the bottom of it. The hopper is moved back and forth over a container in a controlled manner, whilst allowing the sand to ‘rain down’ in a sweeping curtain. Each pass that the hopper makes across the container, a new layer of sand is deposited.

Pour

The pour method is perhaps the simplest way to fill a container with sand: sand is poured from a bucket into the container. The idea behind this is that the falling sand mixes with air, creating a homogeneous mixture (as opposed to the rain method, which creates a layered mixture). A large contributing factor to this method is the falling velocity of the sand, which will increase with increasing pouring height until the terminal velocity has been reached. Tests have been done to see the effect that the pouring height has on the final density, reporting that pouring heights above 50 cm have no further bearing on the density of the sand [89], [91].

Vibrate

The vibrate method utilises a vibrating container, to further compact the medium as it is poured into the container. The amplitude and frequency of vibration needs to be monitored and controlled properly to produce reproducible results.

Figure 2.17 describes all three of these methods [91].
The bearing capacity of soil relates the loading that a soil takes from foundations or buildings, and is a fundamental aspect of civil engineering. The maximum loading a soil can take before failing is known as the ‘ultimate bearing capacity’, and governs at what point a footing will sink into the ground. Whilst failure of the ground can be catastrophic for the civil engineer, it is quite advantageous for those looking to drill or penetrate through soil, and serves as a basis for modelling penetration behaviour.

The mechanisms of soil failure are a highly complex field, and many assumptions are required in the formulations of bearing capacity theories. Prandtl assumed an active pressure zone forming a wedge in the soil directly beneath a foundation, with a passive wedge of soil near the surface that would be pushed up and away from the foundation. In-between these zones is a radial shear zone undergoing plastic deformation, following a logarithmic spiral [92]. Terzaghi then refined these equations by including the weight of the displaced soil, however as the foundation progresses in depth, it is assumed that soil above the lowest point of the foundation does not undergo shear deformation, and thus this method is only applicable to depths smaller than the diameter of the foundation [93]. This was further adapted by Meyerhof that accounted for this volume of soil, incorporating a logarithmic-spiralling yield surface that extended all the way up to the level of the surface for shallow foundations. For deep foundations, the failure zone takes the shape of a logarithmic spiral surrounding the bottom of the foundation [94].
This is a brief overview of some of the methods used to determine soil resistance, however it should be noted these are all approximations in a highly empirical field, with no single ‘de-facto method’ that accurately models all situations. For more a more thorough examination of these models, please refer to [92]–[94].

2.3.4 Penetration force predictive models

Despite these approximations, models can be extremely valuable in predicting trends, and benefit from empirical data to improve upon. The methods described above are designed for buildings, and are thus not directly applicable to small penetrators. In response to this, a researcher from the University of Arkansas, Ahmed ElShafie, has developed formulas that aim to predict the penetration profiles of probes through granular materials. He then extends these formulas to low gravity scenarios, with theoretical results from past space missions.

These formulas are quite complex, so for ease of the reader, each section will be broken down into the four components of the total penetration resistance, $F_T$ shown in equation (2.4). Symbol definitions will be presented after each set of formulas in the order that they are displayed. In this work, the terms ‘cone’, ‘penetrator’, ‘penetrometer’ are interchangeable [95].
2.3.4.1 ElShafie penetration equations

The total penetration resistance \( F_T \) is the sum of two terms: the cone resistance \( q_c \) and the sleeve friction \( f_s \).

\[
F_T = q_c A_C + f_s A_S \tag{2.4}
\]

where \( A_C \) is the cross-sectional area of the penetrator, and \( A_S \) is the buried area of the sleeve of the penetrator. The cone resistance \( q_c \) can be calculated as a function of penetration depth \( Z \) as:

\[
q_c = \gamma \times Z \times \frac{1 + \left(K_0 \times \sin \phi \times \frac{Z}{L}\right)}{N_q} \tag{2.5}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the effective unit weight of sand (N m\(^{-3}\)), \( Z \) is the penetration depth (m), \( N_q \) is the bearing capacity factor (dimensionless), \( K_0 \) is the coefficient of lateral pressure at rest (dimensionless), \( \phi \) is the friction angle of sand (\(^o\)), and \( L \) is the lateral extension of the slip lines (m). The effective unit weight of sand \( \gamma \) is the weight per unit volume of sand, calculated by:

\[
\gamma = \rho \times g \tag{2.6}
\]

where \( \rho \) is the bulk density of sand, and \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration. The dimensionless terms \( N_q \) and \( K \), the bearing capacity factor and coefficient of lateral stress, are given as:

\[
N_q = a \times e^{b \tan \phi} \tag{2.7}
\]

\[
K = 1 - \sin \phi \tag{2.8}
\]

where \( a=1.0584 \) and \( b=6.1679 \) for sand \([19]\). The lateral extension of slip lines \( L \) (how far horizontally sand is moved due to penetration) is defined as:
\[ L = B \times e^{\frac{\pi}{2} \tan \varphi} \times \tan \left( \frac{\pi}{4} + \frac{\varphi}{2} \right) \]  
(2.9)

where B is the diameter of the penetrator. The cross-sectional area of the penetrator \( A_C \) is then given by:

\[ A_C = \frac{\pi \times B^2}{4} \]  
(2.10)

The sleeve friction, \( f_S \), in the second term of equation (2.4) is also a function of penetration depth \( Z \): 

\[ f_S = \frac{K_p \times \gamma \times Z}{3} \]  
(2.11)

\[ K_p = \frac{1 + \sin \varphi}{1 - \sin \varphi} \]  
(2.12)

where \( K_p \) is the passive coefficient of lateral stress. The area of sleeve buried under the sand \( A_S \) is then defined as:

\[ A_S = \pi \times B \times Z \]  
(2.13)

Whilst this may seem like a confusing list of formulas, they combine so that the total penetration resistance, \( F_T \) in equation (2.4) depends solely on bulk density (\( \rho \)), penetrator diameter (\( B \)), penetration depth (\( Z \)), and angle of internal friction (\( \varphi \)).

Using these formulas, a bulk density of 1.8 g/cm\(^3\) and a probe of 1 cm diameter, ElShafie created a series of theoretical penetration forces as a function of depth in accordance to different planetary bodies, shown in Figure 2.19.
Comments on the model

$F_T$ in this equation is the total force required for penetration. The cone resistance and sleeve friction, $q_c$ and $f_S$, have units of pressure, however the formulations are not trivial and they are difficult to visualise in this sense. The area of the cone, $A_C$, is the cross sectional area of the probe, which is independent from the shape of the tip. The area of the sleeve is the surface area of the cylindrical portion of the probe that is buried beneath the sand. The shape of the tip has been experimentally shown to have an impact on the penetration force [96], however as this model is an approximation, it is not considered.

The effective unit weight of sand, $\gamma$, is the weight of sand per unit of volume. $N_q$ is a factor of bearing capacity, which is a function of the friction angle of the sand. The coefficient of lateral pressure at rest, $K_0$, is defined as zero lateral strain in a sand deposit. The angle of internal friction, $\phi$, is defined as the angle on failure envelope of the shear stress and normal effective stresses, and increases with denser sand. $L$ represents the distance that the slip lines of penetration extend horizontally, and $D_r$ is the relative bulk density of the sand as a percentage between absolute minimum and maximum compaction.

Additionally, some concerns were found in the literature regard these formulas. In some work [95] there is an inclusion of the term for the area of the sleeve, $A_S$, in equation (2.11). However, this results in the units of the sleeve friction, $f_S$, to be force, rather than pressure.
It is assumed that this is an error, and so the $A_S$ term is omitted from equation (2.11) for these purposes.

Gravitational acceleration, $g$, appears in these formulas, suggesting that the force of penetration, $F_T$, is dependent on the strength of gravity on the planetary body it is on, seen in Figure 2.19. This model assumes that penetration will be easier in lower gravity, quoting [95]:

“When the gravity of the planetary body decreases, density, porosity, friction angle and relative density will decrease and therefore, force needed for penetration will decrease as well”

Note, that this quote is slightly incorrect, as the porosity of sand is inversely proportional to relative density, as will in fact increase if the relative density decreases. Tilman Spohn, the principal investigator for the MUPUS probe, speaking on the initial progress of the Philae lander in its attempt at penetrating the surface of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko said on a Rosetta progress blog [97]:

“The probe then started to hammer itself into the subsurface, but was unable to make more than a few millimetres of progress even at the highest power level of the hammer motor.”

These two statements apparently contradict each other, as according to ElShafie the comet should require negligible force due to the negligible gravity. This is not shown by the Philae results, so a deeper complexity of granular penetration in low gravity environments is evident. Of course, these results could indicate that Philae had landed on a very frozen surface, however experimental testing is warranted in various levels of gravity in order to investigate ElShafie’s model, and empirical results could potentially assist in formulating a stronger model.
2.4 Chapter conclusions

This chapter has covered the main topics needed for an understanding of the upcoming work on ultrasonic vibration and the penetration of granular materials. It has highlighted the cross-disciplinary nature of the work, involving information from civil engineering, biomimetics, ultrasonic vibration, soil mechanics, space systems, and drilling mechanisms.

Sand in particular was singled-out as a particularly problematic material to work with and anticipate, and much work will be required in order to deal with it in a scientific and consistent manner. Examples of models and methods used in civil engineering gave an insight into some of the complications involved, but as this remains a highly empirical field, these models are unlikely to be able to directly translate to the small scale. A model that has been specifically tailored to penetration of granular materials in space was covered, which will prove to be an exciting aspect to test out experimentally.

As this work involves using an ultrasonic penetrator, a brief history of ultrasonics was given and some background information on the phenomena involves was described. A summary of some of the most important space applications of penetration were also provided, allowing all of the other information to be put into perspective.
Chapter 3

Regolith Characterisation

This chapter will cover the characterisation of the regolith simulants used in experiments. Of the five simulants used in testing, three of them (SSC-1, SSC-2, and ES-3) were created by the University of Surrey and used solely during visitation to their facilities. These regoliths have already been fully characterised [56], so will only be mentioned here briefly. An additional sand from the University of Surrey, SSC-3, had only the particle size distribution completed at time of use and was used at both the University of Glasgow and the University of Surrey. A regolith simulant from the University of Glasgow, BP, was also used at both these facilities. This chapter is mainly tasked with categorising the simulants SSC-3 and BP, and a description of the processes and steps taken to do so.

3.1 Regolith simulant justifications

Studies of the composition of Mars have shown that there is rarely any liquid water present on the surface. The pressure and temperature on Mars are near the triple point of water, causing any liquid water to be highly unstable. This means that any soil analogue used must be as dry as possible. Even the presence of a relatively small amount of water can have huge changes on the soil mechanics, as we all discover at a young age when trying to build sand castles at the beach.

This means that the ground encountered on the surface on Mars is likely to be very different to most of that found on Earth. For experimental testing, it is necessary to reproduce the anticipated environment on the planetary body where drilling is intended. Therefore, for a drilling or penetrating device, it is imperative that the equipment is tested on specialised substrate that is designed to replicate the ground found on Mars, known as a ‘Martian simulant’ or ‘Mars analogue’. It is important to define exactly what is meant by this term, and what specifically constitutes whether something can be defined as an analogue or not. This is not an arbitrary task, as a regolith analogue can be required to
simulate a variety of different properties including; chemical, mechanical, physical, magnetic, and organic [98]. A definition given by McKay and Blacic [99] in a 1989 workshop on lunar soil defines a soil simulant as:

“any material manufactured from natural or synthetic terrestrial or meteoritic components for the purpose of simulating one or more physical and/or chemical properties of a (lunar) rock or soil.”

The key aspect of this definition is that a soil simulant only needs to mimic “one or more” of the properties discussed above, and not “all”. The property that is chosen to for a particular simulant should be selected for a particular purpose, i.e. if an experiment is done to decide how well an electric signal can pass through Martian soil, it would require a simulant that mimics the conductive properties of real Martian soil, but not necessarily one that mimics the reflectivity of Martian soil. This is very useful, as attempts to manufacture an analogue soil that exactly replicates all properties will be; a) lengthy and costly, and b) unnecessary [100].

For the purposes of the experiments conducted in this thesis, only a few properties are required to replicate those found on Mars, known as a ‘Martian simulant’. These parameters are concentrated on the mechanical properties of sand, including the size and distribution of particles, the particle shape, and relative density of the preparations. Chemical and biological parameters are out of the scope of this research.

### 3.2 Regoliths considered

All five regoliths will be described briefly here, and then compared against the other measured characteristics in the conclusion of this chapter. Additionally, a few other well-known regoliths will be mentioned for reference, however these were not able to be used for tests due to being cost-prohibitive.

**SSC-1**

This quartz-based sand has rounded particle shapes, and has a relatively broad particle size distribution from 70 – 300 µm. It was procured by the University of Surrey from a local building supply dealer in Guildford, U.K. as “builders’ sand”, and had all particles above 1.3 mm removed after being dried.
SSC-2

This garnet-based sand has very angular particle shapes, and a very uniform particle distribution centred around 40 µm. It is normally used as an additive for blast cleaning and waterjet cutting, and was procured by the University of Surrey from the GMA Garnet Group.

SSC-3

This quartz-based sand has sub-angular particle shape, and a very uniform particle distribution centred around 180 µm. It was procured by the University of Surrey from West Wittering beach on the U.K. south coast, and sieved to only contain particles between 150 – 212 µm.

ES-3

This quartz-based sand has sub-rounded particle shape, and a relatively broad particle distribution between 300 – 600 µm. It was procured by the University of Surrey from Sibelco™ as the off-the-shelf product “Leighton Buzzard DA 30”.

BP

This quartz-based sand has sub-rounded particle shape, and a uniform particle distribution centred around 212 µm. It was procured by the University of Glasgow from a local building supplier as “block paving sand”, and was chosen to be in-between SSC-1 and ES-3 in size distribution, as well as have a low percentage of fine-particulate content for low risk.

Other Regolith Simulants

Two commonly used regoliths used to simulate the terrain on Mars are the regoliths from the Johnson Space Centre, JSC Mars-1 [101] (and the corresponding newer batch produced JSC Mar-1a), and later the Mojave Mars Simulant (MMS) [102], [103]. Both of these are designed to simulate the particle size, shape, and density of Martian sand [98], and are often used to test mechanical devices. MMS was developed to address some issues with JSC Mars-1 being too hydroscopic, absorbing too readily for the researchers needs.
3.3 Particle size distributions

SSC-3 was obtained from the Surrey Space Centre, and as such was already dried and prepared before experiments at the University of Glasgow. After purchase, BP was left to completely dry over a number of days by spreading it out in a dry room and passing an air current over it with occasional mixing to ensure all moisture was removed. The regoliths SSC-1, SSC-2, and ES-3 were used on-site during visits to the Surrey Space Centre, and were already completely characterised [56].

To measure the size distribution of sand, a weighed sample of it is passed through a stack of sieves with progressively smaller mesh size. The stack is vibrated, and the resulting mass from each sieve recorded calculated as a percentage of the original mass. For these tests, the stack of sieves was vibrated for 10 minutes at 50 Hz using an Endecott’s ‘Minor’ sieve shaker, shown in Figure 3.1. The sand remaining in each sieve was then measured, repeated three times, and the average passing weight recorded, shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 for BP and SSC-3 respectively.

![Figure 3.1: The Endecott sieve shaker and mounted set of sieves.](image)
### Table 3.1: Particle distribution results for BP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve size (mm)</th>
<th>Passing weight in % of total mass</th>
<th>Average % passing weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>Run 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>99.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>99.60</td>
<td>99.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>92.19</td>
<td>93.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>81.24</td>
<td>81.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>54.05</td>
<td>54.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>30.12</td>
<td>31.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>13.89</td>
<td>15.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>4.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mass of original sample (g)</strong></td>
<td>115.67</td>
<td>109.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.2: Particle distribution results for SSC-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sieve size (mm)</th>
<th>Passing weight in % of total mass</th>
<th>Average % passing weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>Run 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>99.95</td>
<td>99.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>99.74</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>88.13</td>
<td>88.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>18.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mass of original sample (g)</strong></td>
<td>112.32</td>
<td>145.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A common method of displaying this data is by plotting the cumulative percentage of weight passing the sieves, shown in Figure 3.2. An initial run for BP (not shown) included a sieve of 0.425 mm, however this was removed and replaced with 0.3, 0.25, and 0.18 mm sieves to allow for better resolution in the range 0.212 – 0.25 mm.

From the figure, it is straightforward to see that SSC-3 is very uniform, with the sharpest percentage passing between 0.15 and 0.212 mm, and a low percentage passing of other sizes. BP on the other hand has a slightly larger average particle size around 0.25 mm, and a more even distribution as indicated by a slightly shallower gradient of curve. This gradation can be quantified with the use of two parameters, known as the coefficient of uniformity, $C_u$, and the coefficient of curvature, $C_c$ [104]:

$$C_u = \frac{D_{60}}{D_{10}}$$

$$C_c = \frac{(D_{30})^2}{D_{10} \times D_{60}}$$

where $D_{60}$ is the grain diameter at 60 percent passing, $D_{30}$ is the diameter at 30 percent casing, and $D_{10}$ is the diameter at 10 percent passing. A coefficient of uniformity, $C_u$, close to 1 indicates that the sand is very uniform, mostly containing particles of the same size. The coefficient of curvature, $C_c$, quantifies the curvature of the passing percentage graph, and a value between 1 and 3 indicates a well graded sand.
For the calculation of these formulas, in the likely case that a value of percentage does not correspond exactly to a sieve size, it is assumed that the distribution is linear between data points. It is possible that some variation in size distribution occurs between the sieve sizes, however this is the closest approximation without conducting the sand sieving process with custom-made sieves. The grain diameters at 10, 30, and 60 percent passing, as well as the corresponding coefficients are listed in Table 3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>$D_{10}$</th>
<th>$D_{30}$</th>
<th>$D_{60}$</th>
<th>$C_u$</th>
<th>$C_c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSC-3</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>1.621</td>
<td>1.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.566</td>
<td>1.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these values, it can be confirmed that both of these sands are very uniform, with coefficients of uniformity so close to unity. Additionally, the coefficient of curvature satisfies the requirement of falling between 1 and 3, so we can call both of these sands well graded, meaning that they have an even distribution of particle sizes.

### 3.4 Density measurements

#### 3.4.1 Particle density

The particle density of a given sand is the density of a particle within a sample, and is constant for a specific sand, unlike bulk density which depends on the level of compaction. For sand that is made entirely from a single mineral, the particle density would simply be the density of that mineral. In practice however, sand is often a mixture of several different types of minerals.

To calculate this density, the volume of the particles must be calculated. This is most easily achieved by submerging a known mass of sand in a fluid (in this case, water was used), and measuring the volume displaced. Dividing the mass by the displaced volume will then yield the particle density of the granular material. This method was used on the returned lunar samples from the Apollo missions to calculate the lunar particle density [105].
Care must be taken when submerging to avoid either dry conglomerates, or trapped air pockets within the particles. These tests can be run in a vacuum chamber to assist in this by evacuating the air from the mixture, as advised in the American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) standard [106], however this equipment was not available at the time of experiments.

A glass measuring cylinder graduated every 10 ml was used to measure the volume change of water. The cylinder was placed on a set of electronic scales (sensitivity 0.1 g), filled with a starting volume of 300 ml, and then the initial mass recorded. Sand was then added to the cylinder until the volume reached 350 ml, 370 ml, or 400 ml, with no variations noted with the different displaced volumes. The set-up is shown in Figure 3.3, illustrating the glass cylinder and electric scales used. Three measurements were taken and averaged to produce the final value of particle density, shown in Table 3.4. The fact that SSC-3 is cloudier than BP when submerged in water is indicative of a higher fine particulate content, an observation that is directly seen in Figure 3.2.

![Figure 3.3: Submerged samples of sands in water for (a) SSC-3, and (b) BP. The mass and volume change was measured, determining the particle density.](image-url)
Table 3.4: Particle density measurements of SSC-3 and BP sand. Each was measured three times at various masses and volumes, and no discernible differences were noted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Mass of sand (g)</th>
<th>Volume displaced (ml)</th>
<th>Particle density (g/cc)</th>
<th>Average density (g/cc)</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSC-3 Run 1</td>
<td>128.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.572</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>186.6</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.666</td>
<td>2.630</td>
<td>0.0504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>265.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.651</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP Run 1</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.614</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>184.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.636</td>
<td>2.629</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>263.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.636</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2 Minimum bulk density

The bulk density of sand can vary considerably depending on the method in which it is prepared, and so it is difficult to define what the absolute minimum or maximum density of a given sand should be. Experimentally determining the minimum bulk density is especially tricky to define, as loose sand is inherently unstable and will collapse with very little external influence, making any experiments dealing with it particularly problematic.

Instead of trying to define the absolute lowest density that can possibly be prepared, it is more prudent to establish a standardised method that can reproduce low density samples of sands, as it is more valuable to have a benchmark figure on which to compare other sand samples. These experiments used the ASTM “standard methods for minimum index density and unit weight of soils”, which suggests three different methods to use, depending on the particle size distribution of the sand in question [107]. Method C is suggested for cohesionless sands in which 100% of particles fall below 9.5 mm, 90% or more falls below 2 mm, and up to 15% falls below 75 µm in size. As can be seen in Figure 3.2(a), both SSC-3 and BP satisfy all of these criteria.

Method C involves placing a known mass of granular material in a glass graduated cylinder (1 litre volume with 10 ml graduations for this case), and sealing the top with a rubber stopper. The cylinder is then tipped upside down and quickly tilted back to the original position, aerating the material. It is advised that this procedure be repeated until a constant volume is produced, in case the sand started in a compacted state. The surface of
the sand will often not be perfectly flat either so some amount of judgement is required by
the operator to determine the average height of sand within the graduated cylinder.

Table 3.5: Minimum density measurements of SSC-3 and BP sand. Each was measured using three different masses,
with no significant difference between the resulting densities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Mass of sand (g)</th>
<th>Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Bulk density (g/cc)</th>
<th>Average density (g/cc)</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSC-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>414.3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1.381</td>
<td>1.381</td>
<td>0.00189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>677.4</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>1.382</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>854.8</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1.378</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>436.8</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>1.409</td>
<td>1.405</td>
<td>0.00342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>715.5</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>1.403</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>813.9</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>1.403</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3 Maximum bulk density

The ASTM standard method for determining maximum bulk density uses a specialised
vibrating table and compression unit, which was not available for this work. Instead, the
method used in the literature for the other sands SSC-1, SSC-2, and ES-3, was followed
[56], which involves using the particle density of the sand and estimating the void ratio at
maximum bulk density. The void ratio can vary from one sand to the next depending of the
size distributions (as smaller particles will tend to fill in the voids left by larger particles),
and particle shape (which can lead to irregular and inefficient packing). Following on from
previous work that analysed the SSC-1, SSC-2, and ES-3 regoliths, a void ratio of 25% was used. The void ratio for the optimal packing structure of uniform spheres is defined as:

\[
1 - \frac{\pi}{3\sqrt{2}} \approx 0.25952 \rightarrow 26\%
\] (3.3)

And the void ratio of 25% was chosen to reflect the fact that some smaller sized
particles will tend to fill the voids, leading to slightly lower void ratio [56]. Using this
value and the calculated value of particle density, the estimated maximum bulk densities of
the sands are shown in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6: Estimated maximum bulk density values for SSC-3 and BP. These were calculated by assuming a void ratio of 25%, as used in [56].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Maximum density (g/cc)</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSC-3</td>
<td>1.972</td>
<td>0.0378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1.971</td>
<td>0.00947</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Soil preparation techniques

At this stage, most of the necessary characteristics of the sand used have been experimentally established. These values can be considered ‘constants’ for the type of sand used, however a sample of sand can exist in nature at varying levels of bulk density, with a very loose sample being a low bulk density, and a compacted sample a very high bulk density. Precise reproduction of a specific bulk density is vital for accurate results and comparisons during testing, and this section involves establishing a method to produce consistent preparations of both a loose and a compact sample of test, for use in future testing. The regolith BP was used during these calibration tests.

Note that whilst the loose and compact density values are measured here, this value can slightly vary depending on the environment, such as the temperature and humidity etc. This is alleviated in several ways, such as ensuring the temperature in the laboratory is kept constant, and endeavouring to complete all tests for one sand in the same day, to ensure the conditions are the same. Additionally, the bulk density used in each test will be measured, allowing the user to track any large changes in density, should they arise.

3.5.1 Low density sand preparations

A mentioned in section 2.3.2, low density samples of sand can be produced by pouring it into a final container. For ease of use, the ‘rain’ method was not considered for these tests, focussing instead on the ‘pour’ method. A pour height of above 50 cm is required to result in a homogeneous final distribution of sand, and the following sections examine the different methods of pouring.
3.5.1.1 Low density consistency

Due to the huge effect on penetration force that sand density can have [90], consistency in sand sample production is arguably more important than producing the absolute maximum or minimum bulk density achievable. One way to achieve consistency is to ensure that the conditions and manner of the sand preparation are identical between different iterations.

To test the consistency in density from pouring sand into a container, two methods were tried: pouring sand by hand from one container to another at a certain distance, shown in Figure 2.17 and utilised by Gouache et al [91] (which is referred to as the ‘hand-pour method’), and a method involving containers suspending at specific heights, which is referred to as the ‘suspended-pour method’.

For the suspended pour method, a bucket with a 2 cm diameter hole was used. A small aluminium plate, tied to a length of string, was placed to cover this hole, and the bucket was filled with an excess of sand. This was then suspended from a long supporting bar, and supported by two tripods raised to a specific height, as shown in Figure 3.4(a). The testing container was placed directly below the bucket, and the string pulled to remove the aluminium cover plate, allowing the sand to flow from the hopper to the testing container below. Care was taken to ensure none of the apparatus was touched as the testing container filled, with the intention that the less human interaction involved, the more likely consistent reading could be achieved. Due to the fact that the sand rises as it fills the container, a height of 100 cm from the bottom of the bucket to the bottom of the sand container was used in this method to ensure that the sand always falls at least 50cm; the minimum height required for ideal mixing to occur [89].
Shown in Figure 3.4(b) the hand-pour method involved filling a bucket with sand and then pouring it into the sand container below. As this was done by hand, the pouring height could only be approximated at 100 cm, and the pour rate was determined by the operator. In both cases, the preparation caused a build-up of sand on the top of the container. After the pour was completed, this mound was scraped off to the level of the top of the container. This ensures a constant volume of sand to facilitate calculating the bulk density of the sand with the measured mass.

The sand container was filled and the density recorded 10 times for both of the preparation methods. As can be seen in Table 3.7, the suspended-pour method not only resulted in a more consistent density (a standard deviation of 0.0029 as opposed to 0.0034), but it also resulted in lower average density (1.441 g/cc as opposed to 1.472 g/cc). Both of these results are beneficial, so the suspended-pour method was used as the method for all
future experiments. This method was also used for the production of any low bulk density containers of sand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Suspended-Pour Density (g/cc)</th>
<th>Hand-Pour Density (g/cc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.443</td>
<td>1.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.442</td>
<td>1.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.441</td>
<td>1.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.444</td>
<td>1.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.442</td>
<td>1.473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.443</td>
<td>1.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.436</td>
<td>1.471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.437</td>
<td>1.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.437</td>
<td>1.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.441</td>
<td>1.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Density</strong></td>
<td>1.441</td>
<td>1.471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD</strong></td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5.2 High density sand preparations

Due to its granular nature, sand can exist at a variety of different bulk densities, depending on environmental factors such as local geography and air currents. To fully test the limits of a penetration device, the consistent production of both low and high density sand is required. As discussed in section 2.3.1, any vibration or shock will generally result in the sand settling into a more efficient packing structure, thus increasing the density. Controlling the way in which this is done should allow consistent reproduction of higher density sand.

#### 3.5.2.1 Consistency and accuracy with high density sand

Experiments were conducted to see if vibration resulted in a non-homogenous distribution of sand particle size. For example, it is known that shaking a box containing many differently sized particles causes the larger particles to rise to the surface, known as
the ‘Brazil Nut effect’ [108]. In these tests, the container of sand was half-filled with sand and vibrated horizontally at various frequencies, amplitudes, and durations. Samples were then taken from the bottom and top of the container and put through the sand sieving process. No significant difference was noted in particle size distribution between samples taken from the top and from the bottom of the container.

The reason for the lack of size separation is likely due to the fact that the samples of sand used were especially uniform, with most sizes of particle within 100 µm size of each other. Indeed, it has previously been confirmed that particle size is the major controlling factor for the segregation of granular material under vibration [109]. The Brazil nut effect is most clearly seen in granular material that has a vastly varied particle size distribution (e.g., the large difference in size between Brazil nuts and other, smaller nuts). In any case, it is advantageous for future experiments that the vibration did not affect the distribution of sand enough to cause concern.

The advantage of this particular set-up was that the frequency and amplitude were controllable, allowing fine-tuning of the vibration if required. However, the mass of a full container was too great for this shaker, resulting in portions of the container to be jammed and thus would not be fully reset. Many different designs and method of vibrations were considered, eventually settling on the design shown in Figure 3.5. Here, an electric powered sander (‘Power Performance’ sheet sander, PSS300A 300 W) is bolted to the back of the container of sand, and placed upon a platform that allows movement of the container. The plate of the sander vibrates in a circular motion, with a dial labelled 1 - 6 that allowed control over the input power, referred to as ‘Power 1’, ‘Power 2’ etc. where applicable.
To test the reliability of this vibration method, the suspended-pour technique described in section 3.5.1 was repeated, but with the additional step of leaving the container to vibrate as it fills up with sand. The top of the container was then scraped flat and the mass of sand measured as before, allowing accurate calculation of the bulk density. Measurements were taken at Power 1, 3, and 6, resulting in final bulk densities of 1.628, 1.604, and 1.604 g/cc respectively. The Power 1 setting, whilst being the lowest power, still provided more than enough vibration to completely fluidise all of the sand within the container, thereby eliminating any jammed regions. It also resulted in the highest density, so the decision was taken to only use this level of vibration for future experiments.

Different amplitudes of vibration and frequency have a large influence on the final density, and a finely controlled shaker might indeed produce a denser sample of sand. For the purposes of this work, however, a density value that is simple and consistent to reproduce is of more value, so the Power 1 setting was deemed sufficient for all experiments outlined in this thesis. Additionally, the sand shaker design allows the container to be manoeuvred very easily without disturbing the sand, whereas a more complicated rig would potentially disturb and alter the sand during removal. Sand production using barrel shakers could be useful for further tests if warranted, in which case a new rig would need to be designed.
3.5.3 Relative density

With the method of sand preparation finalised, it is possible to measure what the bulk density of the sand for testing can be. Since the bulk density can lie anywhere between its theoretical minimum and maximum bulk density, often it is easiest to refer to the relative density of a sample of sand. This is often expressed as a percentage, where 0% relative density is the theoretical minimum density and measured in section 3.4.2, and 100% is the theoretical maximum density and measured in 3.4.3. More precisely, it is commonly defined as the ratio of the difference between the maximum void ratio and the void ratio of the sample, to the difference between its maximum and minimum void ratio [107]:

\[
D_r = \frac{e_{\text{max}} - e}{e_{\text{max}} - e_{\text{min}}} \times 100
\]  

(3.4)

where \(e_{\text{max}}\) is the maximum void ratio, \(e_{\text{min}}\) is the minimum void ratio, and \(e\) is the void ratio of the sand in its current state. For our purposes, it is perhaps easier to express this equation in its corresponding dry density form:

\[
D_r = \frac{\rho_{\text{max}}}{\rho} \times \frac{\rho - \rho_{\text{min}}}{\rho_{\text{max}} - \rho_{\text{min}}} \times 100
\]  

(3.5)

where \(\rho_{\text{max}}\) is the maximum density, \(\rho_{\text{min}}\) is the minimum density, and \(\rho\) is the bulk density of the sand after preparation.

As mentioned in section 3.4.2, the method of obtaining the value of minimum bulk density is to enable a benchmark figure, and not to create the absolute lowest density possible. This means that a user producing a loose density sample of sand might end up creating bulk density that is actually below the value for minimum bulk density, thus resulting in a negative relative density.

To obtain an average value of the bulk density of low and high density samples, ten preparations were conducted for each of the sands used, including the pre-characterised sands from SSC. This is shown in Table 3.8 along with the standard deviations. The full data can be found in the appendix CD.
Table 3.8: Results of preparing the regoliths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Loose preparation</th>
<th>Relative Density (%)</th>
<th>Compact preparation</th>
<th>Relative Density (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Density (g/cc)</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Density (g/cc)</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-1</td>
<td>1.408</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>1.709</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-2</td>
<td>1.882</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
<td>2.229</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-3</td>
<td>1.384</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.595</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-3</td>
<td>1.470</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.671</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1.432</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>1.626</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 Friction angle measurements

The Direct Shear Test (DST) is an experimental method to determine the internal friction angle $\phi$ and the cohesion $c$ of a granular material. This subsection will cover the experimental protocol, as well as an examination of the results and implications. Most notably, the values of friction angle obtained in these tests will be useful for the predictive models discussed in section 2.3.4.

3.6.1 Apparatus and protocol

3.6.1.1 Testing principles

The Direct Shear Test measures the force required to create a shear plane within a sample of granular material. A container, 6 cm by 6 cm, and 3 cm deep is used within the DST apparatus, and is filled with a sand sample to a desired relative density level. This container is horizontally split into two halves, with the bottom half able to slide underneath the top half, illustrated in Figure 3.6.
A top cap is placed on the sample and a normal force $N$ applied, containing the sand within the container. This gives a normal stress of:

$$\sigma_n = \frac{N}{S}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6)

where $\sigma_n$ is the normal stress, $N$ is the applied normal force, and $S$ is the cross-sectional area of the sample box ($L \times L$), equal to 36 cm$^2$ in this set-up. With the top half of the container fixed in place, a shearing force $F_{\text{shear}}$ pushes the bottom half of the container, resulting in a lateral displacement, $\Delta L$. Likewise, the shear stress can be calculated as:

$$\tau = \frac{F_{\text{shear}}}{S}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

where $\tau$ is the shear stress, and $F_{\text{shear}}$ is the applied shear force. The shear strain, $\varepsilon$, can be calculated as the displacement over the original length:

$$\varepsilon = \frac{\Delta L}{L}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.8)

where $\Delta L$ is the displacement between the box-halves, and $L$ is the internal length of the box.

The full DST set-up can be seen in Figure 3.7, with the hanging weight providing the normal force, and the displacement crank supplying the shearing movement. The proving ring consists of a sprung steel ring with a displacement gauge inside. For small deflections, the ring follows Hooke’s Law, and the acting force can be calculated using the
displacement and a calibrated constant, in this case 1.384 N/div. With the container filled and the normal force applied, the lower box-half is slowly displaced, and the resultant shear force measured via a proving ring.

A close up of the DST box is shown in Figure 3.8, showing the physical device compared to the simplified overview in Figure 3.6.
3.6.2 Results

A reading of the force was taken every 0.5 mm, the shear force measured via the proving ring gauge, and the shear strain and shear strain calculated accordingly. This was conducted three times using normal forces of 41.7, 83.3, and 152.8 kPa. The weight of the hanging yoke, 4.5 kg, caused any low density sand to compress, resulting in an unknown density. For this reason, only high density samples of SSC-3 and BP were tested, both at 1.60 g/cc. As will be seen in further chapters, the most interesting effects of ultrasonic penetration are seen in the high density samples, so it is perhaps more beneficial to obtain the friction angles at high density.

Plotting the shear stress against shear strain gives a classic stress-strain graph, shown in Figure 3.9 for SSC-3 and in Figure 3.10 for BP.

![Figure 3.9: Shear stress for SSC-3 at three different normal stresses.](image)
3.6.2.1 Shear stress at failure

The maximum values of shear stress shown in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 correspond to the failure point of the sand. At this point, the friction of the sand at that particular normal force is overcome, causing the particles to slide over each other. In the foundation of building this can be catastrophic, but for penetration this is a vital stage, and allows the probe to progress through the sand once this limit is overcome. It is important to note that at small changes in distance, sand can exhibit elastic properties, as shown by the initial linear relation in the 152.8 kPa normal stress plot in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. This effect is only apparent at very small strains however, due to the nearly perfectly-plastic nature of sand.

Plotting this maximum shear stress, $\tau_f$, against the corresponding normal stress, $\sigma_n$, gives the failure envelope of the granular material, shown in Figure 3.11.
Any combination of shear stress and normal stress that fall above this line will result in a failure of the soil. This failure can generally be approximated as a straight line [110], known as ‘Coulomb’s law’, and defined as:

\[ \tau_f = c + \sigma_n \tan(\varphi) \]  

(3.9)

where \( \tau_f \) is the shear stress at failure, \( c \) is the cohesion, \( \sigma_n \) is the normal stress, and \( \varphi \) is the friction angle [110]. Taking a best-fit line through the data points results in a straight line of the form \( y=mx+c \), where in this case \( y= \tau \), the y intercept \( c= c \), and the gradient \( m=\tan(\varphi) \). Taking the inverse tan of the gradient therefore gives the value of internal friction, shown in the friction angle summary in section 3.6.3.

### 3.6.2.2 Critical shear stress

The peaks seen in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 are only seen in high density sand. This is due to the movement of the grains during shearing, and in high density sand, the low void ratio means that the grains have nowhere to move, other than up and over their neighbouring grains. The extra force required to ‘lift’ these grains is represented by the peak in shear stress. Since the sand has expanded, the density will always be lower at the end of shearing. Figure 3.12(a) shows the movement of grains whilst shearing along plane XX in high density sand.
Low density sand, on the other hand, possesses the necessary voids for particles to move into, shown in Figure 3.12(b) when sheared along the plane YY. This results in a general collapse of the grains, and a steadier increase in shear stress.

For large displacements, both the stress-strain plots of low and high density sand approach the same common point, known as the ‘residual shear strength’, or the ‘critical shear strength’, \( \tau_{cr} \). Low density tests were not conducted for this work, due to the apparatus not able to sufficiently provide normal forces low enough so that the sand is not compressed and compacted, but an example of this effect is shown in Figure 3.13. The difference in stress between peak and critical shear strength, \( E \), represents the extra work required to produce the vertical component of motion illustrated in Figure 3.12.
Taking the critical shear stress, denoted by the final values from the stress-strain curve, we get a critical shear strength envelope, shown in Figure 3.14. A new set of values for friction angle and cohesion can thus be calculated from this critical strength envelope, shown in the friction angle summary in section 3.6.3.

![Figure 3.14: The critical shear strength envelopes for high density (a) SSC-3, and (b) BP. A line of best fit is again taken to compare to Coulomb’s law, giving R² values of 0.998 for SSC-3 and 1 for BP. Note, the gradients are lower than for the strength failure envelopes.](image)

### 3.6.2.3 Cohesion

The term ‘cohesion’, included in equation (3.9), refers to the internal forces holding particles together from causes other than friction, such as water tension for saturated soils, or electrostatic effects for charged particles. According to Coulomb’s law, it is the shear stress required, if any, to shear a sample of sand with no normal stresses applied, and it represented by where the strength envelope intersects the y-axis in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.14.

Normally, dry sands and soils should exhibit zero cohesion, since there are no forces holding the particles together. However, there is ambiguity in the literature as to what cohesion really is, how it should be defined, and if it is appropriate to ignore it. Additional terms such as ‘adhesion’ can further confuse the operator.

It is generally agreed that the cohesion resulting from water effects is called the ‘apparent cohesion’, denoted by $c_u$ or $c_{app}$ [110]. The binding resulting from the electrical forces between dry, fine grains is called the ‘true cohesion’, denoted by $c'$ [111]. Water
tension in civil engineering is normally the dominant value, where it can reach 10,000 kPa, as opposed to \( c' \) which rarely reaches more than 25 kPa in all but the most highly consolidated clays [111].

Indeed, some argue that the purpose of direct shear test is to only measure the shear strength as a function of normal load. The test does not directly measure friction or cohesion, but rather these are in fact simply “mathematical parameters derived from the laboratory test results” [112].

Our usage of cohesion is most similar to this final definition, simply defined as the value of the intercept between the shear strength envelope and the vertical axis. As these sands are all dry, this could also be considered the true cohesion of the soil. The associated values of cohesion from both the critical shear strength envelopes and the peak shear strength envelopes are shown in the friction angle summary in section 3.6.3.

3.6.2.4 ‘Secant’ or ‘tangent’ angle of friction

It is worth noting that there are in fact two common ways of calculating friction angle, known as the ‘tangent’ and the ‘secant’ angle. The ‘tangent’ value is obtained from conducting a set of experiments and plotting the shear strength failure envelope as we have done, taking the inverse tan of the gradient to give the tangent angle of internal friction.

The ‘secant’ angle is often used in civil engineering where a large number of DST experiments are unable to be conducted, and normally uses just one data point. Taking the highest envisioned normal and shear stress, the secant angle is thus the inverse tan of a single value of shear stress at failure divided by the corresponding normal stress. This takes the value of cohesion to be zero, and in essence is the angle of the straight lines drawn from the data point to the origin [112].

These tests have sampled enough points in order to create a line for the shear strength envelopes, and thus will use the more accurate ‘tangent’ angle of friction.
3.6.3 Friction angle summary

Using both the critical and the peak shear strength envelopes, we are able to get two values of friction angle and cohesion for each sand. These are summarised in Table 3.9.

Table 3.9: Experimental values of the internal friction angle and cohesion for the sands SSC-3 and BP. Also shown are the values obtained from the critical shear stress.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Critical shear stress</th>
<th>Peak shear stress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angle φ (º)</td>
<td>Cohesion (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-3</td>
<td>33.63</td>
<td>-0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>30.30</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is interesting to note that the cohesion value is actually negative for both sands in the critical state. This would imply that the particles actually repel each other, but it is unlikely that this is the case. The cohesion values of all cases but peak shear stress BP are so low that they can be taken as essentially zero for our tests. However in lower gravity environments such as Mars, cohesion is more significant, so should not be assumed to be zero for these situations [113].

The critical shear strength represents the strength over large displacements, and is often used in civil engineering. The peak, or failure, shear strength of the sand represents the point at which the soil starts to fail, and is often used to ‘play-it-safe’. Failure of the soil is what penetration relies on, so it is the peak friction angle that is of most interest.

3.7 Overviews and conclusions

Four characterised Martian regolith simulants, SSC-1, SSC-2, SSC-3, and ES-3, along with an additional block-paving sand referred to as ‘BP’ were tested and fully characterised. These gave a total of five different regoliths for ultrasonic testing, covering a broad range of sizes and final densities. An overview of the regolith characteristics is shown in Table 3.10, with the particle size distributions shown in Figure 3.15 and a visual representation of them in Figure 3.16. Note that for the information in this subsection, all measurements for BP and SSC-3 were conducted in Glasgow by the author, whereas the
regoliths SSC-1, SSC-2, and ES-3 were already measured and characterised previously [56], and combined in this section for reference and comparison purposes.

Table 3.10: Overview of the five regolith simulants chosen for experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regolith</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSC-1</td>
<td>Broad</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Sub-rounded</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-2</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Very fine</td>
<td>Angular</td>
<td>Garnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-3</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>Sub-angular</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-3</td>
<td>Broad</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>Sub-rounded</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Uniform</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Sub-rounded</td>
<td>Quartz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.15: Particle size distributions of the five regoliths.
Measurements on the maximum and minimum densities of BP and SSC-3 were also conducted, using the same ASTM standard methods used previously for SSC-1, SSC-2, and ES-3. The friction angle, one of the most important values in penetration mechanics, was experimentally calculated for BP and SSC-3 using an ELE™ Direct Shear Test apparatus, and will be especially useful in comparisons with predictive models. The equipment was not able to measure the friction angle of low density samples of sand due to the weight of the yoke, so these values are for high density samples only.
As well as characterising the regoliths, a procedure to acquire consistent low and high density samples of sand was also established, allowing accuracy for future experiments. Table 3.11 summarises the minimum and maximum densities of all sands used, as well as the value of relative densities of the low and high densities obtainable using the preparation methods described in sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 respectively. It should be noted, however, that the specific value of bulk density could vary slightly day-to-day due to small differences in environmental conditions, so the bulk density will always be measured for each experiment.

Table 3.11: Summary of the properties of the sands used. The values for minimum, maximum, and particle densities, as well as the friction angles for the sands SSC-1, SSC-2, and ES-3 are all taken from previous work [56]. All other values were experimentally established in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Bulk Density (g/cc)</th>
<th>Particle Density (g/cc)</th>
<th>Relative Density (%)</th>
<th>Friction Angle (º)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Loose</td>
<td>Compact</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-1</td>
<td>1.384</td>
<td>1.408</td>
<td>1.709</td>
<td>1.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-2</td>
<td>1.949</td>
<td>1.882</td>
<td>2.229</td>
<td>2.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC-3</td>
<td>1.384</td>
<td>1.384</td>
<td>1.595</td>
<td>1.972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES-3</td>
<td>1.498</td>
<td>1.470</td>
<td>1.671</td>
<td>1.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>1.405</td>
<td>1.432</td>
<td>1.626</td>
<td>1.971</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4

Ultrasonic Horn Design

One of the most common designs for ultrasonic horns is resonance at the operating frequency to occur at the L1 mode (the 1st longitudinal vibration mode). This means that the horn will have a single nodal point (normally located around halfway along the shaft), and each end of the horn vibrating out of phase with each other. As described in section 2.2.2, the step in a step horn should be located at a nodal point for maximum amplification, and thus requires the step to be located roughly halfway along the shaft as well. This significantly reduces the maximum allowable penetration depth, as the straight section of shaft is limited to only half of the horn. The overall length is determined by the chosen resonance frequency and material choice (which dictates the acoustical velocity), with the following equation relating them:

\[ f = \frac{n \nu}{2L} \]  

(4.1)

where \( f \) is the resonant frequency, \( n \) is an integer, \( \nu \) is the velocity of the wave in the material, and \( L \) is the length of the material. For resonant frequency of 20 kHz (the operating frequency of the transducer) and titanium as the material, this equation gives a maximum penetration distance of roughly 8 cm (half of 16 cm). This is a significant constraint on the penetration experiments, so it was decided to design the horn to resonate at the L2 mode. This mode effectively doubles the allowable length of the horn by allowing an additional half-wavelength, creating two nodal points at \( \frac{1}{4} \) and \( \frac{3}{4} \) along the length. Since the step has to be located only at one of these nodal points, the maximum penetration distance is three-times greater than a corresponding L1 horn. The horn itself was designed in Abaqus, and the final design shown in Figure 4.1.
4.1 Experimental modal analysis

After the horn was produced, an impedance analysis was run on it to check the resonant frequencies. Unfortunately it had a resonant frequency of 21.2 kHz instead of the designed frequency of 20 kHz, most likely due to the cutting tool running too hot during manufacture. The range of frequencies that the transducer and amplifier can track across is 19.5-20.5 kHz, meaning that the horn would not function as intended. The general solution to this is to alter the resonant frequency of a horn is to change the length. This however was difficult in this particular case, due to the fact that the resonance was too high, and therefore required an addition of length to lower the frequency (it is much easier to take material off, than to put material on). A simple titanium washer 24mm long was produced, which was inserted between the base of the horn and the transducer and the whole set-up tightened together. This increased the overall length, and brought the resonance down to 20.3 kHz and within the workable range.

Impedance analysis allows a user to identify resonances within a material, however a full Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) must be run in order to determine what mode these resonances are in, e.g. torsional, longitudinal, bending etc. This process involves passing a white noise signal into the transducer, effectively making the horn vibrate randomly at all frequencies. The range of frequencies in the white noise signal can be chosen by the user, with the range 16-40 kHz being chosen for this experiment to encompass the main 20 kHz resonance, plus any nearby resonances that might be significant. A Polytec CLV 3D laser vibrometer, Figure 4.2, was focused onto a single point on the horn at a time, measuring the displacement in 3 dimensions. 72 points and measurements were taken in total; 12 longitudinal points every 20 mm along the length, with a 6-fold rotational symmetry.
Each result from each point is attributed to its relative position on the horn. The software ME’scope, by Vibrant Technology Inc., then combines all of this information, giving an animated model of the horn’s vibration at different frequencies. A frame of this animation is shown in Figure 4.3 as an example.
The software can also give the frequency response for each point on the horn, identifying the location of the resonant frequencies. An example of the response at the tip of the horn is shown in Figure 4.4. The large peak shown at 20.4 kHz is the resonance that is of interest, and the animation confirms that the mode is completely longitudinal. The next nearest mode at 25 kHz is a bending mode, but this is far enough away that it should not be a big problem in further experiments.

Figure 4.3: Frame of the resulting animation of motion from the EMA.

Figure 4.4: EMA results of the probe
Chapter 5

High-Speed Camera Tests

To understand the physical process of what would happen to the sand during ultrasonic penetration, a high-speed camera test was designed to record the motion of the sand and view it at a much slower speed. The biggest issue with trying to see the motion of particles during a penetration run is that it is extremely difficult to get a clear visual line-of-sight without severely disrupting the layout. Some tests have been conducted where the penetration probe is cut in half length-ways and placed against a glass or Perspex wall of the sand container, allowing a clear view of the sand immediately surrounding the probe during penetration [55]. This solution is not perfect however, and can suffer from wall-effects from the penetration being conducted so close to a boundary [114]. Additionally, an ultrasonic horn that has a non-rotationally symmetric cross-sectional profile will exhibit significant bending forces, and could result in a reduced operational life-span.

Initial investigations were done to see if it were possible to use MRI scanners to measure the sand near the surface of the probe, but this was dismissed due to lack of accuracy (high resolutions on the tens of microns scale are needed) and feasibility (large MRI machines only have a small working volume, and the penetrator and additional apparatus are metallic).

5.1.1 High-speed camera apparatus

With no ideal solution available, it was decided to position the horn horizontally, Figure 5.1(a), and cover it with sand so that it is just below the surface. Whilst the direction of gravity is not in-line with the penetrator, this test served as a qualitative measurement and thus will still allow a visual depiction of the interactions that high-powered ultrasonics has with sand; something that has not been done before. An Olympus SZX16 Stereo Microscope with an available magnification of 0.7 - 11.5x was lent to us by the Olympus representative for the University of Glasgow, Paul Edwards. This was attached to an
Olympus i-Speed 2 high-speed camera to allow magnified high-speed recording, shown in Figure 5.1(a).

The biggest issue faced with this set up was the lack of sufficient light, due to both the high frame rate and the large amount of optical elements in the microscope and camera (each element reduces light transmission by a certain percentage). High speed filming also requires special lamps that do not flicker at 50 Hz like mains powered lights. For this experiment a high power flicker-free Arri 2.5kW HMI (Hydrargyrum medium-arc iodide) lamp, normally used for theatre stage lighting, was hired for the day. With a Fresnel lens attached, this lamp was focussed onto a very small area around the horn, providing a high concentration of light, as seen in Figure 5.1(b). At 2,500W, this lamp also produced a huge amount of heat, so appropriate safety precautions were taken. Five kilograms of block-paving sand was dyed black and left to dry, then mixed together with the un-dyed sand. This achieved two goals: Reducing the overall albedo of the sand and therefore reducing the glare into the microscope, and facilitating visual discrepancy between individual grains of sand.
5.1.2 High speed camera experimental procedure

Two main aims of this experiment were to record the motion of the interaction of sand and ultrasonic vibration, and record the physical vibration of the ultrasonic horn. Neither of these effects have been recorded before, so much of this experiment was to garner whether either of these were indeed possible. The second aim is particularly problematic, as the camera was only able to record at a maximum of 33,000 frames per second by reducing the resolution to 92x72 pixels. In order to avoid aliasing artefacts, it is generally accepted that the sampling rate must be at least twice the highest frequency component of the source. This is known as the ‘Nyquist Rate’ or ‘Nyquist Criterion’, and ensures that the full motion of the horn can be captured.

5.1.2.1 33 kHz recording

Since the penetrator’s operational frequency is 20 kHz, the Nyquist Criterion is not satisfied. This means that it is not recording a full representation of the physical vibration. Whilst this is unfortunate, it was not the primary aim of the experiment and so will serve as a preliminary investigation into the feasibility of this type of recording. The lens was focussed at the tip of the horn, the amplitude set to 5 µm, and the frame rate set to the maximum of 33,000 per second. At such a high frame rate, even the high powered lamp struggled to illuminate the area sufficiently, and the resulting images, as seen in Figure 5.2, were extremely dark and had to undergo post-processing to increase the brightness and contrast. A displacement of 17.5 µm (excitation amplitude of 5 µm, and a horn gain of 3.5) at the tip of the horn correlates to roughly 1-2 pixels on the recording sensor, further making it difficult to discern any vibration. Since this was the first time that any of the people involved had done an experiment like this, most of the day was spent in setting up and testing the limits of the equipment. Whilst we did not obtain the result that we had hoped from this experiment, we did overcome many issues in the set-up, and have shown promising results that recording the physical vibration of an ultrasonic horn could be achieved using different equipment, with suggestions as follows:

1. A higher speed camera, capable of recording at least 40,000 fps, and ideally 50,000 - 100,000 fps.
2. A camera with a higher resolution sensor. Higher magnification microscopes is not advised, as the working distance between the horn and lens gets very close, making it very difficult to sufficiently illuminate the area.

3. High-directional lamps. It would have been possible to use additional 2,500W lamps, however too many of them located in one area would lead to significant heating issues. Lamps that can direct a high-intensity area using fibre optics would be better, as the physical area to be illuminated is quite small.

![Figure 5.2: Close up view of the penetrator tip at 33,000 frames per second.](image)

### 5.1.2.2 1 kHz recording

The primary aim of the experiment, to record the motion of the sand under ultrasonic excitation, was much more successful however. The full video is available on request with the University of Glasgow library, however a selection of still frames are given in Figure 5.3 to illustrate the main effects. As soon as vibration starts, sand is quickly projected away from the tip of the horn, as is to be expected from the oscillating manner of the vibration at the tip. However, what was surprising to see was that the sand in contact with the shaft of the horn appears to instantly fluidise, and rapidly move in the opposite direction, away from the tip and along the shaft. It is important to realise that this is not sand flowing down a slope, it is flowing purely horizontally. In fact, some sand particles actually flow up a gradient, as can be seen by the raised pile of sand along the shaft in Figure 5.3(f). This is a very unexpected result, and serves as a reminder that vibration of sand is an extremely complex field of research.
A side-on view of the resultant distribution of sand is shown in Figure 5.4. It is clear to see the level of sand is highest at the built-up section along the shaft, gradually decreasing in height towards the pit caused by the tip of the horn, followed by another pile of sand where the tip-ejected sand eventually came to rest. Whilst not entirely captured on video, there was a similar flow of sand along the shaft towards the built-up section, but on the opposite side. These two flows then result in the build-up of sand that can be seen in Figure 5.4.
This build-up point coincides with one of the nodal points of the horn. The effect is reminiscent of Chladni patterns, where sand on a vibrating plate will collect at the nodes, sketching out elaborate patterns from the vibration [115]. The flow of sand is likely due to similar principles, however it is interesting to see it occur on a rod which is undergoing purely longitudinal vibration, rather than the transverse vibration of a vibrating plate.

5.2 Chapter conclusions

The experiment showed that ultrasonic vibration has a clear impact on the structure and movement of the sand particles. During penetration, it is possible that sand in front of the penetrator will be pushed forward and to the side, and sand along the shaft of the penetrator will travel towards the nodal points. This was also noted in qualitative testing of the probe in saturated sand, where clumps of wet sand would stick to the penetrator and travel up against gravity to collect at the nodal points. In the future, it could be possible to create a device that uses this nodal-collection point to its advantage. For example, any device that is designed to move sand up a drill, such as an augured flute, would have the greatest impact if it were positioned near the nodes of an ultrasonic horn.

For the purposes of this work however, this experiment shows that even the relatively small amplitude of ultrasonic vibration can interact with sand in a significant way. The effects of fluidisation are kept to a small distance immediately surrounding the probe, something that is not seen in larger vibro-drills where the vibration extends a significant distance away, occasionally causing issues with the foundations of nearby buildings. Armed with this knowledge, it will give us a better understanding of any effects that might be seen in the following experiments and chapters.
Chapter 6

Penetration Forces Using Ultrasonic Probes

As discussed in the literature review, high powered ultrasonic vibration has been used to reduce forces in a variety of fields, most notably in small cutting devices for surgical requirements. If this phenomenon can also apply to reducing the forces for penetration through granular material, it could potentially be hugely beneficial for space exploration, where low available forces are of immediate concern in the low gravity environment of space. It is suspected that ultrasonic vibration, due to the fluidisation of sand, would result in lower overhead forces for penetration. These experiments look to establish the limits of this effect, what other additional outcomes exists, and how they might be applied.

6.1 Experimental rig design

In designing an experiment to test the effectiveness of ultrasonic vibration in granular material, a number of aspects require consideration. Firstly, an accurate and consistent method of providing the penetration action is required. In the interest of reducing the number of possible variables, it would be beneficial to have the penetration rate at a constant value. Both of these features are able to be fulfilled by a linear actuator.

Secondly, the penetration depth and force must able to be measured. This can be done by hand using rulers and force springs, however in the interest of obtaining smooth data and rapid experiments, it would be more efficient for this to be done electronically. Linear actuators can have internal potentiometers that are able to provide extension read-outs, allowing easy penetration depth measurements. Measuring the penetration force digitally is a little bit less straight forward, however force transducers are available that convert pressure into electrical signals via piezo-ceramic elements. Both of these devices are able to provide electronic read-outs in the form of voltage readings. This voltage can be fed into
a data acquisition device (DAQ), which in turn can be connected to a PC to allow the data to be recorded.

Thirdly, the force reacted from the probe must solely travel through the point of force measurement, in this case through the force transducer.

The finished rig, individual components and the break-down of their order can be seen in Figure 6.1. A Kistler force transducer was chosen to measure the force, located at the top of the rig, with all other components being supported from this point. It was important that all moving parts were only supported through the force transducer, as this ensures all the reacted force from penetration passes through this one point, giving an accurate representation of the penetration force. For stability, the penetrator and transducer needed to be contained in a cage that could slide vertically along rails. This has the potential to add some unwanted friction into the system, but care was taken to ensure the bearings were kept well lubricated and correctly aligned.

The linear actuator is able to drive the horn up and down, as well as provide read-outs of the extension via an internal potentiometer. The data acquisition device, a National Instruments USB DAQ 6009, serves as the connection between the actuator and force read-outs, and the computer. MATLAB running on this computer can then access the DAQ device, and record all of these measurements for evaluation. A MATLAB script was written to automatically save all results and display a calibrated force vs. penetration graph immediately after measurements have been completed.
Initial tests were conducted at the University of Glasgow, with the aim to assist in planning the full set of experiments at SSC. This section covers the steps taken to calibrate the experimental rig, the justifications of the parameters chosen, and finally the first results of ultrasonically assisted penetration into granular material, in this case in BP.

6.2.1 Linear actuator calibration

The linear actuator possess an internal potentiometer that varies its resistance depending on how extended the actuator is. A particular extension will have an associated resistance attributed to it, but it must first be calibrated. To do so, the actuator was clamped to a desk next to a meter ruler, with a pin attached to the end of the actuator to provide sub-millimetre accuracy. The DAQ device supplied a 5V input, and the resultant output voltage was measured when the actuator was extended in 1 cm increments. The results are shown...
in Figure 6.2, along with the equation of a line-of-best-fit. The trend of voltage with true distance was perfectly linear with an $R^2$ value of 1, so using the equation of the fitted line and measuring the resultant voltage will give an accurate method of measuring penetration depth. Additionally, the actuator was loaded whilst extending, and the penetration rate was measured to be constant.

![Figure 6.2: Calibration of the linear actuator.](image)

### 6.2.2 Parameters and justifications

Before experiments can commence, it is necessary to choose which variables to use within the experiment, and what values they should take.

**Sand density**

As discussed in section 3.5, two different regolith densities could be prepared at low and high density. For the regolith used in initial test, BP, this corresponds to 1.43 and 1.63
g/cc respectively. Relative density has previously been shown to be one of the leading contributors for higher penetration forces, and testing both the maximum and minimum relative densities possible through the sand preparation method will help in examining this.

**Penetration rate**

The linear actuator (Duff Norton LT255-1-300) extension rate can be varied by the input voltage, keeping a constant penetration rate by drawing a higher current when loaded. Two different penetration rates were chosen to investigate whether this has an effect on penetration. A fast penetration rate of 9 mm/s was used as it was the rate corresponding to the optimum rated voltage of the linear actuator, 12 V. The lowest voltage that the power supply could go to (3V) resulted in a very inconsistent penetration rate, due to not being able to supply enough current to keep the rate constant. The limits of the actuator were tested and a compromise of a slow rate, yet stable voltage was needed, eventually settling on an actuator voltage of 4.8 V, corresponding to a penetration rate of 3 mm/s.

**Ultrasonic amplitude**

The Langevin transducer was connected to a Sonic Systems™ L500 power supply, allowing the supply of the ultrasonics signal, as well as tracking capabilities. The range of excitation amplitudes capable from this particular power supply was 1 – 10 µm, with an additional point at 0 µm from turning the ultrasonics supply off. Several intermediate values of 1-9 µm would give the highest resolution of data, however the number of required experiments starts to rapidly increase with additional variables. Amplitudes of 0, 1, 2, 5, and 10 µm were chosen due to the convenience in logarithmic scales and even spacing.

**Consecutive penetrations**

Consecutive penetrations were used to try and investigate how the fabric of sand evolves during the experiments. Previous work on granular material has touched upon this subject [100], noting how the penetration force increases with consecutive penetrations. Due to the fact that consecutive penetrations can be done relatively quickly, without resetting the container of sand, it was decided to include this variable in the experiments, choosing six repetitions to replicate the previous work.
Variables summary

It is good experimental practice to only change one variable at a time whilst keeping all others constant. The full summary of chosen variables is shown in Table 6.1. The number of experiments is then simply the number of possible combinations of the different variables, giving $(2 \times 2 \times 5 \times 6)$ 120 separate runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Data points</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Densities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>High and Low relative densities defined in section 3.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration Rate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fast (9 mm/s) and Slow (3 mm/s) correspond to actuator supply voltage of 12 V and 4.8 V respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic Amplitude</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Transducer amplitudes of 0, 1, 2, 5, and 10 µm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consecutive Penetrations</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Penetrations taken consecutively without resetting the sand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Data Points:</strong></td>
<td><strong>120</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, the DAQ device also required input instruction for how to record the data. A sampling rate of 500 Hz was chosen to sufficiently capture the data in high resolution, with a sampling time of 25 s for the fast penetration rates, and 65 seconds for the slow penetration rates.

6.2.3 Experimental technique

To increase the accuracy of results, the experiment followed a set procedure to ensure that all tests were taken in the same conditions. The BP sand was prepared to either low or high density. The full container was then positioned inside the penetration rig, and a measurement taken of the position of the linear actuator when the tip of the probe was at the surface of the sand. This would set the location of the surface, and was subtracted from the linear actuator distance recorded during experiments to give the calibrated depth.

The probe was raised to the starting position and the linear actuator voltage set. A level of ultrasonic amplitude was chosen and switched on, the MATLAB script was set to record data, and the linear actuator switched on to commence penetration. After the probe reached the maximum depth (16.5 cm) and the MATLAB script finished recording data, the
ultrasonic supply was turned off and the penetrator raised to its starting point. The sand container was then removed and taken to the preparation area, and the process repeated.

### 6.2.4 Initial results and observations

All of the primary penetrations are shown together in Figure 6.3. Without exception, the application of ultrasonics resulted in a reduction of the force required for penetration. In both low and high density cases, even the lowest value of ultrasonics amplitude (1 µm) gives a significant decrease in the penetration force required. It is interesting to note that whilst higher amplitudes give a higher decrease in penetration force, it appears that any improvement is very small compared to smaller amplitudes. Higher amplitudes also require a larger amount of power to run, so in the interest of power consumption the larger amplitudes might not be viable.

![Figure 6.3: Penetration force profiles with different ultrasonic amplitudes into BP at (a) low density and slow rate, (b) high density and slow rate, (c) low density BP and fast rate, and (d) high density and fast penetration rate.](image-url)
The largest reduction in penetration force is seen in the high density, low penetration rate experiment. Here, the maximum force for non-ultrasonic penetration is 571.9 N, compared to the maximum force at 10 µm of 36.47 N, giving a 93.6% reduction in peak force. Power consumption was not measured electronically, and could only be noted from the analogue dial during penetration. For this level of vibration, a peak power consumption of approximately 120 W was seen. Conversely, the peak power consumption for the 1 µm run was only 5 W, whilst still reducing the peak force by 88%. This is a slight reduction in the effectiveness of penetration but at significantly reduced power consumption, illustrating the diminishing returns at higher amplitudes. If a rover or lander has very tight power capabilities, then a lower ultrasonic amplitude could be used. If power is in excess and the main goal is to go as deep as possible, then a higher amplitude could be used.

This amount of power is extremely high when compared to lower amplitudes, and if run for a long period of time it will consume a large amount of energy. This energy needs to go somewhere, usually ending up as heat dispersed into the surrounding environment. After some of the runs, especially the low rate run (which had a duration of 60 seconds), it was noted that the titanium horn became excessively hot. This was very concerning, as not only does it mean that the horn is more apt to fatigue failure, but it also means that the sand immediately surrounding the horn would have become significantly heated. This would be problematic in planetary exploration, as it could potentially alter the composition of the surrounding media, or even destroy any organic substances. This was only an issue with the 10 µm case, with the next highest power consumption at 110 W for the 6th run of the 5 µm, high density, high rate experiment. All the data for the consecutive runs are included in the appendix CD.

6.2.5 Variable choices for further experiments

For all future tests, the decision was taken to exclude experiments using 10 µm of excitation vibration. The power consumption at this level of amplitude at high overhead loads regularly reached hundreds of Watts. This was not only was extremely energy inefficient, but it also created a possible hazard to the user and increased chance of fatigue of the horn. The results showed diminishing returns at higher amplitudes with very little benefit from using 10 µm compared to 5 µm, so the higher amplitudes were left out of any future experiments. The final variable space for the full set of experiments is shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Variable space of the full penetration force experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Data points</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Densities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>High and Low relative densities defined in section 3.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration Rate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fast (9 mm/s) and Slow (3 mm/s) correspond to actuator supply voltage of 12 V and 4.8 V respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic Amplitude</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Transducer amplitudes of 0, 1, 2, and 5 µm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consecutive Penetrations</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Penetrations taken consecutively without resetting the sand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sands used</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>SSC-1, SSC-2, SSC-3, ES-3, and BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Data Points:</strong></td>
<td>480</td>
<td>384 of these done at SSC, remaining were conducted at Glasgow during initial testing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3 Full experiment

The Surrey Space Centre (SSC), part of the University of Surrey, allowed the use of its state of the art facilities for these experiments. In addition to the four regolith simulants discussed at the start of this chapter, they also had a dedicated sand preparation lab, which had been equipped with special extractor fans to deal with the dust generated from preparing sand. This allowed the opportunity to test a broader range of sands that can contain a higher percentage of fine-particulates. The possibility of using their large vacuum chamber for doing tests at simulated Martian pressure was discussed, but due to time constraints this never came to fruition.

With two relative densities and five different sands, a total of ten different regolith environments that a rover or lander might encounter could be simulated. Two penetration rates, fast and slow, and four different ultrasonic amplitudes then give 80 different experimental runs. For each of these runs, six successive penetrations were performed in the same container without disturbing or resetting the sand, in order to identify how the force profiles change if multiple attempts at penetration in the same location are done. This resulted in a total of 480 separate experiments over the course of the time spent at the University of Surrey and the University of Glasgow.
6.3.1 Peak penetration forces

To measure the effectiveness of ultrasonic vibration on penetration force, the maximum penetration force encountered was taken from every run conducted into a fresh container of sand (i.e., a primary run, not a consecutive run). These force values were then plotted against their respective ultrasonic amplitudes, allowing a direct comparison of all ten different regolith environments (which include the initial tests taken at the University of Glasgow), shown in Figure 6.4. This figure condenses 80 experimental runs, with each point representing the peak force from a primary run.

![Peak penetration forces](image)

*Figure 6.4: Peak penetration forces for all sands in low and high density, and at slow and fast penetration rates.*

As with the initial BP experiments, there is a clear decrease in maximum penetration force upon application of ultrasonic vibration for all runs. Higher values of amplitude lead to larger reductions, however the diminishing returns at higher amplitudes appear to be
apparent with all sands, not just with BP. The largest reductions all appear to be in high density sand, with most of the reductions occurring at the lowest level of vibration used, 1 µm. This appears to be the area of most interest, and future experiments should concentrate on the lower levels of vibration.

Barring high density SSC-2, all non-ultrasonic penetration forces were higher with a slow penetration rate than with a faster one, possibly suggesting that there is a lower dynamic friction between the grains and the probe at higher velocities. Curiously, for most of the regolith environments, the opposite is true when ultrasonics is active, with the faster penetration rates resulting in a higher penetration resistance. This could be due to the duration of time that the grains of sand have in contact with the vibrating probe, possibly resulting in a larger volume of vibro-induced fluidised sand with a longer contact duration. In any case, this difference again highlights the significant differences between regular and ultrasonic penetration.

Using Figure 6.4, it is difficult to directly compare the effect that ultrasonics has had in all of the ten environments, due to the relative differences in penetration force between the different sands. This can be solved by normalising all of the peak forces, i.e. dividing all the forces by their non-ultrasonic counterpart. This allows a direct comparison between the effectiveness of ultrasonic vibration between different sands and densities, shown in Figure 6.5. The values here refer to what percentage (as a fraction) the penetration forces have been reduced to upon application of ultrasonic vibration. The further down the plot lines, the more effective ultrasonic vibration has been in reducing the force.

Low density sands especially appear to have much more variance in their effectiveness compared to the high density tests. For example, for low density and a fast penetration rate (Figure 6.5(c)), a vibration amplitude of 2 µm reduces the overhead force by 20% in SSC-1, whereas for BP it is reduced by 60%. High density sands on the other hand showed a much higher susceptibility to ultrasonic vibration, with all sands reducing by at least 50% using the lowest level of vibration, 1 µm, with the force reducing by roughly 90% in BP. This is advantageous, as high density sand yields a higher resistive force, and would therefore benefit the most from a higher ultrasonic effectiveness. Very compact densities have also been recorded on the Moon during the Apollo 11 missions, where they
discovered regolith almost at the point of incompressibility just a few centimetres below the surface [10].

Across all different variations of density and penetration rate, BP consistently showed the greatest reductions in force. SSC-1 performed the worst in the low density experiments, whereas SSC-3 was the worst at high density. Interestingly, at high density, the performance of SSC-2 and ES-3 were almost identical, despite being the most dissimilar regoliths with regards to the characterising parameters.

These results also serve to illustrate the principle that penetration and drilling is extremely dependent on the substrate or material, highlighting the need for empirical research such as this. The values of the data points in Figure 6.5 can be found in the appendix CD.

![Figure 6.5: Normalised peak penetration forces for all sands at (a) low density and slow rate, (b) high density and slow rate, (c) low density and fast rate, and (d) high density and fast rate.](image)
6.3.2 Consecutive penetrations

Each experiment also consisted of five additional penetrations into the same container of sand, without resetting the container first. An example of these tests, taking BP and a slow penetration rate are shown in Figure 6.6(a) and Figure 6.6(b) for low and high density preparations respectively. In every single case, consecutive penetrations resulted in higher required force. Seiferlin et al noticed this result previously, but it was not expanded upon [100].

As a probe is pushed into sand or soil, it must displace the material either below or to the side of the penetrator if there are no mechanisms in place to bring the soil to the surface, such as an auger. This will lead to soil compaction in the regions immediately surrounding the probe, resulting in a more difficult environment for subsequent penetrations. This effect is more prominent in the low density environments, due to the fact that there is more potential for further compaction compared to high density preparations. Removal of the probe will also tend to cause additional material to fall into the cavity. Additionally, in higher density sand the resistive force increased to the point where the probe could potentially be drawing huge power at the highest amplitude settings, occasionally in excess of 200 W. For this reason it is advised that repeated penetrations into the same region are kept to a minimum.

Figure 6.6: Consecutive 0 µm penetrations at a slow penetration rate into (a) low density BP, and (b) high density BP. Circled in red is an example of the peak penetration force data points used in Figure 6.4.
An interesting effect is seen at about 7 cm depth for low density BP, and at 13 – 14 cm depth for high density BP. Up until this depth, the penetration force of consecutive penetrations is actually lower than the primary penetration force. The force then ramps up steeply, before progressing past this ‘cross-over’ point, to eventually result in a higher penetration force at the full depth. This is likely to be the result of the primary penetration pushing sand out in front of the probe, creating a highly compacted region out near the tip, but also essentially ‘clearing the path’ to some extent for following penetrations.

6.3.3 Plateauing of consecutive penetrations

As can be readily seen in Figure 6.6(a), and to a lesser extent in Figure 6.6(b), the force profiles of consecutive penetrations can be seen to level-off or plateau towards the end of the penetration. It was noted that this was only seen in consecutive penetrations and never in the primary runs (which displayed a much more regular increase in penetration force), and so an additional test was conducted.

With a high density preparation of SSC-3 and a fast penetration rate, a 0 µm penetration was conducted using the same experimental procedure as before. For this run however, the primary penetration was to just 7 cm (referred to as the ‘half-depth’ primary penetration). The probe was then retracted, and inserted again for a secondary penetration, this time to the full 16.5 cm depth (referred to as the ‘follow-up’ secondary penetration. These two runs, as well as an example of a regular full-depth primary and secondary penetration, are shown in Figure 6.7.
The follow-up secondary penetration exhibited the same peak penetration force as a typical primary penetration, however it experiences a deviation at around 7 cm, clearly as a result of the half-depth penetration before it. The force appears to plateau for a time, then return to the penetration profile of a regular primary run. This would confirm the fact that the plateauing effect is caused by the previous run, and not by boundary conditions of the container of sand.

The follow-up penetration follows the profile of a typical primary penetration after 7 cm depth, which is to be expected as the fabric of the sand is unaltered after this depth. However, following the same logic, it does not follow the profile of a typical secondary before 7 cm, as illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 6.7, instead exhibiting penetration force profile closer in force to a primary run. Additionally, the ‘cross-over’ point of the follow-up penetration occurs at a shallower depth of 6 cm compared to the 13.5 cm of the typical full-depth penetration runs. Comparing the depth of the cross-over points with the

Figure 6.7: Half penetration and follow-up penetration compared to typical primary and secondary penetration profiles. Regolith used was high density SSC-3 with a fast penetration rate.
depth of the previous primary run reveals that it coincides with a depth 82% of the previous depth, for both the half-depth and full-depth penetration runs. In a surface exploration situation, this would mean that a secondary penetration into the same hole would require less overhead force up until 82% of the depth, whereupon more overhead force would be required to penetrate the rest of the way.

6.3.4 Effects caused by ultrasonic penetration

An additional test designed to further investigate the differences between ultrasonic and non-ultrasonic penetration was conducted near the end of the experimental trip at SSC. This test, with the results shown in Figure 6.8, compares the penetration profiles of two non-ultrasonic secondary penetrations. For one of these profiles, the primary penetration was non-ultrasonic, whilst for the other the primary was a 5 μm amplitude vibration. The conditions used were: fast rate, high relative density, and regolith SSC-3.

![Figure 6.8: Non-ultrasonic secondary penetrations after either a 0 μm or a 5 μm primary penetration. This was conducted into high density SSC-3 at a fast penetration rate.](image)
Both secondary penetrations reached the same maximum penetration force in the end, but the gradient of their respective curves are quite different. The run with an ultrasonic primary penetration had a much steadier curve, suggesting that the resistive force during penetration increased in a more predictable manner. The run with a non-ultrasonic primary penetration on the other hand initially required much less force, suggesting that ultrasonic vibration might make the surrounding sand harder to penetrate for subsequent attempts. However, the force quickly ramps up near the end, resulting in the same maximum penetration force. The larger area under the 5 μm primary curve also points to a higher total amount of work done, perhaps indicative of the densification of the sand due to ultrasonic vibration.

Currently, it is not fully clear why there is such a difference between the two curves, and an examination of the internal structure would be required in order to do so. Based on experience working with ultrasonic vibration however, it is likely that the ultrasonic vibration densifies the sand around it all the way through penetration, rather than just simply pushing sand forward as in regular penetration. This would mean that an ultrasonic primary and subsequent non-ultrasonic secondary penetration would be traveling through denser sand throughout the entire distance, and therefore feel a steadier increase in resistance. A non-ultrasonic primary and secondary penetration on the other hand would only feel this resistance near the end of travel. The fact that both penetration forces end up at the exact same final force is quite remarkable, and suggests that on the macro scale there is very little difference to the fabric of the sand whether an initial penetration was ultrasonic or not.

6.4 Chapter conclusions

The chapter covered the first examination at using high-powered ultrasonic vibration for use in penetration of sand, specifically looking at the force-reduction qualities. Several sands were tested, and ultrasonic vibration was found to reduce overhead force requirements for all sands and all densities.

The efficiency of this force reduction varied considerably, with low density sand showing relatively minor improvements over high density sand, which showed reductions of over 90% in some cases. The largest reductions coincided with the highest level of vibration (10 μm for BP, 5 μm for the remaining sands), however the level of improvement
over the lowest level of vibration (1 µm) were not so great, with significant diminishing returns apparent. As ultrasonic vibration requires power to sustain, it is yet to be seen if it is beneficial with respect to overall power consumption.

Additional effects from penetration were also seen and examined. Consecutive penetrations into the same container of sand without resetting showed increasing levels of peak penetration force. Initial penetration force, however, was lower than the primary penetration up until a certain depth. For high density SSC-3, initial results suggest that this cross-over depth appears to be at 82% of the full penetration depth for non-ultrasonic penetration, however more data would be required to confirm this value. This behaviour appears to be less pronounced in ultrasonically active runs, however the peak consecutive penetration forces do also rise.
Chapter 7

Power Optimisation for Ultrasonic Penetration

Previous sections have shown that ultrasonic vibration is able to significantly reduce the force of penetrating through granular material. This section is based upon that work, furthering it by investigating how the power consumption behaves for ultrasonically-assisted penetration. Other ultrasonic related systems, such as the UPCD from the University of Glasgow [28], [29], and the USDC from JPL [116] have reported a decrease in the total power consumption for drilling, and it would be interesting to see whether this response also applies to penetration and, if so, what the limits are.

Ultrasonic vibration reduces penetration force, and therefore reduces the strain and power consumed by the motor supplying the penetration. However, ultrasonic vibration itself requires power, with higher amplitudes requiring more power. It is predicted that there will be some balance point between the two power consumptions, theoretically resulting in an optimum value of excitation amplitude that minimises the total power consumption. If this were the case, then this could potentially be very useful for any space mission, but particularly for small landers where power availability is a severe concern.

7.1 Variable choice

Based on the knowledge gained from previous experiments, such as the high sensitivity of sand even at low vibrational amplitudes, it is important firstly to put some thought into what experimental variables to concentrate on. This information would then assist in the design of the experiment.
The force reduction experiments described in Chapter 6 showed a dramatic decrease in force at the lowest value tested, 1 µm, with diminishing results for higher amplitudes. There is clearly some regime change happening between 0 and 1 µm, and these tests should concentrate on this lower-amplitude region. The L500 power supply from Sonic Systems™ can only supply a minimum amplitude of 1 µm, however their P100 system is able to supply 0.4 µm with a 0.1 µm resolution. A higher number of amplitudes would be preferable; however increasing the number of variables has the potential to dramatically increase the length of experiments. Several variables would therefore need to be dropped to compensate.

For ultrasonic amplitude, the full ultrasonic range was reduced from 1 – 5 to 0.4 – 2 µm. To investigate the low amplitude effects in higher resolution, the increments were 0.1 µm in the range 0.4 – 1 µm, then increased to 0.2 µm in the range 1 – 2 µm, resulting in 13 different values of amplitude, including the 0 µm control tests.

The different regolith environments displayed noteworthy differences in the effectiveness of ultrasonic penetration. To encompass the greatest range, the regoliths SSC-3 and BP were chosen for these experiments, as these sands showed the greatest variation in the normalised penetration forces in Figure 6.5(d). The two relative densities, loose and compact, were both kept for these experiments, as they also showed large differences between them.

Whilst a difference does emerge between the two penetration rates, it was not deemed sufficient enough to effectively double the experimental time. As 12 V was the rated voltage for the linear actuator, the fast penetration rate of 9 mm/s was used for these tests. Consecutive penetrations were also omitted from these experiments, concentrating on just the effects from primary penetrations. The full variable space for this experiment is shown in Table 7.1.
### Table 7.1: Variable space of the power measuring experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Data points</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative Densities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>High and Low relative densities defined in section 3.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration Rate</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fast (9 mm/s) corresponding to actuator supply voltage of 12 V.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic Amplitude</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Amplitudes of 0, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2 µm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sands used</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SSC-3 and BP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Data Points:</strong></td>
<td><strong>52</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, the sampling rate of the DAQ was increased from 500 to 3,000 Hz to record any high-frequency effects in the power measurements the DAQ device also required input instruction for how to record the data.

### 7.2 Experimental apparatus

During the force reduction tests, power consumption of the ultrasonic transducer could be approximated by reading it off the dial of the L500 ultrasonic power supply, showing levels of power consumption ranging between 1 W and 200 W for the very high force and vibration levels, and no method to record this data. To accurately discern the differences in power consumption between different amplitudes, it was imperative that an accurate method of power measurement was established. The new ultrasonic supply, the P100 from Sonic Systems™, had an additional electronic output from the power display that enabled the digital recording of the power consumption. Using the pin for this and connecting it to a DAQ device (National Instruments USB-6009), it was possible to directly measure and record the active power supplied to the transducer in real-time.

For the power consumed by the linear actuator, the current and voltage of the power supply to actuator were measured, and multiplied via a custom-built multiplier circuit. The output of this was then recorded by the DAQ device. The voltage of the linear actuator was simple to measure, and consisted simply of routing an additional cable from the linear actuator power supply into the multiplier circuit, giving the real-time voltage of the actuator. Current measurement is a little bit more complex, requiring special circuits such as shunts; these, however, can interfere with the power supplied to the actuator, especially at the potentially large amounts of current used in these experiments. It was eventually
decided to use a Hall-effect current probe, model AEMC SL261, as this required no modifications to the existing actuator circuit, and had a minimal impact on the power delivered to the actuator. The output of this probe was routed to the multiplier circuit, providing the real-time measurement of current.

The penetration force and the penetration distance were recorded using the same methods as with the previous force reduction experiment, namely, via the force transducer and linear actuator potentiometer respectively. The inputs for the DAQ device were therefore: Penetration distance (via the potentiometer), force (via the force transducer), actuator power (via the multiplier circuit), and ultrasonic power (via the output from the ultrasonic supply). A custom MATLAB script recorded these values and saved them as a .csv file. The penetration rig was physically unchanged from the force experiments in Chapter 6, but included additional circuitry and measurement devices shown in Figure 7.1.

![Figure 7.1: Schematic of the power rig and associated power measuring equipment](image-url)
7.3 Results and discussion

The experiments were conducted at the University of Glasgow and split evenly over two days, with a single sand investigated for each day to minimise any environmental effects of the sands. Otherwise, the experimental procedure remained unchanged from the force experiment.

7.3.1 Higher resolution force reduction

This experiment was designed with two main aims. Measuring the power consumption properties was the foremost goal, however it was also possible to simultaneously investigate the force reduction properties of ultrasonic vibration at both a lower vibration amplitude, and also with higher fidelity.

These results are seen in Figure 7.2 (in a similar manner to the lower resolution force reduction results in section 6.3.1), showing the decreasing penetration force with increasing ultrasonic amplitudes for the four different regolith environments: sands BP and SSC-3, in both low and high relative densities. As before, a clear decrease in force is seen with increasing amplitudes. The results also match up quite well with the forces shown in Figure 6.4, with only a small difference in force. Due to the finer resolution of amplitudes though, it can be seen that in high density sand the transition is much smoother, indicating that there is a much more gradual change in regime. Low density sand on the other hand still displays a sharp drop 0.4 µm, with little further improvement at higher amplitudes.

![Figure 7.2: Peak penetration forces in SSC-3 and BP for (a) low density and (b) high density preparations.](image)
Again, it is most beneficial to normalise the forces in order to compare the effectiveness of ultrasonic vibration, which is shown in Figure 7.3(a) for low density sand and Figure 7.3(b) for high density. Here it is clear to see that in low density sand, very little improvements are seen after 0.4 µm. In fact, at this lowest level of vibration, the percentage decrease in peak force is slightly greater in low density than in high density BP, with a decrease of 48.5% compared to 42.2%. For SSC-3 this is not the case, with a decrease of 23.4% and 23.6% for low and high density sand respectively. The peak forces continue to drop at higher amplitudes however, resulting in a decrease of 80.7% in BP at the highest level of vibration of 2 µm, compared to a decrease of just 51.1% for low density BP.

![Figure 7.3: Normalised peak penetration profiles in SSC-3 and BP for (a) low density, and (b) high density sand.](image)

It is possible that amplitudes below 0.4 µm would yield a smoother transition in low density sand, however that would require an ultrasonic power supply that was able to reach those levels. Regardless, it can be inferred that if a device were to penetrate through low density regolith, then it would be unnecessary to use vibrations above 0.4 µm.

### 7.3.2 Power measurement results

The additional devices included on this rig were used to measure the power consumption of both the linear actuator and the ultrasonic transducer. A lower penetration force requires less power to drive the linear actuator, however this will simultaneously increase the power to drive the ultrasonics.
An example of the power consumed by the actuator is shown in Figure 7.4(a) and (b) for low density and high density BP respectively, using a penetration amplitude of 0.8 µm. It is apparent that the motor in the linear actuator is quite inefficient, consuming a baseline of 6 W to operate the actuator without any loading, as well as a relatively noisy signal. For low density sand, the penetration resistance encountered is so low that no increase in actuator power is noted, getting lost within the base-line power consumption. For high density sand, the penetration resistance is high enough that it registers an increase in actuator power consumption, however the signal is still quite erratic.

This appears to be an issue with the linear actuator chosen, and a more efficient motor perhaps would not have such a high base-line operating power. Whilst a perfect motor would not be physically attainable, it could still be worthwhile calculating what the power consumption of a theoretical perfect actuator would be. This can be calculated by multiplying the penetration force by the penetration rate of 0.009 m/s, and is shown in Figure 7.4(c) and (d) for low and high density BP respectively, using an excitation amplitude of 0.8 µm. Here, the power consumption increases much more regularly, showing a peak penetration power of just 0.15 W for low density sand. This would explain the reason why no power increase was seen in the actuator, as the low density state of sand poses little resistance to penetration. High density sand on the other hand increases to just over 1.5 W of peak power consumption, enough so that it can be noted above the actuator base-line consumption and noise.

Finally, an example of the ultrasonic power consumption measurements are shown in Figure 7.4(e) and (f) in the same conditions as before. Low density sand displays a lower magnitude of ultrasonic power consumption compared to high density, due to the lower resistance and therefore loading on the vibration of the probe. However, the profiles of ultrasonic power consumption with respect to penetration depth do not appear to follow the same trend as with penetration force, increasing rapidly at a shallow depth and then levelling off after approximately 6 cm depth. This would suggest that ultrasonic power consumption is not directly proportional to penetration force, and that there might be other interactions that govern ultrasonic power consumption other than the resistance of the sand.
The rest of the analysis of the results will be conducted using the power consumption of the theoretical perfect motor, due to the high inefficiencies of the linear actuator. Different motors will yield different results, but this is an unavoidable reality of the operation of devices. Reducing the number of variables is more advantageous for this stage.
of investigations, allowing more direct comparisons and examination. Optimisation of the motor would come at a later stage in the development of a penetration device.

With the choice of which power measurement to use clarified, it is possible to investigate whether there is a potential ‘optimised’ vibration level in which the total of actuator and ultrasonic power consumption is minimised. Figure 7.5 shows the relation between total power consumption and ultrasonic amplitude used in all four of the regolith environments.

![Graphs showing power consumption vs. ultrasonic amplitude](image)

*Figure 7.5: Peak power consumption using the perfect motor values for (a) low density SSC-3, (b) high density SSC-3, (c) low density BP, and (d) high density BP.*

The ultrasonic power for all environments is shown to increase with higher amplitudes, as expected, with a clear optimum ultrasonic amplitude in high density BP at 0.6 µm. SSC-3 does not display this optimum level, with the decrease in actuator power equalling the
corresponding increase in ultrasonic power at 0.4 µm, showing that the power-saving properties of ultrasonic vibration can be dependent on the substrate.

For low density, both sands display a higher total power consumption for any level of ultrasonic vibration. This is likely due to the fact that the perfect-motor actuator power consumption is so low that it immediately gets overcome by the ultrasonic power, even at the lower amplitude. This illustrates that the regolith environment that penetration is conducted in can have a huge impact on the effectiveness of ultrasonically assisted penetration.

In Chapter 6, normalising the peak penetration forces allowed a quick and easy way of comparing the different sands and density. This can also be done for the total power consumption, with the results shown in Figure 7.6. The only environment to display a reduction in combined power consumption was high density BP, showing a decrease up to 1 µm, with the largest reduction of 28.1% at 0.6 µm. In all other instances, the total power was greater than just a non-ultrasonic penetration, with the higher amplitudes of vibration consuming a significant amount of power.
7.4 Chapter conclusions

Ultrasonic vibration has been proven to reduce the forces involved in the penetration of granular material. By doing so, the load on the penetrating motor would correspondingly decrease, and therefore the consumed power would decrease. The tests in this chapter set out to investigate whether the penetrating power could decrease by such an extent that the additional power required for the ultrasonics would be off-set, potentially giving rise to an optimum level of vibration.

The results showed that it is indeed possible to achieve a lower total power consumption. It appears that this is not a global effect though, with only high density BP displaying a minimum at 0.6 µm excitation amplitude. This is likely due to the fact that BP showed a high sensitivity to ultrasonic vibration, with much larger relative reductions in force compared to SSC-3, which was chosen as it showed the lowest sensitivity out of all

Figure 7.6: Normalised combined peak penetration powers.
sands. If a penetrating device were to incorporate ultrasonic vibration, any power reductions would be highly dependent on the specific substrate encountered.

Other interesting effects were also noted with the ultrasonic power consumption as the probe progressed through the sand. As the loading on the probe increases, ultrasonic power will increase, however this was not seen to increase proportionally with the penetration force, indicating that the vibration could be loaded in a different manner. This could potentially be due to the fact that the penetrator is vibrated at resonance, and therefore exhibits nodal points along the shaft that do not vibrate. The tip of the penetrator has the highest amplitude and thus maximum fluidisation will occur near the tip. Once the probe is a few centimetres in, little additional fluidisation will occur, and thus power consumption will not ramp up as much accordingly. As it stands, this could only be fully investigated by manufacturing a large array of ultrasonically tuned penetrators, and is out of the scope of this research.
Chapter 8

Penetration Experiments in High Gravity

The European Space Agency has a selection of opportunities available for student teams to conduct experiments in either microgravity or hypergravity. This involves a highly competitive application process, whereby the best four proposals are selected to develop their experiments alongside ESA experts, culminating in a trip to ESA facilities to conduct their tests.

A student team composed of the author David Firstbrook, Masters student Philip Docherty, and PhD student Ryan Timoney, was accepted for the 6th ‘Spin Your Thesis’ campaign in 2015 to conduct penetration experiments in hypergravity from 1 to 20 g. This experiment required a complete redesign, development, and manufacture of the penetration apparatus over a period of 6 months. The campaign then concluded with a visit to the Large Diameter Centrifuge (LDC) at the ESTEC facility in the Netherlands in September 2015.

8.1 Experiment concept overview

The experiment proposed for this campaign was largely based on repeating the penetration experiments described earlier in this thesis, but in a variety of gravitational levels. The main measurements stay the same, namely: penetration distance, penetration force, actuator power, and ultrasonic power. With gravity as a variable, this allows us to also provide empirical data for comparisons with existing penetration models. As such, the aims of the centrifuge experiment were thus to:
1. Measure the penetration force profiles of a probe in various levels of gravity, and compare it against the theoretical model.

2. Investigate the WOB reduction of ultrasonically assisted penetration, and see how this varies at higher gravity.

3. Establish the optimum ultrasonic amplitude that results in the lowest combined power consumption of components.

The first part deals with investigating how the penetration force profile in granular material progresses under various values of gravitational acceleration. This will then be compared against predicted results using ElShafie’s model described in section 2.3.4, allowing experimental data to test the theory. This particular aim does not depend on ultrasonic vibration; however, if the model proves to be accurate, it could potentially be modified to incorporate ultrasonic effects on penetration force.

The second aim is to investigate how ultrasonic vibration can assist in these penetrations by lowering the required WOB. This is an evolution of the force reduction experiments conducted in Chapter 6. The tests conducted at the LDC investigated the limitations of the force reduction effect in high levels of gravity, with the aim of giving a better understanding of the force-reduction processes of ultrasonic vibration. It is theorised that the ultrasonic vibration reduces the friction between the sand grains and the surface of the cone, but the specific manner in which this is achieved is still to be determined.

The third aim involves the power requirements of penetration through granular material and is an evolution of the experiments conducted in Chapter 7, where it was found that in some sands there was an optimum ultrasonic amplitude at which the total power consumption of penetration was reduced to a minimum. By investigating how this relationship varies with gravity, it is hoped that this data could better advise the potential future use of ultrasonics for planetary missions.

**High gravity justifications**

The model presented by ElShafie [95] aims to predict penetration profiles in any gravitational environment. Since Earth (1 g) is the largest solid body in our solar system, data regarding penetration at <1 g is the most applicable, however low gravity experiments also come with their own inherent difficulties.
Penetration Experiments in High Gravity

Parabolic flights, in which a special aircraft flies on a parabolic trajectory, can provide around 20 seconds of microgravity, with longer times available for levels of gravity above 0 g. Drop towers can also facilitate microgravity experiments for a few seconds by allowing the experiment to free-fall in a large tower. Indeed, ESA also offer these as student led projects as well as part of their ‘Fly Your Thesis’ and ‘Drop Your Thesis’ campaigns. It should be noted though that for the year that I was available for experiments, the ‘Fly Your Thesis’ opportunity was not running.

Both of these methods, however, can only be sustained for short periods, and experiments that require more time need to be performed in orbit around the Earth, such as on small satellites or on the international space station. Due to the difficulties of sending an experiment into orbit, and the time constraints given by the parabolic flights/drop towers, other methods had to be investigated.

Whilst high-gravity research will not be able to directly simulate drilling on Mars or the Moon, it will aid enormously in establishing a trend for drilling and penetration where gravity is a variable, providing predictions of penetration force-profiles in low gravity by extrapolation. For this reason the centrifuge is a good option, as it allows an unrivalled single experimentation time, as well as a much longer campaign duration in which many individual tests can be completed. The ability to conduct a large number of tests is particularly useful in granular material experiments, as sand, by its very nature, is notoriously troublesome to model on the small scale with any reasonable amount of accuracy. Empirical evidence is thus highly valued in this field.

8.2 Experimental rig re-design

8.2.1 Penetration action

The rig used in previous experiments stood at nearly 1.5 meters tall, whereas the working height of the gondola, shown in Figure 8.1, is just over 70 cm. The entire experimental apparatus therefore had to be completely re-designed to fit within these limitations, and indeed this proved to be one of the most difficult aspects of the whole campaign. To solve this problem, it is first important to understand why the original rig needed to be nearly 1.5 meters tall to begin with. Knowing this, it will then be possible to come up with alternative methods or space saving ideas.
Arguably the most important aspect of all the experiments described in this thesis is the force measurement; we are after all aiming to reduce the required penetration force using ultrasonics. In order for the measurement of penetration force to be accurate, we must ensure that the force transducer is the only point of contact that the probe has with the supporting structure of the rig. If the probe were to be supported at any other regard, then it would be exerting a force that would not get measured, invalidating any results.

Since the penetrator is moved up and down in a straight line, it is most efficient to locate the linear actuator directly above, in line with the probe. This provides a linear force transmission from the actuator, to the probe, and finally into the sand. The schematic of this is shown in Figure 8.2(a), illustrating the linear layout.
Cuts needed to be made to the arrangement shown in Figure 8.2(a) to fit within the 73 cm height imposed by the gondola entrance, whilst also allowing additional room for ease of manoeuvring. The first design choice was to step away from the linear design, and produce a parallel arrangement where the force transducer, ultrasonic transducer, and horn are connected to a cross piece, with the entire unit pulled down by the linear actuator, Figure 8.2(b). The final revised design for use in the LDC is shown in Figure 8.3. Whilst this method does indeed dramatically reduce the height requirement, it also creates an off-axis torque in the sliding cross-bar support that must be addressed to ensure nothing in the apparatus breaks under the anticipated high g forces. The redesign of this experimental rig was conducted with assistance from MSc student Philip Docherty.
Further reductions were made by omitting the connecting fixture and machining a custom case for the ultrasonic transducer which integrates a threaded connection within it. As shown in Figure 8.4, this new case also does away with the transducer’s internal fan, as this was mostly used to cool the transducer only in very high-power applications. As has been shown in Chapter 7, only a few Watts are consumed at the level of vibration used, so heating is not an issue. Additionally, the wires supplying the transducer were routed to the side of the unit rather than above, enabling a threaded connection at the top of the case which can be used to connect it directly to the force transducer. In this new set up, this stack is at its absolute minimum length of 44 cm. The top and bottom plate, as well as the thickness of the sliding cross-support and sand container, all contribute more height to the rig, leaving 18 cm potential penetration depth.

**8.2.2 Transducer case**

Figure 8.3: The LDC rig.
8.2.3 High gravity calculation on the hardware

As the rig will be subjected to high levels of gravity and potentially complex forces from within, detailed stress analysis is vital to ensure that the apparatus does not malfunction or break. In the following subsections, the stress analysis of the three main components: ultrasonic transducer case, sliding crossbar, and rig frame are given. In addition to simulations of high-gravity stresses on components, the sand container was physically loaded with 100 kg weight to ensure that it would not break under the penetration force at high gravity.

Figure 8.4: Side-by-side comparison of the old transducer case (a) with the new one (b)
The fan has been removed, and the cable socket moved to the side of the case to allow the force transducer to fix directly onto the top of the case.
8.2.3.1 Ultrasonic transducer case

The redesign of the ultrasonic transducer case puts the force transducer directly at the top, loading this point with thousands of Newtons. Coupled with the relatively small contact area of the force transducer, this could lead to potentially damaging levels of pressure on the ultrasonic transducer case. The initial choice of material was aluminium 6082 T6, but a simulation of the stress analysis using ABAQUS proved that the magnitude and stress values were too high. The material was then changed to stainless steel 1.4305, which meant the stresses were within acceptable limits, shown in Figure 8.5.

![Stress analysis of the new design for the ultrasonic transducer case. The Mises stress (a) is in MPa, and the magnitude of displacement (b) is in mm.](image)

The simulated maximum stress of 12 MPa falls well below the tensile strength of this steel (500 to 750 MPa) [117], so a steel case will be strong enough for this experiment. It is also vital that the case does not flex during penetration, as the piezo elements in the force transducer are susceptible to bending forces. As can be seen in Figure 8.5(a), a maximum deflection of 3 µm is low enough that the force transducer would not be affected by any bending moment. Instead of using a fan in this design, cooler holes were incorporated to allow air to flow through the cap in order to cool the piezo ceramics passively during operation. The wires from the electrodes were fed through one of these holes to a cable socket off to one side.
8.2.3.2 Sliding crossbar

Whilst the parallel rig goes a significant way in solving the issue with height constraints, it creates another problem with stresses. Since the actuator is no longer acting directly through the penetration path and is instead off to one side, it creates off-axis forces within the sliding cross-bar, which will act to skew the bar and jam it on the rails if it is not accounted for. The linear actuator is rated to a maximum of 1,000 N, which can create a very large torsional force if measures are not taken. This was dealt with in a number of ways:

1. The actuator was placed as close to the sand container as possible, either side of the centre of the sliding cross bar. This minimised the distance between the pivot point and the force, thereby reducing the moment.
2. The rails, and thus cross-support length, were designed to be spaced as far apart as possible to reduce torque forces. This was achieved by placing them along the diagonal of the 43x43cm base plate permitted by the gondola.
3. The sliding cross-support was designed to be rigid so that it could withstand the bending force created by the actuator force and penetration force being off-set from one another.
4. Similarly, linear bearings were used within the cross-bar support that can withstand the large force, yet still allow the bar to slide freely. There were four linear bearings within the sliding crossbar, and two within the supporting cross piece.

As with the transducer case, a stress and deflection analysis was conducted on the sliding cross-bar to see how much it might bend under maximum loading. This was considered to be a ‘worst case scenario’ by using a maximum loading force of 1,500 N to help accommodate any unanticipated effects due to higher gravity. Since the cross bar is a sliding fixture, it has no fixed points and is thus complex to model. Complicated simulations are unnecessary at this initial phase of testing, so the simulation was simplified in the interest of time by taking the frame of reference with respect to the cross bar, and modelling two different scenarios. In the first scenario, shown in Figure 8.6(a), the actuator is kept stationary and the transducer force is pushing up, whereas in Figure 8.6(b) the transducer is kept stationary and the actuator is pulling down. The movement of the rails was taken into consideration by limiting those portions of the cross bar to only move in the
vertical direction. The main areas of stress in the sliding crossbar were calculated to be located at the connection points for the actuator and force transducer. To mitigate this, rounded corners and fillets were incorporated into the design wherever possible to reduce the concentration of stress. From the analysis it was found that the stresses involved would not be an issue for the design with maximum stresses reaching 18 MPa with the tensile strength of this aluminium alloy quoted at 295 MPa [118].

![Stress analysis of the sliding cross-bar in two scenarios](image)

**Figure 8.6:** Stress analysis of the sliding cross-bar in two scenarios: (a) with the actuator point stationary, and (b) with the force transducer point stationary.

A similar simulation was conducted for any displacement of the crossbar, as a large degree of movement could potentially jam the bar and either prevent movement, or at least overload the linear actuator. From the analysis, shown in Figure 8.7, it can be seen that the magnitude of displacement of the crossbar will only be around 0.4 mm in both scenarios. With a displacement this small, failure of the sliding action should not be an issue.
8.2.3.3 Rig frame

Within the centrifuge, the experimental apparatus will be subjected to a maximum of 10 times Earth’s gravity, so an additional simulation was conducted on the frame itself. The frame is made of the same aluminium as the sliding cross bar, so an analysis was completed to see if the frame could withstand this force. In higher gravities, all of the structural panels will weigh more, and must still support themselves. Whilst this can be approximated by placing a large weight on a physical object (indeed, this was done after...
manufacture), a simulation that increases the level of gravity is better. A stress and displacement analysis was run on the frame, shown in Figure 8.8(a) and (b) respectively. A maximum stress of 850 kPa and maximum deflection of 0.02 mm fall far below any failure limits, and will not be a concern for these experiments.

![Stress and deflection analysis on the aluminium frame under 10 g loading.](image)

**Figure 8.8: Stress and deflection analysis on the aluminium frame under 10 g loading.**

### 8.2.4 Sand preparation

When the centrifuge is in motion, access to the experimental rig is forbidden for obvious reasons. Resetting the container of sand in the usual poured-method in-between each penetration would be too time prohibitive, and removing and re-securing the container from within the rig without knocking or disturbing the sand would be extremely difficult. Therefore, the experimental method needs to be altered to account for this, omitting manual sand sample preparation and requiring remote control of container vibration motor.

Remote vibration of a container of sand poses some difficulties over how the container is secured to the rig. The container must be permanently attached so that no horizontal movement takes place during the experiment, but at the same time must be loose enough to allow the container to vibrate sufficiently. This was solved by attaching a thin aluminium plate to the bottom of the container, which was then in turn loosely bolted to the floor of the rig with a rubber mat underneath. The bolts were glued in place to ensure they would not loosen under the vibration.
Attaching the container to the bottom of the rig in any way would act to reduce the amplitude of vibrations from the shaker, so this semi-permanent fixture was tested under laboratory conditions. The container was filled with sand to 2/3 capacity, and several different durations of vibration and penetrations conducted to see if any variations were apparent. No deviations were noted above 1 minute vibration duration, so a duration of 2 minutes was chosen to allow the container to be vibrated at higher gravity and still adequately reset the sand.

Since the container of sand was not reset by hand and levelled off, the container needs to be less than 100% full in order to accommodate the vibration without any spillages. This reduces the maximum penetration distance as the surface of the sand begins at a lower level. The container was filled with an amount of sand that was small enough so that no sand would be thrown out of the container once vibration started, eventually settling on a weight of 4.57 kg. The final bulk density recorded using this method was 1.790 g/cc, as opposed to the lower density of 1.626 g/cc recorded for other tests. This is due to the different conditions of this method, such as a smaller sand mass and a semi-permanent fixture, resulting in a slightly denser final density. It is expected that this will result in higher peak penetrations than with previous experiments, therefore direct comparisons will not be able to be conducted.

Before arriving at the LDC facilities, the plan had been to vibrate the container of sand at high-gravity, whilst the centrifuge was in motion. However once this was able to be tested in situ, it was found that even at the lowest level tested (1.5 g), the vibration of the container was significantly impaired, and portions of sand were visibly seen via the gondola video link to be ‘jammed’, a phenomena that has been previously noted [85] and indicates that sections of the sand will not be correctly reset. It was understood that the sand would increase in weight at higher g levels and therefore the amount of vibration would be reduced, but it was not anticipated that it would impact the vibration to this degree.

To remedy this, the centrifuge was spun down to a standstill before resetting the sand (i.e. to 1 g). This ensured that all samples of sand would have been reset in the same environment, providing consistency in results. Measurements of the surface levels of the sand showed that the sand did not compact further after having been subjected to 10 g,
giving a constant value for density throughout all the experiments. (Previously the plan was to rely on the video feed to record the levels of the sand after vibration, but this would have been much less accurate than measuring by hand). This method obviously added extra time to the experiment, so the vibration time was decreased from 2 minutes to 1 minute to compensate. A 1 minute vibration time in pre-testing was shown to adequately reset the sand, and since the original 2 minute vibration time was chosen specifically to allow for vibration at higher g levels, this was a reasonable compromise to make.

There were also two additional benefits of using this method. Firstly, there were some concerns over failure of the vibrating motor due to prolonged use. The new method effectively halved the duty-cycle, thus alleviating these doubts. Secondly, this method allowed the linear actuator to raise the penetrator at 1 g, rather than at high g. This significantly reduces the load on the actuator, thereby reducing the probability of failure.

8.2.5 Pre-tests and variable justifications

After the experimental rig was completed, some functionality tests were conducted to examine whether all components and devices were working as intended. The preliminary test involved measuring the perfect actuator motor and ultrasonic power consumption, shown in Figure 8.9, as well as the penetration force as a function of excitation amplitude, shown in Figure 8.10. These tests were using the gravity rig in 1 g using the same amplitude range as in Chapter 7, with values of: 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 μm. This distribution gives a high resolution of data points at the lowest levels of amplitudes, with a wider range at the higher amplitudes to identify the further reaching effects. In the interest of conducting as many experiments as possible at the LDC and keeping with the concentration at low amplitudes, the 1.8 and 2.0 μm were eventually omitted from the final experimental procedure.
Figure 8.9: Preliminary measurements testing the power experiment capabilities of the newly built gravity rig, penetrating to 12 cm in BP. All experiments were conducted in laboratory conditions at 1 g.

Figure 8.10: Preliminary measurements of the peak penetration force in BP using the gravity rig at 1 g, shown in blue. The penetration forces encountered at 12 cm depth from the power experiment are also shown in dashed-green.
Even with a reduced maximum penetration depth of 12 cm, the same general results can be seen, with a clear minimum in total power consumption in Figure 8.9, and a decreasing peak penetration force in Figure 8.10. For comparison purposes, the force encountered at 12 cm depth during penetration in the power experiments is also included in Figure 8.10. These forces are lower than in the gravity rig for all amplitudes, however this is to be expected due to the lower bulk density of sand used in the power experiments (1.626 g/cc). The gravity experiment uses a slightly higher bulk density (1.790 g/cc), due to the different sand preparation method, as outlined in section 8.2.4.

### 8.2.6 Circuitry and interfaces with ESTEC facilities

#### 8.2.6.1 Experiment control

The penetration experiment is mechanically intensive, requiring a variety of motors and settings to be activated/deactivated at different times, as well as recording the resulting data points. Table 8.1 illustrates the different components that require external input, the method used to control that instrument, and the type of connection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Input/Output</th>
<th>Cable/Port</th>
<th>Method of control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic Amplitude</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>MATLAB script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic power</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Serial to NI-DAQ</td>
<td>MATLAB script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuator (on/off)</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Standard wires</td>
<td>MATLAB script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuator distance</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Standard wires to NI-DAQ</td>
<td>MATLAB script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force measurement</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Co-axial to NI-DAQ</td>
<td>MATLAB script</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand box vibration</td>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Arduino connection</td>
<td>Off-set motor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand density</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>USB</td>
<td>Camera recording the level of the sand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the control was done through an Arduino device using MATLAB scripts running on a laptop placed within the central gondola; this was then in turn remotely accessed with TeamViewer via the building’s network and controlled from a computer in the LDC control room. The measurements themselves were done using a USB NI-DAQ.
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device, operated through the same MATLAB script. The density of sand was originally going to be measured via a camera in the gondola and volume markings on the container, with the original plan of resetting the container of sand at high gravity. However, after experiments had commenced, this reset procedure was changed to spin down the centrifuge every time and reset the container of sand in 1 g. With this new procedure, densification was constant across all runs, and thus just a single value of bulk density was required.

8.2.6.2 Gondola interface

For ease of transferring the rig in and out of the gondola, the entire rig was designed to be free standing and was largely assembled beforehand. The rig formed a cuboid with outside dimensions of 43 x 43 x 67 cm (width x depth x height). As such, the rig was able to simply be transferred into the gondola and did not need to be bolted to either the side or top. A schematic of the location of the rig within the footprint of the gondola is shown in Figure 8.11 [119].

![Figure 8.11: Gondola specifications. The footprint of the experimental rig is shown in red.](image)

The ultrasonic power supply, Kistler force sensor supply, NI DAQ (USB-6009) and 12 V DC power supply were placed in the central gondola, along with the control laptop. The
ultrasonic power supply was connected to the laptop via a serial port and the NI-DAQ was connected to the central computer via USB. The experimental apparatus and Arduino circuits were located in the testing gondola, and the Arduino was connected to a serial output, which in turn is connected to the central laptop. A top-level schematic of the system from a data and electrical perspective schematic is given in Figure 8.12. The devices and specifications are defined in Table 8.2.

Table 8.2: Devices and specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Gondola Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sander</td>
<td>Vibrates the sand box</td>
<td>230V AC supply, switched</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kistler Force Sensor</td>
<td>Measures the force of delivered by the system</td>
<td>Specialised system connection.</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>Raises and lowers the penetrator</td>
<td>LT225-300</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic Transducer</td>
<td>Provides the ultrasonic vibration</td>
<td>Sonic Systems™ model</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduino</td>
<td>Data interface and controller for actuator and sander</td>
<td>Uno model</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relay</td>
<td>Allows control of the sander</td>
<td>G3NA-210B 5-24DC</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Bridge</td>
<td>Allows control of the actuator</td>
<td>VNH5019</td>
<td>Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kistler Box</td>
<td>Converts signal from the sensor to a readable format</td>
<td></td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P100 Box</td>
<td>Powers and controls ultrasonic transducer, and relays back info</td>
<td></td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 V Power supply</td>
<td>Powers the actuator</td>
<td>Max 3 A</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplier box</td>
<td>Provides power readings for the actuator</td>
<td></td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Probe</td>
<td>Converts actuator current into voltage for use with multiplier box</td>
<td>Hall effect sensor</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI USB</td>
<td>Interface for data acquisition between equipment and computer</td>
<td>NI USB-6009</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various Euro Socket Adapters</td>
<td>Allows UK equipment to be powered</td>
<td></td>
<td>Central/Testing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In total, two and a half days were assigned to each student group to complete all the experiments. Upon arrival, the equipment was set up, but there were significant problems with getting connections to interface correctly with the control PC. Additionally, unforeseen problems with high-gravity levels were encountered, such as the inability of the container of sand to vibrate at high gravity. In the end, no experiments were able to be conducted on the first day, and instead the team focused solely on ensuring that all the equipment worked correctly, and that the procedure was optimised. This included the decision to spin down the centrifuge to 1 g before resetting all containers of sand, significantly increasing the time taken for experiments.

The experimental procedure thus had to be altered. The vibrating container was first attached to the inside of the rig using the semi-permanent fixture to allow some degree of vibration, and filled with 4.57 kg of BP. The rig was then placed in the testing gondola,
and all electrical connections routed out of the gondola, secured to the centrifuge arm, and connected to the powered devices in the central gondola. All personnel were then instructed to vacate the centrifuge room, and the locks on the doors were set in place. Via remote control, the penetrator arm was then raised, and the container set to vibrate for 1 minute to reset the sand. The centrifuge was then spun to the desired gravity level, and the ultrasonic vibration initiated at the desired amplitude. The data was set to record and penetration allowed to commence until the final depth, whereupon the ultrasonics were switched off and the DAQ allowed to finish recording. The centrifuge was then spun down to resting point, the penetrator raised out of the container, and the container set to vibrate once again.

Two minutes were allotted per test, which comprised: 20 seconds penetration, 20 seconds removing the probe from the sand, 60 seconds for vibrating the container of sand to reset it, and 20 seconds for checking everything is correct and in place before proceeding. An additional 2 minutes were allocated for each run to allow the centrifuge to speed up to the desired level of gravity as well as speed back down to allow for sand reset.

Tests were started using the lowest levels of gravity possible, to avoid the risk of damaging the equipment at high g on the first day. Each ultrasonic excitation amplitude was tested consecutively and then repeated three times, rather than testing each amplitude three times before proceeding. This was done to ensure that a broad set of measurements was taken before the repetitions were done, in case any equipment would suddenly fail. All results at a given g level were completed before moving onto the next g level.

Since a significant amount of time had been allowed for unforeseen circumstances, the second day was highly productive, with 84 out of 147 tests completed, once some additional teething issues at the start of the day had been resolved. Since the experiment was highly automated, the main human interaction was simply to stop and start the centrifuge after each run. It was noted during this time that it could have been possible to automate this action as well and let the experiment run overnight, obtaining a significant number of results. There was not enough time during the experiment to program this, however it is a consideration for any potential future experimental plans.
8.2.7.1 Variables tested

The specific variables tested were also changed slightly whilst at the facility. The originally planned testing variables are shown in Table 8.3.

Table 8.3: The variables planned for testing before arrival at the LDC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G level (g)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic Amplitude (µm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These points were chosen in order to split the results evenly over the two days, with each half day testing all g levels and two ultrasonics amplitudes, as well as all three repetitions. However, the issues encountered on the first half day meant that this plan would no longer work, and would have to be altered. The initial testing in high g brought concerns of the survivability of some of the components at these extended levels of acceleration, mostly from fears that the linear actuator would break. It was therefore decided to concentrate more results at the lower amounts of gravitational accelerations, removing 4, 6, and 8 g and replacing them with 1.5, 5, and 7 g. Concentrating tests at lower g levels was also beneficial for potentially extrapolating results to gravities less than 1.

Additionally, it was decided to run a set of tests at 1 g whilst the test rig was in the gondola, rather than externally in a lab as originally planned. This provided a consistent environment for experimentation (temperature, humidity etc.), leading to more accurate results. As a result of increasing the number of g levels, the 0.7 µm value of ultrasonic amplitude was removed, giving a total of 147 runs instead of the original 144. The final tested variables are shown in Table 8.4.

Table 8.4: The variables decided upon after the first day at the LDC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G level (g)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>1.5</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic Amplitude (µm)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unfortunately the non-ultrasonic (0 µm) results at 7 g and 10 g were not recorded. A trend was noted from the ultrasonic results at these gravity levels, suggesting that the recorded force would be greater than the maximum rated load of the actuator (1000 N), so the decision was taken to omit these tests for fears of the linear actuator overloading and burning out.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 Non-ultrasonic penetration model comparisons

The first aim of these experiments was to compare the standard non-ultrasonic penetration profiles to the penetration model set out in section 2.3.4. Theoretical penetration forces for lower gravity have been created using these models [95], however these were simulating 50 cm penetration depths, whilst these experiments were only able to do 12 cm.

The model simplifies down to requiring only a few input variables, measured as the following values:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8.5: Measured variables for use with the penetration model.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Density (g/cc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1790</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using these values, the predicted penetration profile of non-ultrasonic penetration was calculated shown along with the experimental results in Figure 8.13. Note that the 7 g and 10 g results are absent, as the 0 µm experiments were not conducted at these gravity levels. Comparing the predictive model and experimental data in this way illustrates that perhaps there are improvements that can be sought in the model.
The experimental data shows a gradual increase in penetration force, resulting in a high degree in curvature. Comparatively, the penetration profiles of the predicted results are much more linear, appearing as almost a straight line at these small depths. The peak penetration forces are also much lower in the model than in experiments by a factor of 3 to 4, depending on the gravity level in question. Additionally, the greatest difference in peak penetration forces with respect to gravity are seen between 3 g and 5 g for the model profiles, whereas for the experimental data it appear to be between 1 g and 1.5 g.

Higher peak penetration forces could potentially be explained by the use of the sand container, as the boundaries of a container will act to increase the penetration resistance [114]. As discussed elsewhere in this thesis, this is inherent in experimental testing, and would be unavoidable in these experiments due to the limiting size of the centrifuge gondola. Also, the model is formulated from a variety of civil engineering and drilling mechanics sources, which deal with depths on much higher scales on the order of tens of
meters to kilometres. Equations at this scale are not designed for small penetration depths, which can often lead to slightly inaccurate results. Further experiments in the centrifuge with solely non-ultrasonic penetration would assist in this regard, however this is outside the scope of this work.

### 8.3.2 Force reduction trends

The second aim of these tests was to repeat the force reduction tests shown in Chapter 6, establishing any trends with respect to gravity. The peak penetration forces with respect to ultrasonic amplitude are displayed in Figure 8.14 for all the gravity levels used. Since the 0 µm amplitude experiments were not conducted at 7 g and 10 g due to concerns about loading on the linear actuator, these data points were estimated with a linear trend-line for from 0 µm forces for 1.5 – 5 g.

Figure 8.14 shows that the force reduction effect remains at higher levels of gravity, showing that it is not an effect that is only seen in Earth’s gravity, but remains at all gravity levels as well. The magnitude of all forces also increases with higher gravity, and it is worth noting that this is not due to the sand compacting at higher gravities, as the surface of sand was recorded during testing and not seen to change in higher gravity. Instead, it is likely due to the unit-weight of sand, $\gamma$ in equation (2.6), increasing with higher gravitational levels. In effect, the heavier the sand, the more difficult it is to ‘push it’ out of the way as you progress to depths. This effect would also suggest that the magnitude of the penetration forces would decrease on lower gravity bodies accordingly.
As outlined in Chapter 6, it can be beneficial to normalise forces to their non-ultrasonic forces in order to directly compare the effectiveness between different environments, in this case between different gravity levels. The results of this are shown in Figure 8.15. Using this graph it is possible to quickly establish by what percentage the peak penetration force has been reduced to in each level of gravity. For example in 1 g, the force reduces by 70% of its original value with 1 µm excitation amplitude, whereas it reduces by just 50% of its original value in 10 g using the same amplitude.

Another way to look at this is to plot the normalised forces against gravity for a specific vibration amplitude, showing the normalised forces for 0.4 µm in Figure 8.16(a) and 1.6 µm in Figure 8.16(b). Viewing the trend in this way and extrapolating for lower gravities, it is possible to see that the effectiveness of ultrasonically assisted penetration would be even greater in lower gravities, reducing the required overhead force by larger fraction than
at high gravity. A slight deviation is seen at 0.4 µm between 2 g and 3 g, caused by the 2 g normalised plots exhibiting larger than anticipated forces at low amplitudes, indicated by the 2 g plot crossing the 3 g plot in Figure 8.15. Care must be taken before reading too much into extrapolated results, but these experiments at least show a promising start for the potential use of ultrasonics, and to spur further investigation.

![Figure 8.15: Normalised peak penetration forces in high gravity. The dotted line indicate that the estimated 0 µm forces were used in the normalisation process for those plots.](image)
8.3.3 Power reduction trends

The third and final aim of the centrifuge tests was to investigate how the power saving capabilities of ultrasonic vibration, previously described in Chapter 7, compare at higher gravities. For all experiments, the physical power draw of the motor was recorded, and the perfect motor power consumption was calculated from the penetration force and rate. These are shown in Figure 8.17(a) for the measured actuator power, and Figure 8.17(b) for the calculated perfect motor power, both of which were conducted in 1 g.
As before, the combined power consumption using the measured power only shows a mild decrease in the total power consumption, coinciding with the 0.5 μm runs. The perfect motor plots show the same optimum amplitude, but with a much greater decrease in total power consumed.

This optimum power consumption could be seen at all gravity levels, and the normalised results of all levels are shown in Figure 8.18. There is no clear trend with gravity, but the results show a clear decrease of around 20% of the original power consumption, regardless of gravity.

*Figure 8.18: Normalised combined power consumption for all gravities, using the 'perfect motor' power.*
8.4 Chapter conclusions

This chapter has covered the experiments conducted at the Large Diameter Centrifuge, investigating the effects that high gravity has on the performance of ultrasonically assisted penetration. Additionally, it provided empirical data with which to compare to existing predictive models, showing that at small penetration depths the model was unable to predict the resulting force profiles. This model could serve as a useful rule-of-thumb, but some slight refinement is recommended for it to perform to its full capabilities.

The force reducing properties of ultrasonic vibration were shown to remain at high gravity. Taking it further, by normalising the results to the non-ultrasonic force and comparing this between the different gravity levels, it was discovered that the force reduction efficiency actually increases with lower gravity, suggesting that the force reduction granted by ultrasonic vibration would be enhanced with use for space applications, where all gravity levels are likely to be lower than that of the Earth.

The power reducing capability of ultrasonic penetration was also shown to remain at high gravity levels. The lowest gravities in general displayed the largest reduction in total power consumption, however the differences were not greatly pronounced. All of these experiments have highlighted the importance of empirical information for predicting trends, and it is hoped that these results might spur further investigations into the matter.
Chapter 9

Hammering and Ultrasonic Vibration

9.1 Rationale

So far in this research, it has been proven that ultrasonic vibration can reduce the penetration force and power requirements of the penetration of granular material. Additionally, it has been shown that these effects can be increased at lower levels of gravity. The work has concentrating at establishing the underlying principles, and examining the phenomena; it has not yet been applied to a real world device.

This section deals with these first steps of combining ultrasonic vibration with techniques that have been used on previous missions. Hammering is a common method used in low-gravity environments, such as the PLUTO probe on board the Beagle 2 mission, the MUPUS probe on the Philae lander as part of the Rosetta mission, and the HP\textsuperscript{3} probe on the InSight mission.

The basic principle of these probes involves an internal hammer-mass which is compressed against a spring and released, providing a shock and allowing the probe to progress through the granular material. These have proved successful; however the shock loads can potentially cause problems with fragile internal components, reaching impacts of over 8,000 g in some cases [34]. The experiment described in this section will look to see how ultrasonics can be added to this hammering method, what the benefits are (if any), and what limitations might arise. As such, it is the first step to seeing how direct ultrasonic vibration might be applied to real-life situations.
9.2 Experimental design

There are many variables involved in this experiment that could potentially be isolated by using more complicated apparatus, but this particular design kept simplicity at its core. Hammers in low-gravity environments use springs to deliver the required impact; however these require careful considerations of the reacted force, and can cause the penetrator to jump out of the hole. Incorporating suppressors into these spring systems can reduce the reacted force below the skin friction, but this would require significant development and optimisation to be used for these tests. Instead, a simple sliding weight will be used for these tests, using the gravity of Earth to provide the acceleration and impact forces. Additionally, using as many of the components from previous devices as possible will save in design time, and therefore only a few new components needed to be manufactured.

9.2.1 Apparatus

Both the hammer and the anvil were manufactured from mild steel, and the anvil was connected to the penetrator by a threaded connection. A hole through the centre of the hammer allowed it to slide vertically along a loose-fitting rod, ensuring that the contact between the anvil and hammer was always flush.

The penetrator and hammer rig was free to move vertically along a rail using a linear bearing attached to one side of the anvil. The initial design included a bearing on each side to reduce any torque forces on the bearing. This did not result in a smooth motion however, as it requires the rails to be perfectly aligned. Upon further examination, it was discovered that a single bearing was sufficient for the penetrator, as the distances between the bearing and centre of mass were very small, with a negligible the torque on the bearing. The rail was attached to a supporting aluminium structure, enabling easy assembly.

An electro magnet, fixed to the top of an aluminium support, provided the catch and release mechanism for the hammer, ensuring it could be released electronically with accurate timing and consistent starting position.

The penetration distance was measured by eye with a needle attached to the bearing and a steel rule with 0.5 mm accuracy. Any attached component could have added unwanted friction into the system, and this experiment did not call for real-time measurement of the
penetration depth as in the previous experiments, so this method was deemed sufficient for these purposes.

The probes on which this experiment is based upon use an internal spring-loaded mechanism to provide the hammer strike. This experiment instead allowed the hammer to free-fall under its own weight before striking the penetrator. Due to the reduced gravity on other planetary bodies this method is obviously not feasible; however by dropping the hammer from a consistent height it is possible to get consistent hammer-blows. The development of the HP³ mole determined that a total hammer impact energy of 0.8 J was required to fulfil the depth requirements of the mission [42]. To replicate this energy, the 952.4 g hammer would need to fall a distance of 8.6 cm. The mass of the combined penetrator was 4.0895 kg. An Arduino was programmed to release the hammer and turn on ultrasonic vibration simultaneously. The whole set up can be seen in Figure 9.1.

Under ultrasonic vibration, the penetrator would continue to travel through granular material if left under its own weight, albeit at a slow rate, due to the active fluidisation of the surrounding sand. Preliminary tests in BP were done to investigate this effect, showing penetration rates between 0.2 and 1.5 mm/s, depending on the amplitude of vibration used. Due to this effect, care must be taken when deciding when to begin the vibration, and what
duration to use. The hammer theoretically takes 132 ms to fall 8.6 cm, putting a minimum time on the duration of vibration. A total vibration time of 400 ms was chosen, allowing sufficient time for the hammer to drop, as well as for the penetrator to travel after being struck by the hammer. Further tests could potentially expand on this effect, however the most important feature for this experiment was that vibration duration was constant throughout the tests.

Before the tests started, the empty container was located in position with a steel plate placed on top. The penetrator was gently lowered onto this plate, and the height reading taken. Subtracting the thickness of the plate from this value gives the exact starting height of the sand, establishing the surface position for subsequent depths.

### 9.2.2 Frictional analysis

As can be seen in Figure 9.1, the hammer-penetrator is guided by a single linear bearing. Any friction between the bearing and the rail could potentially cause loss of transmission of the hammer blow to penetrating the sand, so measurements were conducted to allow for this and determine how influential it might be.

The friction in the bearing was experimentally calculated by suspending the penetrator and hammer mass from a set of scales by an elasticated line. The penetrator was gently lowered under its own weight until the scale reading came to a stable value, which theoretically should display the weight of the penetrator minus the friction in the bearings, as the friction would be acting upwards in this case.
The penetrator was then pulled slightly past this resting point, and slowly allowed to rise back up until it came to a stop, again waiting until the scale reading came to a stable value. This set up can be seen in Figure 9.2. Theoretically, this reading should be the weight of the penetrator plus the friction in the bearings, as in this situation the friction would be acting downwards.

This was repeated three times and the resulting force readings averaged. The difference between these values is double that of the friction in the rails (since we have measured the friction both in the upwards and downwards direction), giving a final value of 0.435 N. Since this level of friction is so low, it can be considered negligible for the purposes of this experiment. If this technique were to be repeated in lower gravity however, this might be an issue that would need addressing.

### 9.2.3 Choice of variables

Staying consistent with the power experiment described in Chapter 7, the sands SSC-3 and BP were used for these tests. Low density tests were omitted however, as the weight of the penetrator was too large and simply went through the entire depth of the container under its own weight without coming to a halt.

Following on from the gravity experiments in Chapter 8, the same amplitudes of ultrasonic vibration were used (including a control test using pure hammering and no vibration, noted by the ‘0 µm’ runs). This run of experiments is referred to as the
‘simultaneous hammer and ultrasonic vibration tests’ as ultrasonics is switched on immediately before hammering occurs. This will help to distinguish this experiment from other similar experiments in the chapter.

Additionally, a set of experiments involving no hammering was run, using pulses of pure ultrasonic vibration to penetrate the sand. The vibration pulse duration was kept at 400 ms, and the depth noted after each pulse. This will help enable a comparison by setting a benchmark by which to compare hammered strikes through the fluidised sand. A total of 96 separate experiments were run in this regard.

### 9.3 Experimental technique

The sand was prepared in accordance with the technique described in section 3.5 in the same way as for the force and power experiments. The entire set of experiments for each sand was run over the course of a single day, in order to avoid as many external influences on the final bulk density (such as humidity) as much as possible. Five measurements on sand mass were made at various stages during the day. Using a container volume of 5.219 litres, the bulk and relative density could be calculated, and are shown in Table 9.1. These bulk density values are very close to the densities from previous experiments, however since small changes in the density can have large impacts on the effects of penetration, it was prudent to establish the specific density value on the day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Mass of sand (g)</th>
<th>Bulk density (g/cc)</th>
<th>Average density (g/cc)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Relative density (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSC-3</td>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>8280.3</td>
<td>1.587</td>
<td>1.586</td>
<td>0.00169</td>
<td>43.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>8287.7</td>
<td>1.588</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>8277.6</td>
<td>1.586</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run 4</td>
<td>8268.6</td>
<td>1.584</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run 5</td>
<td>8266</td>
<td>1.584</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Run 1</td>
<td>8509.7</td>
<td>1.631</td>
<td>1.631</td>
<td>0.000615</td>
<td>48.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run 2</td>
<td>8513.8</td>
<td>1.631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run 3</td>
<td>8505.1</td>
<td>1.630</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run 4</td>
<td>8511.6</td>
<td>1.631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Run 5</td>
<td>8509.8</td>
<td>1.631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sand container was then placed directly underneath the penetrator within the rig. Stoppers on the table guaranteed that the container was positioned in the same place each time, ensuring the penetrator consistently travelled through the centre of the container.
The penetrator was then gently lowered into the sand until it came to a stop, and the initial starting point measured. The value of ultrasonic vibration was set, and the hammer raised to the active electro-magnet until it was held in position. Starting the Arduino code, the ultrasonic power was measured for 200 ms (to get a baseline reading in case of any DC offset), then started the ultrasonic vibration and turned off the electro magnet simultaneously, allowing the hammer to fall. The ultrasonic vibration was turned off after 400 ms and the electro-magnet turned back on. Ultrasonic power was measured for an additional 200 ms (for off-set purposes), and then the hammer was raised back to the magnet by hand, ready to repeat the process. A timeline of this process is provided in Figure 9.3.

![Figure 9.3: Timeline of the hammering process. The hammer was calculated to fall the 8.6 cm distance in 132 ms.](image)

The hammering process was repeated until a depth of 190 mm was reached, which was the maximum length of the straight section of the penetrator.

The ultrasonic pulsing experiments were less complex in design. These tests did not involve raising the hammer to a specific height and letting it drop, however the hammer was still left in position to ensure that the weight of the penetrator was the same across all experiments. With the penetrator lowered into position and the starting depth measured, the same code was run as before, however the hammer was not in position to be released. This ensured an identical pulse duration and measurement time. These pure-puling runs took a significant amount of time to reach this depth, with the 0.4 µm amplitude of vibration estimated to take 900 pulses, based upon the total time it took to fully penetrate with the ultrasonics left on. Due to the manual method of reading the depth and saving the power data this would take an impractical amount of time, so these tests were instead run to a maximum of 50 pulses, with the depth and power recorded after each pulse. This would still result in a large number of data point on which to conduct analysis, and a more
automated experimental method could be designed if the final results warrant it. All tests were also repeated three times in new preparations of sand to obtain an averaged final result. The depth was then read off in the same way, until either a depth of 190 mm was reached, or a set of 50 data points were obtained (49 pulses and 1 starting depth measurement).

9.3.1.1 Timed run

The tests described above describe the majority of the experiments, focusing on a hammer strike, an ultrasonic pulse, or both. To put these results in context, an additional set of experiments, solely in BP, were run to measure the progression of penetration whilst ultrasonic vibration was on continuously.

As discussed in section 9.2.1, the ultrasonic vibration of granular material is a dynamic process. When left on, the ultrasonic probe will continue to sink further into the sand. This test aimed to see whether there was a physical limit to the achievable depth, or if a steady-state of penetration rate could eventually be reached. Similar variables to the pulse test were used, such as the density of sand, ultrasonic amplitude, and maximum penetration depth. However, due to the time constraints and the length of the test, three repetitions were not conducted, and only the sand BP was used. The penetration depth was again measured by eye, but unlike in the main set of experiments, the penetrator was in motion for these measurements, making accurate readings difficult. An automatic method of measuring the distance, such as a linear potentiometer, would have solved this issue; however this particular test was not envisioned in the original design and it will just serve as an additional indicator of ultrasonic effects.

For each of these timed runs, as in the main experiment, the penetrator was lowered into the sand and allowed to come to rest. An ultrasonic amplitude was chosen, and a stopwatch started when ultrasonics were switched on. Since this measurement was done by eye, readings could only be taken every 10 seconds, to allow for the depth to be recorded. For the low levels of amplitude, the penetration rate was so slow that this 10 s special resolution was enough. However, the high-amplitude runs finished very quickly, resulting in a low number of data points.
9.4 Results and analysis

9.4.1 Simultaneous hammering and ultrasonic vibration

This is the core experiment in this chapter, investigating the effects of combining ultrasonic vibration with the commonly used hammering technique. The 0 µm represent pure hammering, forming the control test for the experiment.

The penetration depth as a function of hammer blows in SSC-3 and BP is shown in Figure 9.4. As an aside, it is important to note that the axes are flipped in respect to figures shown previously in this thesis, with the penetration depth shown on the y-axis. This was intentional, as the hammer-strikes were the independent variable in this situation, whereas the penetration depth in previous tests was determined by the constant penetration rate, and thus was an independent variable. As will be seen in some of the other figures in this section, this ordering also allows a clearer analysis of the results.

Predictably, the higher values of ultrasonic amplitude resulted in fewer hammer strikes to reach the final depth of 190 mm. Additionally, more strikes were required with BP than SSC-3, which is in agreement with the higher relative density of BP (48.2% compared to 43.1%), as well as the higher peak penetration forces discussed in Chapter 6.
9.4.1.1 Investigating the effects around 0.6 µm

Interestingly, there seems to be very little variance in depth profile for the three lowest amplitudes, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 µm. This feature was not noted until after the experiments were completed and the data plotted and analysed, and was originally thought to be an issue with the experimental set-up. The apparatus was checked, especially the Arduino code that governed the amplitude command to ensure it was not sending an incorrect amplitude signal, but no issue was found. Additionally, not only was this effect seen in both SSC-3 and BP, but each run was also repeated three times and averaged, and each repetition showed the same result.

To better visualise this, it is perhaps beneficial to view the penetration depth reached after a specific number of strikes, and plot these points against the ultrasonic amplitude value used. This is shown for BP in Figure 9.5, and for SSC-3 in Figure 9.6. Note that these plots display all three of these runs in order to illustrate the consistent nature of this effect, whilst the plots shown in Figure 9.4 show the average results from these three tests.
Figure 9.5: Depth reached after a specific number of hammer strikes for BP, showing all three of the runs.
In general, there is a trend that increasing the ultrasonic amplitudes results in a further depth of penetration with the same number of hammer strikes. With the data presented in this way however, it is clear that an inflection point appears in the range of 0.4 – 0.6 μm with the depth levelling off to some degree, and in some cases actually decreasing slightly with increasing amplitude. Whilst some effects are apparent in BP, it is most notably seen in SSC-3, with nearly all of the plots experiencing a decrease in penetration depth.

What this suggests is that initially a slight *increase* in amplitude from 0.4 to 0.6 μm can result in a slight *decrease* in hammering penetration performance. This is in clear conflict with the results obtained in all experiments using a contact penetration rate, as one would expect higher levels of vibration to result in larger penetration depths across all amplitudes. Perhaps coincidentally, this inflection occurs around the same point as the optimum amplitude for minimum power consumption. It is important to note, however, that the hammering technique does not rely on a linear actuator like the constant rate experiments.

*Figure 9.6: Depth reached after a specific number of hammer strikes for SSC-3, showing all three of the runs.*
did, and therefore does not fall under the same optimised-power premise as do the previous experiments, so this optimum amplitude does not inherently apply here.

In relative terms, the difference in depth in this ultrasonic region is about a centimetre, or 10% of the penetration depth after 5 strikes. This is a relatively large discrepancy, and if it had occurred in just one of the runs then it could have been put down to slight differences in the final bulk density of the sample of sand. However, with this effect being present across all runs, it is more likely that this is a genuine effect of the amplitude of ultrasonic vibration.

9.4.2 Ultrasonic pulsing

The ultrasonic pulsing tests functioned in a similar way; however they did not include hammering and focussed solely on the depth acquired from pulsing ultrasonic vibration for the same duration. As such, the figures look similar, except there are no 0 µm plot lines. The results for BP are shown in Figure 9.7, and for SSC-3 in Figure 9.8.

![Figure 9.7: Ultrasonic pulsing in BP. Each pulse lasts 0.4 s.](image-url)
Pulsing ultrasonics in this way resulted in much less efficient penetration, with none of the experiments reaching the maximum depth of 190 mm. Based on these results, it appears that the progression becomes almost linear, with each pulse providing the same change in depth. A larger number of pulses would help confirm whether this trend continues at larger depths.

Figure 9.8: Ultrasonic pulsing in SSC-3.
Additionally, the inflection effect seen in simultaneous hammering and pulsing is not nearly as pronounced, in particular for BP which shows much more distinction between the different vibration amplitudes. SSC-3, however, still has the $0.4 - 0.6$ μm results grouped closer together, especially at a low number of pulses. Again, the comparison of penetration depth against ultrasonic amplitude for 5, 10, and 15 pulses can be seen in Figure 9.9 and Figure 9.10 for BP and SSC-3 respectively.

![Figure 9.9: Ultrasonic pulsing in BP, showing the average depth of the 3 runs.](image)
For these figures, the average of the three runs is shown, as the depths are so close together that it is difficult to distinguish between all the plot lines if all three runs were shown on one graph. Note also that these plots differ from Figure 9.5 and Figure 9.6 in that there is no 0 µm data, as these were all done purely with ultrasonic pulsing.

With the data presented in this way, it can clearly be seen that BP increases in a much more linear fashion than with simultaneous hammering and ultrasonics, with no inflection point apparent. SSC-3 on the other hand displays only minor improvements in penetration depth in the range 0.4 – 0.6 µm, and then follows a similar trend as BP in higher amplitudes. These pulsing experiments are designed to investigate the contribution to the overall penetration that ultrasonic vibration provides, and will be investigated further in section 9.5.1.
9.4.3 Timed experiments

Ultrasonic vibration is a dynamic process, and thus can provide penetration on its own. The pulsing experiments above replicated the same duration of vibration as in the combined hammering and ultrasonics experiments. However, it can be useful to investigate how the penetrator would function if the vibration was continuously on. The distance was noted every 10 seconds for each of the six ultrasonic amplitudes and repeated three times, with the average results shown in Figure 9.11.

![Figure 9.11: Continuous ultrasonic vibration in BP.](image)

The distinction between the different amplitudes is even clearer, with a very even progression of penetration depth with increasing amplitude. Due to high amplitudes progressing very quickly through the sand, only four measurements were able to be taken for the 1.6 µm run, reaching the 190 mm depth in 40 seconds, compared to 350 seconds for the 0.4 µm run.
9.5 Comparisons of data

With this data collected, it is clear that adding ultrasonic vibration to hammering can assist in the penetration of granular material, resulting in a lower number of strikes to reach the same penetration depth. However, two questions arise from this data, and it is possible to combine some of the results to get a new look at this effect. These questions are:

1. Does the penetration depth of simultaneous hammering and ultrasonics give the same depth as the sum of depths from hammering and ultrasonic pulsing separately?
2. Does the penetration depth after 50 ultrasonic pulses of 0.4 seconds duration result in the same depth after 20 seconds of continuous vibration?

These questions are answered in the following subsections.

9.5.1 Comparing simultaneous hammering and ultrasonics with the depth of pure hammering plus ultrasonic pulses

So far, these experiments have covered the penetration of granular material using three different methods: purely hammering, purely ultrasonic pulsing, and both simultaneously. The simultaneous hammering and ultrasonics method resulted in the least amount of strikes/pulses to reach the full 190 mm penetration depth, which is to be expected since it is the combination of both of the other methods. However, it will be useful to determine how the two methods interact with each other, and whether the combination of hammering and ultrasonics is greater than the sum of hammering and ultrasonics separately.

To visualise this, the following graphs each display results of each of the six different ultrasonic amplitudes, shown in Figure 9.12 for BP and Figure 9.13 for SSC-3. Each graph contains four plots, showing the penetration depth profile of pure hammering, pure ultrasonic pulses, both methods used together, and finally the sum of the penetration profiles of both, starting from the same initial penetration depth.

For BP, the difference between the simultaneous runs and the summed runs is remarkably small, reaching the final penetration depth with very little difference in the number of strikes/pulses. The gradient between the two methods varies slightly, with the summed results showing a slightly faster penetration initially. SSC-3 on the other hand
displays a significant difference in every case, with the summed results reaching maximum penetration depth between 5-8 strikes/pulses earlier than the simultaneous results. The shape of the curve, however, is much more similar between the two methods, with the summed results at 0.4 μm excitation amplitude matching very well with the simultaneous results at 0.8 μm. These results indicate that whilst simultaneous hammering and ultrasonic does reduce the number of strikes needed to reach a given depth, there is some loss of penetration efficiency when they are combined together. A small loss in efficiency, however, would not discount this as a viable option, as the most important factor is that the total number of strikes is reduced, thereby reducing stresses and damage potential in a final tool.

With the data showing both hammering and pulsing results for a given amplitude in the same plot, it is easy to compare the two directly. It was noted in section 9.4.2 that the final penetration depth for pure pulsing was significantly lower than that for pure hammering, even at the highest amplitude of 1.6 μm. What can be seen in some figures, particularly for the 0.8 – 1.6 μm BP and the 1.6 μm SSC-3 runs, is that initially the purely pulsing technique can out-perform the purely hammering technique at a low number of strikes/pulses, but at larger number of pulses the depth gained per pulse is too small to match the capabilities of the hammering technique. This is seen starting at lower amplitudes in BP, which along with the greater overall penetration depth over SSC-3 could suggest that BP reacts more favourably to ultrasonic penetration than SSC-3 does. The opposite appears to be true for non-ultrasonic hammering, as the full penetration depth was reached in 50 strikes for BP, whilst only requiring 33 strikes for SSC-3. The specific reason for the cause of this is unknown, and could be due to a variety of reason such as bulk density, relative density, particle sizes etc.
Figure 9.12: Simultaneous hammer strike and ultrasonic pulsing, pure striking pure pulsing, and the sum of the two in BP using an excitation amplitude of (a) 0.4 $\mu$m, (b) 0.5 $\mu$m, (c) 0.6 $\mu$m, (d) 0.8 $\mu$m, (e) 1.2 $\mu$m, and (f) 1.6 $\mu$m.
Hammering and Ultrasonic Vibration

Figure 9.13: Simultaneous hammer strike and ultrasonic pulsing, pure striking pure pulsing, and the sum of the two in SSC-3 using an excitation amplitude of (a) 0.4 µm, (b) 0.5 µm, (c) 0.6 µm, (d) 0.8 µm, (e) 1.2 µm, and (f) 1.6 µm.
9.5.2 Comparing continuous and pulsed ultrasonics

As discussed in the previous section, in some cases it transpired that ultrasonic pulsing resulted in a greater initial penetration depth than the hammering technique for the same number of strikes/pulses. A potential explanation for this could be due to the penetrator gaining a large amount of momentum at shallow depths, as the sudden ultrasonic vibration and subsequent fluidised sand would result in little resistance during entire 400 ms pulse, with the probe in effect ‘free-falling’ through the sand. The momentum gained by the penetrator during this free-fall phase would then help drive the probe to a greater depth in the soil than if the pulse had been split up into shorter segments, thereby shortening the time that the falling penetrator could build up momentum. Comparing the difference between pulse durations would therefore be extremely valuable to understanding how vibration interacts with hammering.

A new set of experiments is not necessarily required to investigate this, as it is possible to compare the penetration depths of the timed experiment to the pulsed experiment, with the equivalent time represented by the sum of the 400 ms pulses. This is shown in Figure 9.14 only for BP, as a timed experiment was not conducted for SSC-3. Due to measurements being taken by hand, the timed experiments have a temporal resolution of 10 seconds compared to the 400 ms resolution of the pulsed experiment, so only three data points from the timed experiment are able to be displayed, representing 20 seconds of continuous vibration. Also note that the 50 data points for the pulsed experiment comprised of 49 pulses and 1 initial starting value, so the sum of the ultrasonic pulse time is in fact 19.6 seconds, resulting in the final point of the timed experiment not precisely lining up with the last point of the pulsed experiment data plots. Despite this small discrepancy and the low resolution of data points from the timed experiment, it is still possible to use this comparison to great effect.

The first thing to note from this figure is that all vibrations amplitudes except 0.4 µm result in the timed experiment to have a higher penetration depth than the corresponding summed pulse time. This would suggest that the extra initial momentum afforded by the continuous ultrasonic vibration caused the penetrator to travel further, whilst the stop-start nature of the pulsed experiments prevented this. This initial momentum boost would not be a significant factor once the probe had reached a steady-state, progressing solely under its own weight through the fluidised sand. This is clearly illustrated by the fact that the
gradients of the pulsed plots after 25 pulses, again barring the 0.4 µm plot, match very closely with the gradient of the timed experiment plots after 10 seconds, albeit at a slightly lower penetration depth. It follows that a higher vibration amplitude would result in a larger amount of fluidisation, and potentially a greater length of time for momentum to build up and push the probe further. This is illustrated by the 1.6 µm tests showing the largest difference in penetration depth, however the 0.5 µm runs seem to have the second largest difference between penetration depths, so it might be that more effects are at play.

The 0.4 µm plot is peculiar, as the timed experiment plot lies below the pulsed plot and the final gradient for the timed experiment is higher, both of which are at odds with the rest of the results. It is possible that the low amplitude of vibration would not fluidise the sand to as great of an extent as the higher amplitudes, or the stop-start nature of the pulsing tests could be a benefit at lower amplitudes.

Figure 9.14: Comparison between the pulsed experiments (shown in thick line), and the equivalent time for the continuous vibration experiments (shown in thin line with just 3 data points, due to the low sample rate of the timed experiments).
Unfortunately the low resolution of data points for the timed experiments prevents definitive conclusions to be drawn regarding the transition point between free-fall and steady-state penetration. A future experiment that would incorporate an automated method of depth measurement could be extremely valuable to investigate this. What can be determined, however, is that this transition occurs at some point below 10 seconds, and is likely to appear as a sharp change in gradient of the penetration depth curve.

9.6 Chapter conclusions

This chapter has laid out the final set of experiments taken during this PhD, utilising all of the information gained from the previous investigations and applying it to a penetration technique that has flown on previous space missions. As such, these experiments take the first steps into using ultrasonic vibration as a viable device for penetration granular material.

The combination of simultaneous hammering and ultrasonic pulsing showed that the addition of ultrasonic vibration can reduce the total number of strikes required on a probe to reach a specific depth, in this case 190 mm. In BP this was reduced from 48 strikes to 15 strikes at the highest excitation amplitude of 1.6 µm, and from 33 strikes to 17 strikes in SSC-3. Reducing the number of strikes for a hammering device can significantly extend its operational lifetime, and this technique could potentially be used to great effect in this regard.

Additionally, it was discovered that at low penetration depths, ultrasonic vibration can fluidise the sand to such an extent that the penetrator undergoes a brief moment of near free-fall, where it progresses for a short time unhindered. This effect was not seen at larger depths, where progression due to ultrasonic vibration was much more linear. In applications for a probe that is allowed to progress through terrain under its own weight, it would be beneficial to extend the duration of ultrasonic vibration at shallower depths to take advantage of this effect. This will no doubt be heavily affected by the local gravity, and further tests could be done to investigate the relationship between gravity and ultrasonic pulse duration.
Chapter 10

Conclusions

10.1 Overview

A summary of the conclusions from each chapter are provided here.

Chapter 2

Ultrasonic penetration of granular materials is a multi-disciplinary field, involving aspects from many different areas of research. An overview of the principles of ultrasonic vibration was given, ultimately guiding the design of the ultrasonic penetrator. Sand is a very complex material, and an overview of some bearing capacity theory was also covered. As an area of civil engineering, these principles are normally applied to large structures, and so specific equations are not intended to hold up at the macro scale. However, it can provide information about some of the physical processes involved with the insertion of objects into granular material, and one model was described that aimed to predict the penetration performance of static probes through soil. Terrestrial applications of drilling and pile-driving, as well as their associated mechanics, were also covered.

As this work is aimed towards space applications, a summary of previous, ongoing, and future missions was described. Of particular note were the missions involving accessing the subsurface of planets through regolith, as these illustrate clearly the obstacles that must be overcome in order to conduct scientific analysis. Available weight-on-bit and power requirements were at the forefront of considerations for all of these devices, showing that this field is still ongoing, with new methods and devices being created in continuing research. Some more novel concepts involving biomimetics were also discussed.
Chapter 3

This chapter set out to measure and define the sands used throughout the rest of the research. Three sands from the University of Surrey (SSC-1, SSC-2, and ES-3), were already fully characterised. A fourth sand from Surrey, SSC-3, was only partially characterised, and an additional sand from the University of Glasgow, BP, was also included. These last two sands underwent the full process of characterisation, measuring the key mechanical properties of the regoliths: particle size distributions, particle density, minimum and maximum densities, loose and compact density of preparations (and therefore relative densities), and the critical and peak friction angle.

In addition to these measurements, a definitive protocol for creating loose and compact preparations of sand was established. This was designed to be as hands-off as possible, thus creating a high degree of consistency and repeatability. Consistent preparations of sand allowed subsequent penetration tests to be directly compared against one another.

Chapter 4

This short chapter laid out the processes of the design of an ultrasonically active penetrator. Horns are often used to increase and amplify the vibration supplied by piezoelectric transducers, however this particular design also required the horn to include features that would allow it to sufficiently penetrate through sand. The penetration depth was limited to the length of the shaft up to the step-profile, which in turn is governed by factors such as the operational frequency, material choice, and volume of material. By designing the horn to resonate at the second longitudinal mode, L2, the effective penetration depth was increased three-fold over a horn designed to resonate at L1, all other factors being the same. The experimental modal analysis (EMA) matched up well with the finite element analysis (FEA), and showed that the horn had a gain of 3.5, meaning all excitation amplitudes were amplified by this factor at the very tip of the probe. This penetrator design was used for all tests.

Chapter 5

This chapter provided a qualitative examination of the motion of sand particles under ultrasonic vibration. Visualising the motion of sand during a full penetration test was not possible, due to the opaque nature of sand. Instead, the probe was laid horizontally and half-buried in a 50/50 mix of white and black sand, and examined with a high speed
camera and microscope. When ultrasonic vibration was initialised, sand immediately surrounding the penetrator began to fluidise. Regions directly in front were dispelled several centimetres away, whilst the sand along the side of the shaft was observed to travel in the opposite direction, towards the nodal point of the probe.

Fluidisation of sand surrounding the probe is likely the leading cause of the force reductions seen elsewhere in the thesis, in a similar way to quicksand causing objects to sink into it. The phenomenon of sand collecting around the nodal points could potentially be utilised for evacuation purposes, removing cuttings away from a drilling surface.

Chapter 6

These were the very first tests into using direct ultrasonic vibration in the penetration of granular material. A rig was designed to measure the reacted force throughout penetration at a slow and fast penetration rate into ten different regolith environments (five different regoliths, each at loose and compact densities). In all environments, the peak penetration force decreased with increasing amplitude. Some regoliths displayed a higher sensitivity to the vibration, reducing force by a greater amount than others. Loose density preparations also showed a lower overall sensitivity than compacted sand, suggesting that the greatest benefits would be in tougher substrates. The higher levels of vibration displayed diminishing returns, only reducing the force requirements by a small amount compared to the lower levels of vibration.

Additional effects involving consecutive penetrations also arose in these tests, suggesting that repeated penetrations into the same area of sand would require less force up to a certain depth, whereupon the peak force would rapidly increase.

Chapter 7

After the force experiments were conducted, it became apparent that the power consumption of the ultrasonic transducer would warrant investigation, particularly at lower amplitudes. A new ultrasonic supply was used for these tests that provided a smaller minimum ultrasonic excitation amplitude, allowing experiments to be conducted down to 0.4 µm. A reduction in the penetration force results in a lower power consumption in the linear actuator; however the ultrasonic vibration requires power itself to maintain. By measuring the power consumption of both the actuator and the ultrasonic transducer, the
total power consumption with respect to excitation amplitude was realised. It was discovered that there was an optimum excitation amplitude of 0.6 µm for high density BP, where the total power consumption was minimised, proving that using ultrasonic vibration in penetrating devices could in some cases reduce the overall power requirements.

Chapter 8

These experiments looked at the impact that gravity has on the effectiveness of ultrasonically assisted penetration, by conducting the previous experiments in a large centrifuge. The penetration force and power consumption were measured in gravity levels between 1 – 10 g, and the relations with gravity examined. The total power consumption levels appeared to vary very little with increasing gravity, continually displaying optimum excitation amplitude around 0.6 µm.

Force requirements on the other hand increased dramatically with higher gravity levels. Additionally, the effectiveness of ultrasonic vibration (i.e. how much the force is reduced as a percentage of the non-ultrasonic force) appeared to decrease at higher gravity. Extrapolating this result, it is possible to infer that using ultrasonic vibration in the penetration of granular material would be even more effective in lower gravity, giving larger decreases in penetration force compared to non-ultrasonic forces.

Chapter 9

All other experiments in this thesis looked at categorising and establishing the limits and benefits of ultrasonic vibration on granular material. The experimental technique used was simply to cut out as many variables as possible, and it is not expected that this would be used in situ. The tests covered in this chapter however formed the first steps into incorporating ultrasonic onto an actual device, using the ‘hammer-action’ method used on previous space missions.

Coordinating pulses of ultrasonic vibration with a hammer striking yielded significantly fewer impacts required to reach a depth of 190 mm than by pure hammering. These advantages can manifest in two ways. Firstly, increasing the depth per strike would enable a penetration vehicle to reach its desired depth in a much shorter time frame, allowing a longer duration for scientific measurements. Secondly, the force of impact can be immense, potentially leading to damages within the device. By allowing a lower impact force, the penetrating mole could theoretically be loaded with more sensitive scientific
equipment, opening up an increased suite of scientific instruments that can be delivered to the sub-surface of a planet.

To summarise, ultrasonically assisted penetration through granular material is a fledgling field, and the results indicate that it could potentially significantly beneficial in its application to low gravity or low mass penetrators.

10.2 Contributions

Brief descriptions of the main contributions that this work has given to the scientific community are given here, illustrating the new information and knowledge gained

Ultrasonics and WOB reduction

Ultrasonic vibration of a penetrating probe impacts the surrounding media by fluidising the sand within a very short range. Through this effect, the weight-on-bit (WOB) required for penetration has experimentally been shown to reduce, up to an order of magnitude in these specific cases, illustrating its potential worth for either low gravity environments such as on planets or asteroids, or for low weight environments, such as submerged exploration.

Ultrasonics and power reduction

Simultaneously it has been shown that this vibration, whilst requiring power to sustain, can reduce the overhead forces to such a degree that the total power consumption of the whole system is reduced.

Performance with gravity

Initial tests with a high gravity centrifuge have shown, through extrapolating trends, that the WOB reduction performance seen with ultrasonic penetration could increase at lower gravities. This would be attractive for any penetration in low gravity.

Increasing performance of hammering probes

Applying ultrasonic vibration to an existing penetration method, impact hammering, has shown that ultrasonic vibration is a versatile method, which can be used simultaneously with other mechanisms. Tests showed that combining ultrasonic vibration and impact
hammering resulted in a significantly higher penetration performance, accessing depths in fewer impacts.

10.3 Publications

The work in this thesis has been published and presented at several conferences, as well as in a journal article. The references of these papers are listed here, as well as the corresponding chapters that relate to the content within each paper.

10.3.1 Journal publications


10.3.2 Conference publications


D. G. Firstbrook, P. Doherty, R. Timoney, P. Harkness, and F. Suñol, “Preparations for variable-gravity regolith penetration with an ultrasonically-active probe,” in 12th International Planetary Probe Workshop, 2015, no. 1. (Chapter 8)


10.3.3 Other articles

Interviewed article for STV

http://glasgow.stv.tv/articles/315159-space-team-glasgow-to-work-on-mars-rover-drill-at-european-space-agency/

The “Team Dynamics” as part of the ESA Educations ‘Spin Your Thesis!’ campaign

http://www.esa.int/Education/Spin_Your_Thesis/Meet_the_teams_Dynamics
Chapter 11

Recommended Future Design and Research

Research time for PhD has inevitable limitations and the work is never truly completed, with more questions than answers often arising. The work in this PhD is no different, and several questions and curious results arose that would benefit from further examination, which unfortunately were not able to be covered during the time available.

This chapter will present a few of the areas that warrant further scientific investigation, followed by a short discussion as to the possible applications of the work covered in this thesis. It is important to note that the possible applications are simply ideas that are based on the observations and experience of the author. As such they are not aimed to be taken as a final design, but rather as a seed for inspiration on possible applications.

11.1 Future work

11.1.1 Optimisation of ultrasonics

The ultrasonic transducer used for these tests was the L500 from Sonic Systems™; an off-the-shelf product used for a wide variety of tasks. As such, it is not strictly tailored for the penetration of granular materials. The transducer is capable of tracking a small frequency range of 19.5 – 20.5 kHz, however it is entirely possible that different frequencies might perform differently with respect penetration, perhaps exciting some sort of resonance with the sand. Future work could potentially look into this, manufacturing a range of ultrasonic transducers that resonate at a range of frequencies.
11.1.2 In situ monitoring

Due to the opacity of sand, the high-speed camera experiments described in Chapter 5 were limited to viewing the surface, with a horizontally positioned penetrator secured in place. This helped with the understanding of the general mechanics of vibration and granular material, but it is not a true representation of ultrasonic vibration during penetration. Previous work using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) has been done to allow the user to probe the flow of grains within a material [120], [121]. Ultrasonic penetration experiments could be performed with these MRI machines. This is not a trivial task however, as extreme care is required when using metals in these high-magnetic-field machines, especially with any magnetic metals such as iron, nickel, or cobalt.

11.1.3 Low gravity tests

The high-gravity experiments described in Chapter 8 provided a valuable insight into the effects of gravitational acceleration on ultrasonic vibration. However, the authors were well aware that the Earth possesses the highest gravity of any rocky body in the solar system, meaning that any extra-terrestrial surface exploration would be conducted in gravity less than 1 g. Despite this, the high-gravity experiments allowed a vast amount of experiments to be conducted, and a trend line to be extrapolated.

The next step in progression of this work would be to conduct experiments in low gravity. Due to the time taken for penetration, it is likely that a parabolic flight would be required. Micro-gravity is too low to keep the sand sample intact, so dedicated partial-g flights would be needed, which have been previously achieved for penetration experiments [122]. If a future experiment were able to get a placement on one of these flights, then it would be possible to test out the theory inferred from Chapter 8, and provide valuable empirical feedback for future missions involving ultrasonic penetration.

11.1.4 Expanding hammering tests

The hammering experiments of Chapter 9 concluded that ultrasonic vibration allowed a higher rate of penetration per strike than just pure hammering. The benefit is that the hammering force could be reduced, allowing more delicate instruments to be included within the device. During these experiments, a variety of different hammering masses were
considered, thus providing different impact energies. However, these were not able to be implemented due to time. For pure hammering, a lower impact energy results in a lower depth of penetration, all other things being equal. With the introduction of ultrasonic vibration, it would be interesting to see where the balance lies, and whether the impact mass can be reduced to a point where the penetration profiles of simultaneous vibration and hammering eventually match that of pure hammering, albeit it with a larger mass. This information would be invaluable in the design of an ultrasonic mole, guiding the operator the amplitude to use for comparable penetration performance, and answering how much the internal impacts can be reduced by to achieve comparable penetration depths.

11.1.5 Wasp horn tests

One goal of this PhD was to combine the ultrasonics knowledge of the University of Glasgow, and the wasp-drill concept from the University of Surrey, described in section 2.1.4.1. One of the problems with this task is the half-cylinder shape of the wasp drill. If such a shape were to vibrate ultrasonically it would create a large bending force, which at large amplitudes could possibly break the device. For this reason, it was decided to create a rotationally symmetric version of the wasp drill to start investigating its properties. This is known as a Mono-block Drill Head (MDH) [56], as is essentially the same shape as if the two halves of the wasp drill were fused together. This horn was rotationally symmetric, with barbs designed at the surface, tapering in a conical fashion, shown in Figure 11.1.
The design was based as much as possible on an existing MDH (described in the thesis by Gouache [56]), with the additional constraint that it must fit the Langevin transducer and vibrate at 20 kHz. Additionally, the 3D laser used in the experimental modal analysis is required to be perpendicular to the surface it is measuring. The simplest way to do this was to introduce short flat sections between the barbs, still keeping the general shape the same as the original MDH.

11.1.5.1 Wasp horn Experimental Modal Analysis

The horn was tested using the same EMA method as described in Chapter 4. Unlike the previous horn, this horn was designed to resonate at the L1 mode at 20 kHz. This design does not utilise a step, and thus is not as constrained in penetration depth. However, this also results in a much lower gain compared to the previous horn, requiring more power input to reach the same amplitude. The larger cross-sectional area would also result in much higher penetration forces comparatively, but as this was intended to investigate the effects at an initial level, this was not a huge concern.

During the EMA testing, attempts at measuring the vibration on a barb using the 3D laser proved more difficult than anticipated due to the angles involved. The flat sections

Figure 11.1: Overview of the ultrasonic wasp horn.
incorporated into the design on the other hand proved to give a much clearer results, showing the flat-sections in the design were essential. The results of the frequency response are shown in Figure 11.2, with a clear peak at 20 kHz.

![Figure 11.2: EMA results of the wasp horn](image)

The placement of points of measurement is shown in Figure 11.3, resulting in 48 total points using a 6-way symmetry. The complex shape of the horn was not reproduced in the simulation as there is no vibration data from the tips of the barbs. However the underlying vibration was recorded, and showed a perfectly longitudinal vibration. The gain of the horn can be calculated from the ratio of tip vibration to base vibration, resulting in a final gain of 1.5. This is much lower than the gain of the previous horn (3.5); however this is to be expected due to the shape of the horn being more like a cone, rather than a step function.
Investigations using this horn could be extremely valuable in combining ultrasonics and wasp-drilling technologies, however due to time constraints, experiments with it were not able to be conducted. The horn has been manufactured and fully characterised, so it could easily form the basis of a future project.

11.2 Applications

11.2.1 Ultrasonic mole

As discussed in Chapter 9, ultrasonic vibration could potentially be incorporated with the existing mole technology. Due to the fragile nature of piezo-ceramics, care would need to be taken in ensuring the shocks are kept away from these elements. A hammering strike would not be able to impact the back-mass of a Langevin transducer directly, however by using a case that encapsulates the ultrasonic elements, the shock could be spread out and around, directing energy towards the mole tip. An example of this design is shown in Figure 11.4.
In this design, a case is connected to the tip via a flange. Designing the nodal point of vibration to coincide with this flange allows mechanical fixtures to be made without vibration propagating through it. The tip acts as several components simultaneously; the tip of the penetrating mole, the front mass of the Langevin transducer, and the horn to amplify vibration. It is important to note that the shape of the tip would require to be designed to maximise mole penetration performance and not to maximise the vibration gain. However, previous tests showed significant reduction in force at the lowest level of excitation amplitude, 0.4 µm, which corresponds to a tip amplitude of 1.4 µm with the 3.5 gain of the penetrator. This level of vibration can easily be achieved; however a slightly larger power draw would be expected.

This design is just a preliminary example of how ultrasonic could be incorporated into the hammering mole technique, and it is hoped future research could develop this further.

### 11.2.2 Anchoring

For small landers in low gravity, anchors offer an attractive method to increase the effective weight that can be applied to drills or penetrators. The same force that keeps the anchor in place and which provides increased traction is the same force that would need to
be overcome if the anchor needs to be retrieved. As the traction force is often intended to be maximised, this results in the anchor simply being cut loose after use, due to the high retrieval force. Ultrasonic vibration, with its ability to fluidise sand under controlled circumstances could potentially alleviate this retrieval problem by creating a ‘smart’ anchor. For example, using a barbed horn and activating ultrasonics, it would be able to progress to further depths compared to non-ultrasonic penetration. By deactivating this horn, it effectively acts as an anchor, potentially providing a higher anchoring force due to its deeper depth. For retrieval, the ultrasonics can once again be activated, fluidising the sand around the anchor and reducing the retrieval force. The anchor could then be stored within the lander, ready to be used again. An overview of an example of this procedure is described in Figure 11.5.

![Diagram of a 'smart' anchor](image)

*Figure 11.5: Illustrated example of a ‘smart’ anchor. (a) The anchor is ultrasonically activated and progresses through the regolith with reduced friction due to the fluidised sand. (b) The ultrasonics are switched off, and the anchor allowed to function as normal, at a greater depth than previously possible. (c) For retrieval, the ultrasonics are once again activated, fluidising the surrounding sand and reducing the retrieval force required.*

### 11.2.3 Ultrasonic spoil removal

An interesting effect seen during the high-speed camera experiment in Chapter 5 occurred when the sand began to move and pile up around the nodal point of the horn. This effect was also seen in qualitative testing when pushing the penetrator through wet sand by hand, where clumps of sand would stick to the sides of the probe and move up the shaft against gravity. It is still not clear exactly how the sand vibrates in situ during penetration, however it could be possible that this nodal effect still occurs within the sand.
An example of how this phenomenon could be exploited is shown in Figure 11.6. During penetration, sand would move along the shaft and collect around the nodal point. As this particular horn is tuned to the second longitudinal mode, L2, this point is roughly located a third-way up the shaft. By lowering the frequency of vibration to coincide with the first longitudinal mode, approximately half the frequency at 10 kHz, the nodal point rises up to roughly two-thirds up the shaft. The collection of sand would potentially then travel up the shaft to this new nodal point. Here, the vibration could switch back to the second longitudinal mode, where the sand would then progress up to the second node at the top of the shaft.

![Figure 11.6](image_url)

*Figure 11.6*: Example of exploiting the collection of sand at the nodal points of vibration for locomotion of regolith. Switching the applied frequency would change the operating resonant mode to (a) the L2 mode, (b) the L1 mode, and (c) back to the L2 mode. The rough frequencies of these modes are given for the penetrator used in this particular work.

Theoretically, this effectively would be excavating sand from the tip of the penetrator to the surface, without the probe having to move position. This is highly speculative however, as the interaction of sand next to a vertical vibrating probe deep within the sample is currently unknown, and would rely heavily on the specific interactions with the soil. It is likely that this would have a greater effect in saturated sand, as the cohesive nature of wetted soil would cause a great degree of adhesion to the probe surface.
Additionally, operating the penetrator at a lower frequency could potentially have damaging consequences, as the flange of the Langevin transducer that supports the case would no longer be located at a nodal point. If this idea were to be taken further, significant development would be required, possibly using other vibrational modes such as bending or torsional.

11.3 Chapter conclusions

This chapter combines the knowledge acquired from the experiments taken previously, and suggests further research that could be developed. Many questions remain unanswered, and as this is a relatively young research field there is a great scope for ultrasonically assisted penetration to evolve.

Based on the experiences of the author, different possible applications were also suggested. Expanding on work covered with the hammering experiments in Chapter 9, suggestions towards incorporating this on a mole device were proposed. Reducing the hammering impacts or allowing the device to travel further for the same impact could be extremely beneficial for subsurface exploration. Ideas for a controllable ‘smart’ anchor were also suggested, potentially allowing a rover or lander to increase its effective weight-on-bit, whilst also allowing it to recommence locomotion when desired. Finally, a highly conceptual idea for using the collection of sand around nodal points for evacuation purposes was discussed.
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